NURSERY RHYMES

A Apple Pie.
A. Apple Pie. London: Frederick Warne & Co., [ca 1865]
26.8 x 22.6 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder (Aunt Louisa's London Toy Books)
Three Centuries 605. Imperfect: rear wrapper wanting. Colophon of Kronheim & Co at foot of front wrapper Opie N 1

A Apple Pie.
The Apple Pie. [London: Darton & Co., 58 Holborn Hill, (not after 1860)]
25 x 17 cm. pub orange col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Darton's Indestructible Elementary Children's Books)
Three Centuries 603. Inscription dated 8 February 1860; second set of wrappers pasted down as endpapers Opie N 2

A Apple Pie.
The Apple-Pie Alphabet. Derby: John and Charles Mozley, 6 Paternoster Row, London [between 1851 and 1874]
13.2 x 8.1 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with list of one-penny chapbooks on rear; folder
Three Centuries 601. This title listed as number 26 in the ad on the rear. Colophon of John and Charles Mozley, Derby Opie N 580

A Apple Pie.
The Apple-Pie Alphabet. London: John and Charles Mozley, 6 Paternoster Row, [between 1851 and 1874]
13.1 x 8.2 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with poem on rear; folder
Three Centuries 601. Colophon of Henry Mozley and Sons, Derby; signature on front wrap. This title number 26 in the publisher's series of penny chapbooks Opie N 581

A Apple Pie.
25.4 x 18.8 cm. pub blue cloth and white col pict bds; tan floral end papers
Ad for Plasticine Series at end Opie N 3

A Apple Pie.
The History of an Apple-Pie. Written by Z. London: Harris and Son, [ca 1820]
17.3 x 10.5 cm. pub olive pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 598. Wmk: 1816
Moon 1005.2 (publisher's dummy) Opie N 582

A Apple Pie.
The History of an Apple Pie. London: Darton & Clark, [between 1837 and 1845]
16 x 10.5 cm. pub grey pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 600. Opie N 583

A Apple Pie.
The History of an Apple Pie; with Ditties for the Nursery, by Dame Dearlove's Ditties. London: Grant and Griffith, [between 1843 and 1849]
17.9 x 10.8 cm. pub pink ptd wraps with ads on rear; folder
Colophon of S & J. Bentley, Wilson, and Fley, Bangor House, Shoe Lane Opie N 584

A Apple Pie.
The History of an Apple Pie. Written by Z. London: Griffith and Farran, [between 1856 and 1865]
17.6 x 11.5 cm. pub yellow glazed pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 602. Reissue of the 1820 edition published by J. Harris as a rag book. Wrappers have
the colophon of H.W. Hutchings, 63, Snow Hill, London

Opie N 585

A Apple Pie.
The History of an Apple Pie. Written by Z. London: Griffith and Farran, [between 1856 and 1865]
18 x 19.8 cm. pub pink pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Reissue of the 1820 edition published by J. Harris as a rag book; "Ditties for the Nursery by Dame Dearlove" pasted down as rear endpaper. Colophon of H.W. Hutchins, 63, Snow Hill, London on rear wrapper. From the library of Roland Knaster

Opie N 586

A Apple Pie.
The History of an Apple Pie. London: J. Bysh, 157 & 158 Albany Road, Old Kent Road, [ca 1860]
13.6 x 10.7 cm. pub green pict wraps; folder

Opie N 587

A, Apple Pie.
The History of A, Apple Pie. London: Dean & Son, Printers, Lithographers, and Book and Print Publishers, 11, Ludgate Hill; [not before 1861]
25 x 16.5 cm. pub pink col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Dean's Untearable Cloth Children's Coloured Toy Books)
Three Centuries 604. Size and date of press run (2,000 7 61) on front wrapper

Opie N 4

A Apple Pie.
31 x 25.2 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder
Rear wrapper has colophon of the lithographer L. van Leer & Co, Holland and 62 Ludgate Hill

Opie N 5

Added entry
A Apple Pie. The History of A Apple Pie see Pussy's Picture Book

Opie N 1017

A Apple Pie.
Mark's History of an Apple Pie. King Pippin's Alphabet for Good Children. [London: J. Marks, (between 1835 and 1857)]
17 x 10.2 cm. later stiff brown wraps with portion of pub's green ptd wrap pasted down; folder
Three Centuries 599.

Opie N 588

A Apple Pie.
The Tragical Death of a Apple-Pye, Who Was Cut in Pieces and Eat by Twenty Five Gentlemen with Whom All Little People Ought to Be Well Acquainted. London: Printed John Evans, 42, Long-lane, West-Smithfield, [between 1800 and 1812]
9.5 x 5.9 cm. folded sheet, as issued; folder
Three Centuries 597.

Opie N 589

A Apple Pie.
The Tragical Death of A. Apple Pie Who Was Cut in Pieces, and Eaten by Twenty-Six Little Villains. [Whitstable, Kent: Ben Sands at his Shoestring Press, 1966]
11.5 x 13.4 cm. pub brown jacket ptd in purple: folder
Three Centuries 608. A panorama; no. 185 of 225 copies. Gift of Roland Knaster

Opie N 590

A Was an Archer.
A Was an Archer. Derby: Printed by and for Henry Mozley and Sons, [not before 1815]
10.4 x 6.6 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 616. A half penny chapbook

Opie N 591

A Was an Archer.
A Was an Archer. London: Sold by the Booksellers, [ca 1840]
16.6 x 10.2 cm. pub yellow ptd wraps with booklist on rear; folder. This title listed as number 1 in the ad for an untitled series on the rear
Three Centuries 615.

A Was an Archer.

11.8 x 9.9 cm. pub maroon leather and red mbld bds. Binder's title: Stories

Opie N 592

Three Centuries 615.

A Was an Archer.
A Was an Archer. [Illustrated by J.V. Barrett] London: Dean & Son, 65 Ludgate Hill, [not before 1867]

28.7 x 23.8 cm. pub pale pink col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Dean's Infantile Oil-Colour Picture Toy Books)

Three Centuries 619. One ad on the rear dated 1867

Opie N 593

A Was an Archer.


29 x 22.3 cm. pub white cloth and blue col pict bds (rear white).

Shercliffe

Opie N 594

A Was an Archer.

The Hobby-Horse, or The High Road to Learning: Being a Revival of that Favourite Alphabet "A Was an Archer, and Shot at a Frog." London: J. Harris and Son, 1820.

17.5 x 10.6 cm. disbound; folder (Harris's Cabinet).

Moon 367 (1) Imperfect: A-D and W-Z only.

Three Centuries 611.

Opie N 6

A Was an Archer.

The Hobby-Horse, or The High Road to Learning: Being a Revival of that Favourite Alphabet "A Was an Archer, and Shot at a Frog." London: John Harris, [not after 1832]

17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow ptd wraps; folder

Moon 367 (3).

Three Centuries 612. From the collection of Roland Knaster. Inscription dated 1832

Opie N 7

A Was an Archer.

Tom Thumb's Alphabet. Illustrated by W. McConnell. Engraved by the Brothers Dalziel. [London: David Bogue, 86, Fleet Street, [between 1842 and 1857]

17.5 x 13.2 cm. pub white col pict bds with ads on rear, folder. (Picture Baby-Books).

Three Centuries 617.

Opie N 8

A Was an Archer.


11.6 x 8.2 cm. pub orange pict box; folder. A set of picture cards

Opie N 9

Adams, Frank.


28.3 x 22.2 cm. pub red cloth and green bds with col pict onlay: pale yellow pict end papers. Illustrations dated 1912.

Shercliffe

Opie N 9
Adams, Frank.  
**The History of Sam the Sportsman (From an old chapbook).** London, Glasgow, Bombay: Blackie & Son Limited, [not before 1909].  
28.3 x 22 cm. pub red cloth ad green bds with col pict onlay; pale yellow col pict end papers  
Three centuries 486. Shercliffe  
**Opie N 10**

Adams, Frank.  
**Mother Goose.** London, Glasgow, Bombay: Blackie & Son Ltd., [ca 1916?]  
27.6 x 22.5 cm. pub blue cloth backstrip and ivory col pict wraps (rear grey); folder. Picture book version of Mother Goose and the Golden Egg  
Shercliffe  
**Opie N 11**

Adams, Frank.  
**Simple Simon.** [Glasgow: Printed and Bound by Blackie & Son Ltd. (ca 193-)]  
25.4 x 19.5 cm. pub ivory col pict bds (rear grey); folder.  
Three Centuries 561. A collection of rhymes  
Shercliffe  
**Opie N 12**

Adams, Frank.  
**The Story of Little Jack Sprat.** London, Glasgow, Bombay: Blackie & Son Limited, [not before 1912]  
28 x 22 cm. pub red cloth and mint green bds with col pict onlay: col pict end papers. Colour illustrations dated 1912  
**Opie N 13**

Adams, Frank.  
**The Story of Simple Simon.** London, Glasgow, Dublin, Bombay: Blackie & Son Limited, [ca 1908]  
28.3 x 22 cm. pub red cloth and green bds with col pict onlay.  
Three Centuries 560.  
**Opie N 14**

Adams, Frank.  
**The Story of Tom the Piper's Son.** London, Glasgow, Bombay: Blackie & Son Limited, [not before 1910]  
28.3 x 22.5 cm. pub tan cloth and beige bds with col pict onlay; col pict endpapers.  
**Opie N 15**

Adamson, Stanley L.  
**Old Nursery Rhymes Dug Up at the Pyramids.** The Additional Verses by Oliver Booth. London: Dean & Son, Ltd, 160a Fleet Street, [not after 1907]  
25 x 30.5 cm. pub ptd burlap with green ribbon and wax seal of publisher; folder  
Three Centuries 148. Imperfect: text block detached. Inscription dated 1907  
**Opie N 16**

Addams, Charles.  
31 x 23.3 cm. pub orange cloth; col pict dj: folder.  
Three Centuries 309.  
**Opie N 17**

**Added entry**  
**Ah! How He Lov'd. . .** [from] The Persian Hunters, or The Rose of Turgistan, words by Thos. Noble; music by Chas. E. Horn. London: Published by T. Williams, 29, Tavistock St. Covent Garden [watermarked 1817] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds  
**Opie N 189 (10)**

Alleyne, Mabel.  
**Nursery Rhymes Illustrated with Six Woodcuts, Hand Coloured.** San Remo, Italy: Printed by H. Gilead Smith and Published at the Saint Loup Press, 1926  
26 x 20 cm. pub natural linen, green patterned bds with ptd label.  
Three Centuries 167. No. 99 of 100 copies  
**Opie N 18**

All the Prettiest Nursery Rhymes and Some New Ones. With illustrations by J.R. Sinclair and others.
All the Prettiest Nursery Rhymes and Some New Ones. With illustrations by J.R. Sinclair and others.  
London: The Sunday School Union, 57 and 59 Ludgate Hill, E.C., [inscribed 1895]  
18.7 x 13.5 cm. pub red glazed col pict bds. Gift of Miss G. Rogers- Tillstone  
Opie N 598

Added entry  
Andersen, Hans Christian. The Ugly Duckling  see Young England's Picture Book  
Opie N 1097

Anglund, Joan Walsh.  
16 x 10.8 cm. pub white laminated col pict bds.  
Opie N 599

Animal Nursery Rhymes. [Illustrated by G.H. Thompson.]  
25 x 31 cm. pub col pict wraps (white rear); folder  
Crimson ticket for H. Matthews, bookseller, Hambleton  
Opie N 19

[Appleton, George S.]  
Mother [Goose] in Hieroglyphics. [Illustrated by Eastman; engraved by W.J. Baker]  
Boston: Fred'k A. Brown & Co., 29 Cornhill, [1849]  
12.5 x 17.6 cm. pub cream col pict wraps; folder  
Three Centuries 646.  
Opie N 20

[Appleton, George S.]  
Mother Goose in Hieroglyphics.  
London: Victor Gollancz Limited, 1963  
14.2 x 19.3 cm. pub red cloth gilt; cream col pict dj; folder Facsimile  
Three Centuries 646.  
Facsimile edition published in 1849 by Frederick A. Brown & Co., Boston  
Opie N 21

Added entry  
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 3. Pat a Cake, Pat a Cake Bakers Man and No. 4. Who comes there, a Grenadier. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds  
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  
Opie N 189 (41)

Added entry  
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 5. Great A, little a, Bouncing B and No. 6. Se saw saccaradown. London: Dr. Arnold. Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds  
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  
Opie N 189 (42)

Added entry  
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 7. Hush-a by Baby and No. 8 Cock a doodle doo. London: Dr. Arnold. Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1801] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds  
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  
Opie N 189 (19)
Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 11. Doctor Faustus was a good man. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1801] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds.
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Opie N 189 (36)

Added entry
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Opie N 189 (30)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusements No. 18. Dickery dickery dock and No. 17. Lend me five shillings says the bells of Saint Helens. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds.
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Opie N 189 (29)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 21. There was a man in Sicily and No. 22. There was an old woman and what do you think. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds.
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Opie N 189 (27)

Added entry
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Opie N 189 (51)

Added entry
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Opie N 189 (52)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 26. The miller he grinds his corn and No. 27. Mary White will ne'er go right. London:
Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.]  
33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds  
Note: bound in a vol. of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  

Opie N 189 (26)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 28. Heigh diddle diddle and No. 29. Pussey Cat, Pussey Cat, where have you been.  
London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1795] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds  
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  

Opie N 189 (25)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 30. Boys and girls come out to play and No. 31. O my kitten, my kitten. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds  
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  

Opie N 189 (24)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 32. Se Saw, Margery Daw and No. 33. When I was a little boy. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds  
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  

Opie N 189 (23)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 34. Jack Sprat. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1798] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds  
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  

Opie N 189 (40)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 35. There was an old woman went up in a basket and No. 36. Lady Bird, Lady Bird fly away home. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1796] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds  
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  

Opie N 189 (46)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 37. Bah, bah ,black sheep and No. 38. One, two, three, four and five, I caught a Hare a live. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds  
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  

Opie N 189 (47)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 39. Trip upon trenchers and No. 40. Taffy was a Welchman. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1796] 33 x 24 cm.
Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 41. A long tail'd Pig and No. 42. Bow, wow, wow, whose Dog art thou. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm.
Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 43. What care I how black I be and No. 44. Mistress Mary, quite contrary. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1796] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 45. One, two, three, come follow me. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 46. Little Robin Redbreast and No. 47. London Bridge is broken down. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 48. What can we have for dinner good mistress. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street. Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1798] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 49. Round a-bout, round a-bout and No. 50. Pray remember the Fifth of November. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1798] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 51. I had a little horse and No. 52. When I was a little boy. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 53. Pease porridge hot. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 54. What shall Mama do wid ye and No. 55. My dear pretty baby. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 56. There was a woman loud and shrill and No. 57. He that would thrive. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 58. Robin and Bobbin and No. 59. Charley loves good ale and wine. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1795] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 61. Ride a cock horse and No. 62. As I was going by charing cross. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1796] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No.65. Peter Piper. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol. of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 66. Upon Chichester Church top. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are bound in numerical order

Added entry
Daw and No.68. Humpty Dumpty. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1797] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds

Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  
Opie N 189 (14)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 69. Fee, fa fum. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street. Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1795?] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds

Note: bound in a vol. of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  
Opie N 189 (44)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 70. Old Mother Hubbard. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street. Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds

Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  
Opie N 189 (16)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 71. Hark! the dogs do bark. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street. Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds

Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  
Opie N 189 (15)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 72. Little Jenny Wren. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [watermarked 1797] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds

Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  
Opie N 189 (38)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 73. A great Jackdaw, and a little Jackdaw and No. 74. Heigh ho! Who's above. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street, Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds

Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  
Opie N 189 (37)

Added entry
Arnold, Samuel. Juvenile Amusement No. 75. Come sit on my knee, baby and No. 76. Swing, Swong, the days are long. London: Dr. Arnold, Duke Street. Westmr. and at all the Musick Shops [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds

Note: bound in a vol of sheet music. Individual numbers are not bound in numerical order  
Opie N 189 (53)

Attwell, Mabel Lucie. Glaxo Nursery Rhyme Book. [?England, Glaxo, (?ca 1920)] 24.3 x 15.7 cm. pub olive green wraps with flap ptd in purple; cord ties; folder

Three Centuries 699a.  
Opie N 22
Attwell, Mabel Lucie.  
24 x 21.6 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps, folder  
Opie N 23

Attwell, Mabel Lucie.  
"The Queen of Hearts" and other Nursery Rhymes. . . [No. 7282]  
32 x 24 cm. pub red cloth and cream col pict bds, folder  
(Father Tuck's "Holiday" Series)  
Opie N 24

Aunt Mary's Nursery Rhymes. [Illustrated by ? William McConnell]  
New York: Hurd & Houghton, [ca 1860]  
18.5 x 12.5 cm. pub orange pict wraps mtd on linen with ads on rear, folder  
Opie N 25

Aunt Mavor's Book of Nursery Rhymes. [Illustrated by William McConnell and engraved by Dalziel].  
17.5 x 13.5 cm. pub tan col pict wraps with colophon of Edmund Evans; ads on rear; folder (Aunt Mavor's Little Library)  
Three Centuries 100.  
Opie N 26

Banbury Cross.  
18 East 22nd St., 1898.  
35.5 x 25.8 cm. pub cream pict wraps ptd black, orange and blue; folder  
Publisher's no: F & D. 5581 ..........................................................  
Opie N 27

14.8 x 9.3 cm. pub ivory pict cloth stamped blue; monochrome pict endpapers (Banbury Cross Series)  
Opie N 600

14.8 x 9.3 cm. pub chartreuse pict cloth gilt with purple ribbon ties; monochrome pict endpapers (Banbury Cross Series)  
Opie N 601

Mother Goose Rhymes. London: Frederick Muller Limited, [c. 1926, second impression November 1959]  
17 x 10 cm. pub yellow pict bds ptd in black and red  
Three Centuries 671.  
Opie N 602

Mother Goose Rhymes. London: Published for the Non-Censors by Alfred A. Knopf Limited, 1930  
16.8 x 10.7 cm. pub yellow pict bds stamped in red and black; blue col pict endpapers; ptd glassine wrapper (laid in) Cover title: Censored Mother Goose Rhymes  
Opie N 603
Baring-Gould, Sabine.
A Book of Nursery Rhymes. With Illustrations by Members of the
Birmingham Art School Under the Direction of A.J. Gaskin. London:
Methuen & Company, 1895.
21 x 14 cm. pub black pict cloth gilt
Three Centuries 51.

Barker, Cicely Mary.
A Little Book of Old Rhymes. London, Glasgow: Blackie & Son,
Limited, [c. 195-]
14.2 x 10.2 cm. pub beige decorated wraps with col pict onlay;
white pict wraps; monochrome decorated endpapers

Battaglia, Aurelius.
Mother Goose. Favourite Nursery Rhymes. [London] Collins
Picture Lions, [1973]
20.3 x 20.4 cm. pub white col pict wraps with ads on inside of
rear wrap

Battaglia, Aurelius.
20.4 x 20.4 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps with ad for series
on inside of rear wraps (Random House Pictureback)

Battaglia, Aurelius.
Pat-a-Cake. A Baby's Mother Goose. London: Frederick Muller Ltd.,
c. 1947.
19.8 x 16.5 cm. pub brown and yellow floral spine; green col pict
bds with ads on rear (Little Golden Library)

Bayley, Nicola.
Nicola Bayley's Book of Nursery Rhymes. London: Jonathan Cape,
[1975]
25.3 x 19.3 cm. pub deep blue col pict laminated bds; royal blue
endpapers
Inscribed to IO by illustrator on the title

Bayley, Nicola.
Nicola Bayley's Book of Nursery Rhymes. London: Jonathan Cape,
[revised edition 1976]
25.3 x 19.4 cm. pub green col pict laminated bds; green endpapers
Inscribed to IO by illustrator on the title

Bayley, Nicola.
Nicola Bayley's Book of Nursery Rhymes. [Harmondsworth, Middlesex]
Puffin Books, [1981]
23 x 17.1 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder

Bayley, Nicola.
Nicola Bayley's Book of Nursery Rhymes. [Harmondsworth, Middlesex]
Puffin Books, [1981]
23 x 17.1 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder

Bennett, Charles.
The Frog Who Would A Wooing Go. London: Routledge, Warne and
Routledge, [ca. 1860]
21 x 16.3 cm. pub green pict bds ptd in orange and black with ads on rear (imprint of Edmund Evans); folder (Routledge New Toy Books)
Three Centuries 386. From the library of Roland Knaster

Bennett, Charles H.
Old Nurse's Book of Rhymes, Jingles and Ditties . . . [Engraved by Edmund Evans] London: Griffith and Farran, 1858
21.7 x 17.2 cm. pub dk green embossed cloth gilt signed 'JL,' i.e. John Leighton; pink endpapers; archive box
Three Centuries 245. Inscription to Stephen Powys dated 1870; from the library of Roland Knaster; 2 p ads at end

Bennett, Charles H.
21.6 x 17.5 cm. pub blue cloth with gilt vignette signed 'JL,' i.e. John Leighton; stamped in black, brown endpapers; archive box

Bett (Henry).
pub blue cloth
19.2 x 12.6 cm.
Three Centuries 635. Correspondence from Betts to the Opies in an envelope pasted to the front free endpaper

Betts, Ethel Franklin.
26 x 20 cm. pub green cloth stamped in brown with col pict onlay
Imperfect: 2 plates wanting. Inscription dated 1907

Betty Blue. London: Dean & Son Ltd., Debrett House, 29 King Street, Covent Garden, [ca 1925]
27.2 x 18.3 cm. pub red col pict wraps; folder (Dean's Pinafore Series, 5)
Three Centuries 166.

Biggs, John. R.
Hey Diddle Diddle. [London: Sylvan Press, (ca 194-)]
11.7 x 17.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Sylvan Book, 2)
Three Centuries 185.

Biggs, John R.
Pussy Cat Pussy Cat . . . [London: Sylvan Press, (ca 1943)]
Biggs, John R.
Tom Tom the Piper's Son. . . [London: Sylvan Press, ca 1950]
11.5 x 17.7 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Sylvan Book,5)
Three Centuries 185.

Biro, B.
Humpty-Dumpty and Other Nursery Rhymes. [?England: ca 195-]
11.6 x 17.7 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Sylvan Book,8)
Three Centuries 185.

[Biro, B.]
The News of the Day and Other Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by B.B.
[?England, ca 195-]
11.5 x 17.6 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder (Sylvan Book,7)
Three Centuries 185.

35.4 x 25.3 cm. pub cream pict wraps ptd black and orange; folder
Includes separate score for violin. Publisher's no: B.S & Co. 2479

[Black, William S.]
27.2 x 24.6 cm. pub green pict wraps with ads on rear, rebacked; folder
Three Centuries 380. Illustration signed with Black's monogram

Blake, Pamela.
15.5 x 15.5 cm. pub pale blue pict bds and matching dust jacket, green decorated endpapers
Gift of D., whose rhymed note is laid in

Blake, Quentin.
27 x 21 cm. pub red col pict laminated bds; blue endpapers
Letter dated 10-11-1984 from S.A. Milford of OUP Copyright Dept. to IO laid in

Bo-Peep. Little Bo-Peep see Dean & Son. [Little Bo-Peep, etc.]

Bo-Peep. Little Bo-Peep see Ward, Marcus. The Royal Illuminated Book of Nursery Rhymes.
Bo-Peep. Little Bo Peep. [London: Published by Renwick of Otley, produced by William Walker & Sons, (ca 1915)]
24.7 x 18.6 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder
A rewritten and expanded version Opie N 43

27.1 x 21.4 cm. pub col pict wraps mtd on linen
Three Centuries 132. A collection of rhymes Opie N 44

Bo-Peep's Rhyme Book. London: Dean's Rag Book Co., Ltd. [19--]
21 x 17.4 cm. pub natural col ptd butterfly leaves on linen with blue cloth backstrip zigzag stitched; folder
(Dean's Rag Books 147) Opie N 45

16.8 x 11.1 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps with scalloped edges. (Father Tuck's Tiny Tots' Series) A collection of nursery rhymes Opie N 615

34.8 x 25.2 cm. pub cream pict wraps, pubs ads on rear; folder
Publisher's no. 396 Opie N 46

Boggie, Jeannie M. Old Nursery Rhymes in New Dresses. [Illustrated by Una] [Gwelo: (Rhodesia): Printed by the Gwelo P. & P. Synd., Ltd. (ca 1953)]
24.3 x 15 cm. white ptd wraps, as issued
Three Centuries 667. Letter to IO signed 'V' dated ca 1953 laid in Opie N 47

A Book of Nursery Rhymes. [Illustrated by M. Batty] Glasgow, Shortwood, Gloucester, Eng.: Carson's. Ltd., Chocolate Manufacturers, [ca 19--]
17 x 17.7 cm. pub white col pict wraps gilt; folder
Cover title: Carson's Book of Nursery Rhymes. Advertising ephemera Opie N 48

Stamp of Bath Municipal Lending Library Opie N 49


Boy Blue's Mother Goose Rhymes. Akron, Ohio: Saalfeld Pub. Co., copyright 1943. 18 x 20.8 cm. pub blue and white striped col pict wraps; folder
Printed on textured "indestructable" paper Opie N 51

Boyce, E.R., and Bartlett, Kathleen.
Number Rhymes and Finger Plays. London: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. [reprinted 1952]
20.1 x 14.6 cm. pub white cloth and white patterned bds; matching dustjacket

[Boyle, Eleanor Vere].
25.8 x 18.3 cm. pub navy blue roan and pale blue bds gilt; bright yellow endpapers
Three Centuries 242.

[Boyle, Eleanor Vere].
24.6 x 17.7 cm. ? cont half green roan and moire cloth

[Boyle, Eleanor Vere].
19 x 14.5 cm. pub lavender floral embossed cloth gilt over bevelled bds, yellow endpapers; archive box
Three Centuries 243.

[Boyle, Eleanor Vere].
19.3 x 13.7 cm. pub olive pict cloth stamped in black
Three Centuries 244.

28.8 x 24.6 cm. pub red cloth and yellow col pict bds
Three Centuries 595.

Briggs, Raymond.
19.5 x 24.8 cm. pub white col pict cloth. Imperfect: binding rubbed and soiled; pages grubby

Brooke, L. Leslie.
25.6 x 20.4 cm. pub grey pict wraps stained in dark green and red with ad for Brooke's picture books on rear; illus endpapers; folder
Brooke, L. Leslie.
17.6 x 13.9 cm. pub cream col pict bds; ptd endpapers with ad for series on front and for Brooke's picture books on rear

Three Centuries 286. Alderson.

Brooke, L. Leslie.
25.5 x 20.4 cm. pub grey col pict wraps stamped in dark green and red with ad for Brooke's picture books on rear; illus. endpapers; folder (Leslie Brooke's Children's Books)

Three Centuries 283.

Brooke, L. Leslie.
16.8 x 11.8 cm. pub cream pict bds stamped in dark green with col pict onlay

Three Centuries 284.

Brooke, L. Leslie.
25.6 x 20 cm. pub grey pict wraps stamped in dark green and red with ad for Brooke's picture books on the rear, illus endpapers, folder (Leslie Brooke's Children's Books)

Three Centuries 284.

Brooke, L. Leslie.
17.6 x 14 cm. pub cream col pict bds; ptd endpapers with ads for series on front and for picture books on rear (Leslie Brooke's Little Books)

Three Centuries 284.

Brooke, L. Leslie.
25.5 x 20.6 cm. pub blue pict cloth stamped in navy blue, red, and gilt; pale blue col pict dj; monochrome pict endpapers. Ad for Brooke's picture books on final page

Three Centuries 285.

Brooke, L. Leslie.
25.6 x 20.2 cm. pale grey col pict wraps stamped in dark green and red with ad for Brooke's picture books on rear; illus endpapers; folder (Leslie Brooke's Children's Books)

Three Centuries 285.
Brooke, L. Leslie.
17.7 x 14.1 cm. pub cream col pict bds; ptd endpapers with ad for series on front and works by Brooke on rear (Leslie Brooke's Little Books)
Three Centuries 285. Opie N 625

Bussy, Dorothy Strachey.
18.1 x 11.8 cm. pub beige ptd wraps
Three Centuries 207. Review (newspaper and date of appearance not noted) laid in Opie N 626

Added entry
The Butterfly's Ball. Third Edition. [Pickering, wood engraver].
London: D. Carvalho. [ca 1835] 17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow ptd bds. rebacked in later green cloth. Three Centuries 77. Opie N 781 (11)

Byam Shaw, John.
28 x 22 cm. pub orange cloth and pale green col pict bds
Three Centuries 288. Inscribed by the artist to "Gelly" Christmas 1901 Opie N 62

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. Baby Bunting see Caldecott, Randolph. R.
Caldecott's Picture Book. Opie N 630
Caldecott, Randolph.  
*Come Lasses and Lads.* London: George Routledge & Sons, [ca 1884]  
20.2 x 24 cm. pub cream col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's books on rear; folder. (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)  
Three Centuries 270. Note: imprint of Edmund Evans on rear wrapper

Caldecott, Randolph.  
*Come Lasses and Lads.* London: George Routledge & Sons, [ca 1884]  
20.5 x 23.8 cm. pub light yellow col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's books on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)  
Note: Imprint of Edmund Evans on the rear wrapper

Caldecott, Randolph.  
*Come Lasses and Lads.* London: Frederick Warne & Co., [ca 187-]  
19.9 x 23.9 cm. pub taupe col pict wraps with ads for Fenning's medicines on rear; folder (Randolph Caldecott's Picture Books)  
Notes: Colophon of Edmund Evans at foot of rear wrapper. Probably Knaster's copy

Caldecott, Randolph.  
*Come Lasses and Lads.* London: Frederick Warne & Co. Ltd., [ca 18--]  
20.3 x 24 cm. pub white col pict bds with ads for Caldecott's books on the rear. (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)  
Notes: On front bd: Printed in Great Britain: on rear bd: Printed and copyrighted by Edmund Evans, Ltd. Rose Place, Globe Square, London; Warne's imprint on the rear also gives New York as an address

Caldecott, Randolph.  
*Come Lasses and Lads.* London, New York: Frederick Warne & Co., [ca 1900]  
18.5 x 18.2 cm. pub olive bds stamped in dk green with col pict onlay; monochrome endpapers  
Note: colour plates are mtd on tan paper

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. *Come Lasses and Lads* see Caldecott, Randolph.  
The Panjandrum Picture Book.

Added entry  
Caldecott, Randolph. *Come Lasses and Lads* see Caldecott, Randolph.  
*R. Caldecott's Picture Book.*

Added entry  
Caldecott, Randolph. *A Farmer Went Trotting Upon His Grey Mare.*  
see Caldecott, Randolph. The Panjandrum Picture Book.

Added entry  
Caldecott, Randolph. *A Farmer Went Trotting Upon His Grey Mare.*  
see Caldecott, Randolph. *Ride a-Cock Horse to Banbury [Cross]*
Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. A Farmer Went Trotting Upon His Grey Mare.
see Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 3)  

Opie N 630

Caldecott, Randolph.
The Farmer's Boy. [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [188-]
23.3 x 20.7 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's works on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 267. Note: imprint of Edmund Evans.

Opie N 67

Caldecott, Randolph.
The Farmer's Boy. [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [188-]
23 x 20.5 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's works on rear; folder. (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Notes: Warne's imprint on the rear wrapper also gives New York as an address "Printed and copyrighted by Edmund Evans, Ltd., the Racquet Press, London."

Opie N 68

Caldecott, Randolph.
The Fox Jumps Over the Parson's Gate. [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [188-]
20.5 x 24 cm. pub cream col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's books on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 269. Note: on front cover: Price One Shilling; printed by Edmund Evans.

Opie N 69

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. The Farmer's Boy see Caldecott, Randolph.
R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 2)  

Opie N 94, Opie N 95

Caldecott, Randolph.
The Fox Jumps Over the Parson's Gate. [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [188-]
20.5 x 24 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's works on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Note: on front cover: Price One Shilling; printed by Edmund Evans.

Opie N 70

Caldecott, Randolph.
The Fox Jumps Over the Parson's Gate. [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [188-]
20.3 x 23.5 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's books on rear; folder. (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Note: on front wrapper: One Shilling; imprint of E. Evans on rear wrapper

Opie N 71

Caldecott, Randolph.
The Fox Jumps Over the Parson's Gate. [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [188-]
20.4 x 23.8 cm. pub ple yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Caldecott, Randolph.
20.5 x 24 cm. pub beige col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 389.

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. A Frog He Would a-Wooing Go. see Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 3)

Caldecott, Randolph.
20.3 x 23.6 cm. pub cream col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's works on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 273.

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. The Great Panjandrum Himself see Caldecott, Randolph. The Panjandrum Picture Book.

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. The Great Panjandrum Himself see Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 4)

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. Hey Diddle Diddle see Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Books (No. 3)

Caldecott, Randolph.
Hey Diddle Diddle and Baby Bunting [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [1882]
20.5 x 23.9 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 268. Inscribed by the artist to Maggie Brand. October 7, 1882.

Caldecott, Randolph.
Hey Diddle Diddle and Baby Bunting [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [not before 1882]
20.5 x 23.8 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 268.

Caldecott, Randolph.
Hey Diddle Diddle and Baby Bunting [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [not before 1882]
20.5 x 23.8 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 268. Copy 2; wrappers heavily soiled

Caldecott, Randolph.
Hey Diddle Diddle and Baby Bunting [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [not before 1882]
20.2 x 23.8 cm. later 19th century red leather; pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear bound in (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Caldecott, Randolph.
Hey Diddle Diddle and Baby Bunting [London, New York] Frederick Warne & Co. Ltd. [printed and copyrighted by Edmund Evans, Ltd., Rose Place, Globe Road, (ca 19--?)]
24 x 20 cm. pub white col pict bds with ill. ad ptd in red on rear; folder Opie N 81

Caldecott, Randolph.
20.1 x 23.8 cm. pub cream pict cloth stamped in orange and black, signed RC Opie N 82

Caldecott, Randolph.
The House that Jack Built [London, New York: George Routledge & Sons, (1878)]
23 x 20.7 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads for Routledge's Shilling Toy Books; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 412. Opie N 83

Caldecott, Randolph.
The House that Jack Built [London, New York: George Routledge & Sons, (ca 1880)]
23 x 21 cm. pub ivory col pict wraps with ads for Routledge's Shilling Toy Books; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books, 80.) Opie N 84

Caldecott, Randolph.
The House that Jack Built [London, New York: George Routledge & Sons, (ca 1884)]
22.8 x 20.7 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's picture books on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Opie N 85

Caldecott, Randolph.
13.8 x 11.7 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps; folder Opie N 628

Caldecott, Randolph.
20.5 x 24 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 477. Artist's presentation copy to Walter Langdon dated October 7, 1882. Colophon of Edmund Evans on rear wrapper Opie N 88

Caldecott, Randolph.
The Milkmaid. An Old Song Exhibited & Explained in Many Designs...(not before 1882)]
20.5 x 23.7 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 477. Colophon of Edmund Evans on rear wrapper Opie N 89

Caldecott, Randolph.
Routledge & Sons, (not before 1882)]
20.5 x 23.7 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 477. Colophon of Edmund Evans on rear wrapper. Copy 2 has annotations in blue pencil on rear wrapper

Opie N 90

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. The Milkmaid see Caldecott, Randolph. R.
Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 3)

Opie N 630

Caldecott, Randolph.
The Panjandrum Picture Book...Containing Come Lasses and Lads. Ride a Cock-Horse to Banbury Cross, and A Farmer Went Trotting upon His Grey Mare. Mrs. Mary Blaize. The Great Panjandrum Himself... London: Frederick Warne and Co., [ca 189-]
20.5 x 23 cm. pub yellow col pict cloth stamped in black and pale green; monochrome patterned endpapers. Note: Engraved and printed by Edmund Evans

Opie N 91

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. The Queen of Hearts see Caldecott, Randolph.
R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 2)

Opie N 94, Opie N 95

Caldecott, Randolph.
R. Caldecott's Picture Book Containing Come Lasses and Lads, The Fox Jumps Over the Parson's Gate, An Elegy on the Glory of Her Sex, Mary Blaize, The Great Panjandrum Himself... London, New York: Frederick Warne & Co., [not after 1908]
11.7 x 14 cm. pub cream col pict bds with ad on rear (R. Caldecott's Picture Book, 4) Notes: The miniature edition in art bds with flat back. Inscribed "Kathleen with very much love from Aunt Kate 6.2.08"; the gift of Kathleen Evans to Roland Knaster

Opie N 629

Caldecott, Randolph.
23.4 x 20.6 cm. pub white pict cloth stamped in black and red. Note: spine lettering reads from bottom to top

Opie N 92

Caldecott, Randolph.
23.3 x 20 cm. pub tan col pict cloth stamped in black and orange (rear bd plain) Notes: "Printed in Great Britain" at foot of title; spine lettering reads from top to bottom.

Opie N 93

Caldecott, Randolph.
R. Caldecott's Picture Book Containing Hey Diddle Diddle, Baby Bunting, Ride a Cock-Horse to Banbury Cross... London, New York: Frederick Warne & Co., [not after 1910]
11.6 x 14 cm. pub white col pict cloth with ill. ad on rear; pict endpapers; (R. Caldecott's Picture Book, 3)
Signed by Kathleen Evans Christmas 1910; from collection of Roland Knaster

Opie N 630

Caldecott, Randolph.
R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 2) Containing The Three Jovial Huntsmen...London, New York: Frederick Warne and Co., [18-]
23.4 x 20.1 cm. pub beige pict cloth stamped in black and orange; edges red

Opie N 94
Caldecott, Randolph.
R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No.2) Containing The Three Jovial Huntsmen...Engraved and Printed by E. Evans. London, New York: Frederick Warne and Co., [18--]
23.3 x 20.6 cm. pub ivory pict cloth stamped in orange and crimson
Ex-libris Edgar Osborne. Opie N 95

Caldecott, Randolph.
Ride a-Cock Horse to Banbury [Cross] & A Farmer Went Trotting Upon His Grey Mare. [London] George Routledge & Sons, [ca 1884]
20.5 x 24 cm. pub cream col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's books on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)

Three Centuries 271. Colophon of Edmund Evans on rear Opie N 96

Caldecott, Randolph.
Ride a-Cock Horse to Banbury [Cross] & A Farmer Went Trotting Upon His Grey Mare. [London] George Routledge & Sons, [not before 1884]
20.5 x 24 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's books on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)

Three Centuries 271. Colophon of Edmund Evans on rear Opie N 97

Caldecott, Randolph.
Ride a-Cock Horse to Banbury [Cross] & A Farmer Went Trotting Upon His Grey Mare. [London] George Routledge & Sons, [not before 1884]
20.5 x 24 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's books on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)

Three Centuries 271. Colophon of Edmund Evans on rear Opie N 98

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. Ride a Cock-Horse to Banbury Cross see
Caldecott, Randolph. The Panjandrum Picture Book. Opie N 91

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. Ride a Cock-Horse to Banbury Cross see
Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 3) Opie N 630

Caldecott, Randolph.
22.6 x 20.2 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads for Caldecott's Picture Books on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)

Three Centuries 464. Opie N 99

Caldecott, Randolph.
23.2 x 20.5 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with ads; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
"Edmund Evans, Engraver and Printer, Racquet Court, Fleet Street"

Opie N 100
Caldecott, Randolph.
23 x 20 cm. pub cream col pict wraps with illustrated ad for Caldecott's picture books on rear; folder
(R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 457.

Caldecott, Randolph.
Sing a Song for Sixpence. [London] George Routledge and sons, [ca 1880]
22.8 x 20.3 cm. pub pale green col pict wraps with ill. ads on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
"Edmund Evans, Engraver and Printer, Racquet Court, Fleet Street"

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. Sing a Song for Sixpence see Caldecott, Randolph.
R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 2)
Opie N 94, Opie N 95

Caldecott, Randolph.
23 x 20.5 cm. pub pale green col pict wraps with pict ad on rear, rebacked with linen; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 266.

Added entry
Caldecott, Randolph. The Three Jovial Huntsmen see Caldecott, Randolph.
R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 2)
Opie N 94, Opie N 95

Caldecott, Randolph.
23 x 20.5 cm. pub pale green col pict wraps with illus ad on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 266.

Caldecott, Randolph.
23 x 20.5 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with illus ad on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 266.

Caldecott, Randolph.
23 x 20.5 cm. pub cream col pict wraps with illus ad on rear; folder (R. Caldecott's Picture Books)
Three Centuries 266. Signature of Edward J. Bateman on front

24.7 x 22 cm. pub pale blue col pict laminated bds; col pict endpapers. "The rhymes and illustrations in
this book have been previously published in other titles"

[Carey, Henry].
19.8 x 12 cm. disbound, folder
Three Centuries 8.
Added entry

Added entry
The Carrion Crow see Ward, Marcus. The Royal Illuminated Book of Nursery Rhymes. Second Series. Opie N 564

Added entry
Cat and Mouse see Little Jack Horner's Picture Book Opie N 301

The Cheerful Warbler, or Juvenile Song Book. York: J. Kendrew, Colliergate, [ca 1820] 9.8 x 6.5 cm.
pub ptd wraps stained yellow; folder
Three Centuries 64. Davis. Opie N 631

Added entry
Children in the Wood. The Babes in the Wood see Old Dame Trot's Picture Book. Opie N 431

Added entry
Children in the Wood. The Babes in the Wood see Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book. Opie N 92

Added entry
Children in the Wood. The Babes in the Wood see Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 1) Opie N 93

Added entry
11.8 x 9.9 cm. pub maroon leather and red mbld bds
Binder's title: Stories Opie N 593 (7)

Added entry
Children in the Wood see Mother Hubbard, and Other Old Friends. Opie N 351

Children's Tales or Infant Prattle. London: J. Bysh, No. 52 Paternoster Row, and sold by C. Penny, Wood Street, September 1, 1818.
9.6 x 9.4 cm. later blue wraps; folder
Three Centuries 63. Wmk: 1814. Opie N 632

Children's Voices: A Book of Simple Songs set to Music by Robert B. Addison. Illustrated by Harriett M. Bennett. [London: Hildesheimer and Faulkner, 41 Jewin St., (ca 189-)]
23 x 19.1 cm. pub brown cloth and cream pict bds
Texts include traditional rhymes, as well as poems by Jane Taylor, George E. Weatherly, Fred E. Weatherly, Robert Ellice, etc. Opie N 109

Chopping, Richard.
The Tailor & His Mouse. [London, New York: Transatlantic Arts, (ca 1944)]
12.6 x 9.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Bantam Picture Books, 13) Opie N 633

Christie, Connie.
Little Miss Muffet. [?England, ca 195-]
29.5 x 24.5 cm. self blue col pict wraps, as issued; folder
Picture book collection of rhymes printed on 'indestructible' paper
Opie N 110

The Christmas Tree Quadrille; composed on old songs for young singers, by Henry Schallehn. London: Jullien & Co., 24 Regent St. & 45 King St. [n.d.]
26.5 x 18.2 cm. pub cream col pict wraps; folder
Publisher's no. 2089
Opie N 111

Clift, Bessie H.
21.1 x 16.5 cm. pub green pict cloth stamped in dark green; patterned endpapers ("A.L." Series) Stamp of London County Council Feb.23, 1910
Opie N 634

Clift, Bessie H.
21.1 x 16.5 cm. pub green pict cloth stamped in dark green; patterned endpapers ("A.L." Series) Stamp of London County Council Feb.23, 1910
Opie N 634

Clift, Bessie H.
21.1 x 16.5 cm. pub green pict cloth stamped in dark green; patterned endpapers ("A.L." Series) Stamp of London County Council Feb.23, 1910
Opie N 634

Cock Robin.
Aunt Affable's Story About Cock Robin Alive and Well Again. London: Dean & Co., Threadneedle St., [ca 1845]
17.9 x 15 cm. pub green pict wraps (rear missing); folder
Three Centuries 331.
Opie N 112

Cock Robin.
Cock Robin. London: A. Park, 47, Leonard St., [between 1836 and 1841]
23.2 x 14.6 cm. pub orange pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 341. From the library of Roland Knaster. Same cut used in the W.S. Fortey ed (green wraps)
Opie N 113

Cock Robin.
Cock Robin. Otley: Printed by William Walker, [ca 185-]
14.2 x 9.2 cm. pub orange pict wraps; folder
Opie N 635

Added entry
Cock Robin see Mother Hubbard and Other Old Friends.
Opie N 351

Cock Robin.
Cock Robin. [Illustrated by J.P.] London: Cassell Petter & Galpin, [between 1858 and 1879]
24.5 x 18 cm. pub yellow pict wraps ptd in red and yellow with ads on rear; folder (Cassell's Fairy Story Books) Illustrations signed with a monogram JP
Opie N 114

Cock Robin.
Cock Robin. London: Ward, Lock & Tyler, Warwick House, Paternoster Row, [between 1873 and 1878]
27.2 x 23 cm. pub pale yellow col decorated wraps with ads for household products on rear; folder (Warwick House Toy Books)
Opie N 115

Cock Robin.
24.6 x 18.6 cm. pub grey col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Dean's Favorite (sic) Nursery Series)
Three Centuries 354. 3p ads for household products at end
Opie N 116
Cock Robin.

Opie N 636

Cock Robin.
Cock Robin. A Pretty Painted Toy for Either Girl or Boy; Suited to Children of All Ages. London: J. Harris and Son, 1819
17.3 x 10.5 cm. disbound; folder (Harris's Cabinet)
Moon 141.1 (publisher's sampler)
Three Centuries 313. Wmk: 1819

Opie N 637

Cock Robin.
Cock Robin. A Pretty Painted Toy for Either Girl or Boy; Suited to Children of All Ages. London: John Harris, [ca 1830]
17.7 x 11 cm. pub yellow ptd wraps; folder (Harris's Cabinet)
Three Centuries 314.
Moon 141.3. Blue ticket "Sold by Knight" on inside of front wrapper

Opie N 638

Cock Robin.
Cock Robin: A Pretty Painted Toy for Either Girl or Boy; Suited to Children of All Ages. London: John Harris, [after 1830]
17.6 x 10.6 cm. pub lavender ptd wraps; folder (Harris's Cabinet)
Moon 141.4. Signature dated 1896

Opie N 639

Cock Robin.
Cock Robin: A Pretty Painted Toy for Either Girl or Boy; Suited to Children of All Ages. London: Griffith and Farran, [between 1856 and 1884]
17.3 x 11 cm. pub green ptd wraps with ads on rear, rag book; folder. Front wrapper has imprint of Grant and Griffith
From the library of Roland Knaster.

Opie N 117

Cock Robin.
Cock Robin: A Pretty Painted Toy for Either Girl or Boy; Suited to Children of All Ages. Illustrated [London: Griffith and Farran, (between 1856 and 1884)] 17.5 x 11.2 cm. crimson wraps and ptd label

Opie N 642 (2)

Cock Robin.
Cock Robin, and other Nursery Tales. [Illustrated by Walter Crane] London: Frederick Warne and Co., Bedford Street, Strand; New York: Scribner, Welford and Armstrong, [not after 1877]
18 x 13.3 cm. pub blue decorated cloth stamped in gilt and black ("Now and Then" Juvenile Series)
Three Centuries 120. The illustrations for Cock Robin signed with Crane's monogram. Inscription dated 1877

Opie N 640

Cock Robin.
Cock Robin's Alphabet. Fairburn's Edition. [(London) Fairburn, Printer, Minories, (between 1819 and 1842)]
18 x 11 cm. pub green pict wraps; folder
Cock Robin.
Cock Robin's Death & Burial. London: Frederick Warne and Co. [ca 1875]
24 x 18 cm. pub lavender pict wraps ptd in orange and navy with ads on rear, rag book; folder (Warne's Large Picture Toy Books)
Three Centuries 350. From the library of Roland Knaster

Cock Robin.
Courtship & Marriage of Cock Robin. Death and Burial of Cock Robin. The House that Jack Built. Dame Trot and Her Cat. Illustrated. [London: Griffith and Farran, (between 1856 and 1884)]
17.5 x 11.2 cm. ? pub crimson wraps and ptd label. Reprints of the four titles originally issued by John Harris in the Cabinet of Amusement and instruction. Cock Robin and House That Jack Built have title pages; colophon of Reeves, Son & Co., 63 Snow Hill.

Cock Robin.
14 x 8.8 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 324. Colophon of Dean and Munday, Threadneedle-Street, London

Cock Robin.
26.5 x 23 cm. pub pink col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Aunt Louisa's London Toy Books, 31)

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin; as Taken from the Original Manuscript, in the Possession of Master Meanwell. Lichfield: Printed and sold by M. Morgan, and A. Morgan, Stafford, [between 1793 and 1802]
11.5 x 8.4 cm. folded sheets, with ad on rear, as issued; folder
Three Centuries 310.

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin, as taken from the Original Manuscript, in the Possession of Master Meanwell. Lichfield: Printed and sold by M. Morgan, and A. Morgan, Stafford, [between 1793 and 1802]
11.5 x 8.4 cm. folded sheets, with ad on rear, as issued; folder
Three Centuries 310.

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin... London: Printed for the Booksellers, [not before 1813]
12 x 9.6 cm. pub stiff yellow ptd wraps with ads on rear; folder. Engraved sheets have the imprint of W. Darton Junior and are dated Jan. 31, 1806, paper watermarked 1806; rear wrapper has colophon of Charles Squire, printer, Furnevel's-Inn-Court, London. Ads on rear for titles originally published by B. Tabart
Three Centuries 312.

Cock Robin.
The Death & Burial of Cock Robin. [London]: Published by G. Martin, 6 Great St. Thomas Apostle,
[ca 1820]
10.4 x 10.1 cm. pub taupe wrap with engraved label; folder
Three Centuries 311. 

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin... London: J. Innes, 61, Wells Street, Oxford Street, and may be
had of all Booksellers, [not before 1828]
13.6 x 8.9 cm. pub pale pink pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 322. Wmk: 1828. From the collection of Roland Knaster

Added entry
[Pickering, wood engraver]. London: D. Carvalho. [ca 1835]
17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow ptd bds, rebacked in later green cloth
Three Centuries 77.

Added entry
Cock Robin. The Death and Burial of Cock Robin. London: Orlando
Hodgson. [n.d.] [ca 1835-40] 11.8 x 9.9 cm. pub maroon leather
and red mbld bds, Binder's title: Stories
Three Centuries 77.

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin. Banbury: J.G. Rusher, [ca 1840]
9.9 x 6.5 cm. pub self ptd wraps; folder
Three Centuries 327.

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin. [Illustrated by Walker] [London]: Darton and Son,Holborn,
[between 1845 and 1847]
10.3 x 6.5 cm. pub pale yellow pict wraps; folder

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin: To Which Is Added, The Natural History of that Bird. Derby:
Printed by and for Thomas Richardson, Friar Gate, [between 1845 and 1855]
10.5 x 6.6 cm. pub blue pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 329. Front wrapper has imprint of Richardson and Son, 172, Fleet St.; 9, Capel Street,
Dublin; and Derby.

Cock Robin.
Death & Burial of Cock Robin [Otley]: Printed for the Booksellers [by Yorkshire J.S. Publishing &
Stationery Co., Limited, (ca 1850)]
16.6 x 10.5 cm. pub white pict wraps with ads for untitled series on rear; folder
Three Centuries 333. This title listed as number 13 of the series advertised on the rear.

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin; with the Execution of the Sparrow. Otley: Printed and Published
by William Walker, Kirkgate; and sold by every respectable bookseller, [ca 185-]
14.2 x 9.2 cm. pub white pict wraps; folder (Uncle Buncle's Painted Exhibition)
Three Centuries 322a.

Cock Robin.
The Death & Burial of Cock Robin. London: Ward & Lock, 158 Fleet Street, [between 1854 and 1861]
24.2 x 16.8 cm. pub yellow pict wraps ptd in black and red with ads on rear (mtd on linen); folder
(Aunt Affable's Pretty Play-Books)
Three Centuries 342.
Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin. London & Edinburgh: T. Nelson and Sons, [ca 186-]
27 x 22.5 cm. pub turquoise floral embossed wraps with black col pict onlays; folder (Nelson's Oil
Colour Picture Books for the Nursery)
Three Centuries 344. Opie N 122

Cock Robin.
Monmouth Court, Seven Dials, (between 1860 and 1885]
21.6 x 14 cm. pub blue pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 338. One cut signed H W Opie N 123

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin. [Illustrated by H.W.] London: W.S. Fortey, Printer and
Publisher, 2 & 3 Monmouth Court, Bloomsbury, [between 1860 and 1885]
21.5 x 17 cm. pub green pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Cut used on title and front wrapper identical to the one used in the A. Park edition. One cut signed H
W Opie N 124

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin. [London]: W.S. Johnson, 60, St. Martin's Lane [between 1865
and 1890]
17 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 330. Same blocks as the J.Innes edition (Three Centuries 322.) Printed within
factotums. From the library of Roland Knaster Opie N 654

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin. [Illustrated by H.S.] London, New York: Frederick Warne &
Co., [ca 1880]
25.5 x 19.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Warne's "Excelsior" Toy Books, 44)
Colophon of Dalziel Brothers, Camden Press on rear wrap. Illustrations signed with the monogram HS
Shercliffe Opie N 125

Cock Robin.
The Death of Cock Robin... London: Read, Brooks and Co., Printers & Publishers, 25 & 26, New
Street, Cloth Fair, [between 1877 and 1885]
29.8 x 25 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ads for household products on rear and on insides of
wraps; folder (Grandmama's Goodsoul's Series)
Three Centuries 349. From the collection of Roland Knaster Opie N 126

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin. An Old Nursery Rhyme with New Illustrations by Richard
25.3 x 19 cm. pub ivory pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 361. Opie N 127

Cock Robin.
The Death and Burial of Cock Robin; as Taken from the original Manuscript, in the Possession of
Master Meanwell. Lichfield: Printed and Sold by M. Morgan, and A. Morgan, Stafford [(England) Anna
& Peter Stockham for the amusement of their friends, (Christmas 1973)]
11 x 8.1 cm. red pict folder as issued 12.6 x 8.8 cm; folder
Facsimile edition Opie N 655

Cock Robin.
An Elegy on the Death and Burial of Cock Robin. York: Printed by J. Kendrew, 23, Colliergate,
Cock Robin.

An Elegy on the Death and Burial of Cock Robin... York: Printed by J. Kendrew, 23, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841] 9.6 x 6.6 cm. pub ptd wraps stained yellow; folder Three Centuries 319.

Cock Robin.

The Life and Death of Cock Robin... London: J. Bysh, 52 Paternoster Row, [not before 1820] 16.1 x 10.2 cm. pub stiff orange wraps with hand col engr pict onlay; folder Three Centuries 315. Wmk 1820; engraved throughout; printed on very stout stock of paper. From the library of Roland Knaster

Cock Robin.

Death and Burial of Poor Cock Robin. House that Jack Built. London: Dean & Son, 11 Ludgate Hill, [not before 1863] 20.5 x 13.5 cm. pub yellow ptd wraps with ads on rear; folder (Dean's Untearable Children's Coloured Story Books) Date and size of press run on rear wrap: 500 8 63

Cock Robin.


Cock Robin.

The Happy Courtship, Merry Marriage, and Pic Nic Dinner, of Cock Robin, and Jenny Wren... London: J. Harris, (not before 1806)] 12.7 x 10 cm. disbound; folder Moon 144.1 (18 hand col pts only)

Cock Robin.

The Happy Courtship, Merry Marriage, and Pic Nic Dinner, of Cock Robin, and Jenny Wren. To Which Is Added, Alas! The Doleful Death of the Bridegroom. London: J. Harris, 1814. 12.5 x 9.7 cm. pub buff ptd wraps; folder (Harris's Cabinet) Moon 144.4 (imperfect) Three Centuries 312a. Signature dated 1826 on title.

Cock Robin.

Little Cock Robin: Pictorial Quadrilles, by Charles D'Albert. London: Chappell, 50, New Bond Street; Paris Brandus [ca 1854?] 34.6 x 24.1 cm. pub cream wrps ptd brown and gilt with col pict onlay; folder. Publisher's no: 9201.

Three Centuries 336.
Cock Robin.

Little Cock Robin: Pictorial Quadrilles, by Charles D'Albert. London: Chappell, 50, New Bond Street; Paris Brandus [ca 1854?]
35 x 25.9 cm. pub cream wraps ptd bown, with col pict onlay; folder (wrongly bound into wraps for The Cuckoo Quadrilles, by Stephen Glover. Robert Cocks & Co's Illustrated Dances) Publisher's no: 9201. The Cock Robin Quadrilles
Three Centuries 336.  
Opie N 131

Cock Robin.
The Owl's Party, -- Cock Robin, -- and Other Pictures. London: Dean & Son, Ludgate Hill, E.C., [not before 1860]
29 x 23 cm. pub black cloth and white decorated wraps gilt (rear lavender); ads on rear; folder (Children's Plain & Painted Picture Book, 9)
Opie N 132

Cock Robin.
Poor Cock Robin. Otley: W. Walker & Sons, [ca 186-]
12.6 x 9.9 cm. pub self white col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 340.  
Opie N 662

Cock Robin.
12 x 8.9 cm. pub self pict wraps; folder (Little Folk's Books)
Opie N 663

Cock Robin.
The Tragical History of the Death and Burial of Cock Robin... London: E. Marshall, 140, Fleet Street, [not before 1828]
15.2 x 9.8 cm. pub black wraps splattered in orange; hand col engr label; folder
Three Centuries 321. Wmk: 1827
Opie N 664

Cock Robin.
Three Centuries 352.  
Opie N 133

Cock Robin.
Who Killed Cock Robin? London: Dean & Son, Ltd., 160a, Fleet Street, [ca 1894?]
28 x 21.3 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps; folder (Dean's Artistic Series, 12)
Three Centuries 353. Printed in Holland.
Opie N 134

Cock Robin.
Who Killed Cock Robin? London: Dean & Son, 160a, Fleet Street, [ca 1896]
30.5 x 24 cm. pub brown col pict shaped wraps; folder (Dean's Gold Medal Series, 16)
Three Centuries 355. Printed in Holland. From the library of Roland Knaster.
Opie N 135

Cock Robin.
Who Killed Cock Robin? Pictured by J.A. Shepherd. London: Grant Richards, 9 Henrietta Street. Covent Garden, [ca 1900]
22.8 x 20.4 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 356. From the library of Roland Knaster
Opie N 136
11 x 15.5 cm. pub green col pict shaped wraps, gilt; folder
Three Centuries 357. Cover title: Who Killed Cock Robin. Letter by G. Rogers-Tillstone dated 12-31-63 to Opies laid in

Opie N 137

Cock Robin.
Who Killed Cock Robin? [Illustrated by Neave Parker] [?England, ca 19---]
18 x 24.6 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder

Opie N 138

Cock Robin.
12.8 x 9.5 cm. pub red col pict wraps; folder (Bantam picture Book,4)

Opie N 665

Cock Robin.
Who Killed Cock Robin? An Old Story Re-Told in Modern Colour Photography by Paul Henning.
London: Methuen & Co. Ltd., [1945]
22.2 x 14.5 cm. pub red cloth and col pict bds; grey col pict dj; folder
Three Centuries 358.

Opie N 139

Cock Robin.
21.1 x 14.6 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 359.

Opie N 140

Cock Robin.
35.8 x 26.1 cm. pub cream folded pict sheet, pubs ads on rear; folder

Opie N 141

16.2 x 10.5 cm. pub pict wraps ptd in yellow and black with ad for series on rear; folder. This title no. 14 on the list on rear wrapper

Opie N 666

Cock Robin and Jenny Wren.
17.2 x 12.3 cm. pub pink and white decorated wraps with ad for series on rear; folder (Pleasure books)
Inscription dated Oct 1859

Opie N 667

Cock Robin and Jenny Wren.
The Courtship, Marriage, and Pic Nic Dinner of Cock Robin and Jenny Wren. York: Printed by J. Kendrew, Colliergate, (between 1803 and 1841)
9.6 x 6.8 cm. pub pict wraps stained yellow; folder
Three Centuries 316.

Opie N 668

Cock Robin and Jenny Wren.
The Courtship, Marriage, and Pic-Nic Dinner, of Cock Robin and Jenny Wren: With the Death and
Burial of Poor Cock Robin... London: Dean and Munday, Threadneedle-Street; and A.K. Newman & Co., Leadenhall-Street, [between 1829 and 1847]
14.2 x 9.2 cm. pub pink pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 323. Cover title: Life and Death of Cock-Robin and Jenny Wren

Cock Robin and Jenny Wren.
18 x 11.3 cm. pub tan pict wraps with ad on rear; folder

Added entry
Cock Robin and Jenny Wren. Courtship, Marriage, and Pic-Nic Dinner
of Cock Robin and Jenny Wren [n.p.] [n.d.] 11.8 x 9.9 cm. pub
maroon leather and red mbld bds. Binder's title: Stories

Cock Robin and Jenny Wren.
The Courtship, Merry Marriage, and Pic-Nic Dinner, of Cock Robin and Jenny Wren. To Which is Added, Alas! The Doleful Death of the Bridegroom. London: J. Harris and Son, 1822
17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub buff ptd wraps; folder (Harris's Cabinet)
Three Centuries 320.
Moon 142.1A.

Cock Robin and Jenny Wren.
The Courtship, Merry Marriage, and Feast of Cock Robin and Jenny Wren; To Which Is Added The Doleful Death of Cock Robin. [Illustrated by Anne Heyneman.] [New York]: Holiday House, 1935.
12.3 x 9cm. pub checked stiff wraps

Cole, Edward.
Favourite Nursery Rhymes... London: K.G., Series, [ca 192-]
24 x 18 cm. pub green backstrip and green col pict bds; folder

[Cole, Sir Henry].
16.5 x 12.7 cm. pub red roan and blue decorated bds gilt; orange and white patterned endpapers; folder (Home Treasury)
Three Centuries 236.

Collier, Nate.
Mother Goosevelt. [New York: Campaign Publishers, copyright 1936]
22.8 x 14.8 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder

Colman, Margery.
30 x 12.5 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder (Ever-So-High Books)

Added entry
The Confession: a favourite canzonet with an accompaniment for a harp or piano forte, the music by an Amateur. London: Published by Henry Thompson, 75, St.Paul's Church Yard, [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan
cloth and mottled bds  

Cooper, Helen.  
Great Grandmother Goose. Illustrated by Krystyna Turska. {London}: Hamish Hamilton, [1978]  
24 x 16 cm. pub dk brown paper backstrip and brown cloth; pale yellow col pict dj  

Cornwall, Mabel.  
Nursery Rhymes for Warlike Times. (reprinted from the Craigleith Hospital Chronicle). With drawings by Lucy Sampson. Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd [ca 1915]  
11.8 x 18.9 cm. pub cream wraps ptd red blue and black; folder  

20.3 x 17 cm. pub floral backstrip and col pcht bds with ads on rear (A Little Golden Book)  
Three Centuries 200. R.J. Opie's copy?  

19.6 x 13.9 cm. pub cream col pict wraps; folder (Club Series)  

The Cow Jumped Over the Moon: Kellogg's Book of Animal Rhymes. [ca 1961]  
7.6 x 10 cm. pub pink col pict wraps; folder  
Three Centuries 704.  

Cowham, Hilda.  
30 x 24.5 cm. pub blue cloth and yellow col pict bds; archive box  

Added entry  
Cowper, William. The Diverting History of John Gilpin see  
Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book  

Added entry  
Cowper, William. The Diverting History of John Gilpin see  
Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No. 1)  

Cox, E. Morant.  
21 x 16.5 cm. pub red cloth and yellow col pict bds with ad for Pears' Soap on rear; ptd endpapers (ads); folder (The Old Corner Series)  
Three Centuries 413. One ad dated 1888  

Cradle Melodies. [Derby: Thomas Richardson, (ca 1830)]  
8.2 x 5.3 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder  
Three Centuries 72.  

Cradle Melodies. [Devonport: Printed by S. & J. Keys, (ca 1835)]  
10.7 x 6.5 cm. pub pict wraps, stained green; folder  
Three Centuries 76.  

Cradle Rhymes for Infants. Derby: John and Charles Mozley, and Paternoster Row, London, [between
1849 and 1874]
10.5 x 6.8 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 96.  

Crane, Walter.
24.7 x 19 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ads for sixpenny toy books 2-120 and Crane's Toy Books, nos 37-116, folder (Walter Crane's Toy Books, New Series, [110])
Three Centuries 258.

Crane, Walter.
24.2 x 18.7 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ads for sixpenny toy books 2-122, and Crane's Toy Books nos 37-116, folder (Walter Crane's Toy Books, New Series)
Three Centuries 258.

Crane, Walter.
25.9 x 19.7 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ads for sixpenny toy books nos 2-125, and Crane's toy books 37-116; folder (Walter Crane's Toy Books, New Series, 110)
Three Centuries 258. From the library of Roland Knaster

Opie N 150

Opie N 151

Opie N 152

Opie N 153

Opie N 154

Opie N 678

Opie N 680

Opie N 681
Crane, Walter.
18.3 x 18.8 cm. pub brown cloth and brown pict bds; deep green endpapers
Three Centuries 261. Incription dated October 23, 1877

Opie N 683

Crane, Walter.
18.4 x 18.6 cm. pub maroon cloth and terracotta pict bds; deep green endpapers
Three Centuries 261.

Opie N 684

Opie N 685

Crane, Walter.
18.3 x 19 cm. pub brown cloth, brown pict bds; deep green endpapers
Copy 1; has yellow ticket of H. Cleaver, bookseller, Bath

Opie N 686

Crane, Walter.
16.3 x 19 cm. pub brown cloth, brown pict bds; deep green endpapers
Copy 2

Crane, Walter.
16 x 17 cm. pub white col pict wraps
Three Centuries 261.

Opie N 688

Crane, Walter.
Old Mother Hubbard. [London, New York]: George Routledge & Sons, [not before 1873]
24.2 x 18.8 cm. pub pale yellow pict wraps in pale green and brick red; ads on rear incl. Crane's Toy Books, nos 37-116; folder (Walter Crane's Toy Books, New Series, 109)

Opie N 155

[Crane, Walter].
24.6 x 18.6 cm. pub mustard col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Routledge's New Sixpenny Toy Books, 78) Illustrations signed with Crane's monogram

Opie N 156

[Crane, Walter].
Sing a Song of Sixpence. [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [not before 1866]
24.5 x 18.5 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps ptd in orange, green, and black; ads on rear; folder
(Routledge's New Sixpenny Toy Books)
Three Centuries 456a. **Opie N 157**

Crane, Walter.
The Song of Sixpence Toy Book... Printed in Colours by Edmund Evans. London, New York: George Routledge and Sons, [1876]
24.6 x 18.6 cm. pub green pict cloth gilt
**Opie N 158**

[Crane, Walter].
This Little Pig Went to Market. London: George Routledge & Sons, [1869]
24.6 x 18.6 cm. pub mustard col pict wraps with ads and colophon of Edmund Evans on rear; folder
(Routledge's New Sixpenny Toy Books, 97)
Three Centuries 549.
**Opie N 159**

[Crane, Walter].
This Little Pig Went to Market. London: John Lane; Chicago: Stone & Kimball, 1895
27.4 x 23.4 cm. pub white pict wraps ptd in red and black; folder (Walter Crane's Picture Books Reissue)
Three Centuries 551.
**Opie N 160**

Crane, Walter.
The Cries of Banbury and London, and Celebrated Stories... Banbury: Printed by J.G. Rusher, [not before 1808]
10 x 6.6 cm. pub self pict wraps; folder. Text includes a large sample of nursery rhymes
**Opie N 689**

Crowquill, Alfred.
Nursery Rhymes No. 2. London & Edinburgh: T. Nelson and Sons, [ca 1865]
27 x 23 cm. pub turquoise embossed wraps with col pict onlays; folder
(Nelson Oil Colour Picture Books for the Nursery)
Three Centuries 253.
**Opie N 162**

Crowquill, Alfred.
27 x 23 cm. pub turquoise embossed wrappers with col pict onlays; folder (Nelson's Oil Colour Picture Books for the Nursery)
Three Centuries 253.
**Opie N 163**

[?Crowquill, Alfred].
27 x 22.5 cm. pub turquoise embossed wraps with col pict onlays; folder (Nelson's Oil Colour Picture Books for the Nursery)
Three Centuries 647.
**Opie N 164**

Cruikshank, Percy.
The Frog that Would a Wooing Go... London: Read & Co., 10 Johnson's Court, Fleet Street, [ca 1860]
24 x 18 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Read's Toy and Story Books for Children)
At foot of front wrapper: Agent for the British North American Provinces, James Campbell, Toronto and Montreal
**Opie N 165**
Cruikshank, Percy.
24.5 x 18 cm. pub blue col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Read & Co's Fairy Tales) Inscription: Clement Dawburn, a valentine 1861

Opie N 166

Cruikshank, Percy.
Nursery Rhymes. Sing a Song of Sixpence... London: Read, Brooks & Co., 25 & 26, New Street, Cloth Fair, [between 1877 and 1885]
29.5 x 24.5 cm. pub beige col pict wraps with ads for Cadbury's Cocoa, etc. on rear, rag book; folder (Grandmama Goodsoul's Series)

Opie N 167

Cumming, Jean.
Ten Little Nursery Rhymes. [London]; Raphael Tuck & Sons Ltd. [not after 1946]
19.7 x 24.6 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (A Tuck Book)
Three Centuries 215.

Opie N 168

Daglish, Alice and Ernest Rhys, comps.
22 x 15.7 cm. pub blue pict cloth stamped in orange, green, black, white and yellow designed by Folkard; map on endpapers; archive box
Three Centuries 303.

Opie N 169

Daiken, Leslie.
19 x 12.5 cm. pub blue cloth and col pict dj. Ascerbic note by PMO on front free endpaper; letter to PMO dated 17-3-1963 from compiler laid in

Opie N 690

The Daisy; composed by Henry Farmer. Juvenile Songs, No.3; The Snowdrop; composed by Henry Farmer. Juvenile Songs No. 5; Little Jack Horner; Written and Composed by Fanny E. Lacy. 1st Series, No. 2. Illustrations by Brandard. London: Brewer & Co. 23 Bishopsgate St. Within. E.C. [Inscribed 1866]
35.6 x 25.7 cm. pub cream pict wraps ptd black and gilt; folder
A collection of individually pub songs, bound together by previous owner

Opie N 170

Dame Bantry.
The Comical Story of Old Dame Bantry and Her Cat... London and Otley: William Walker & Sons, [ca 1865]
25.8 x 17.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 545.

Opie N 171

Dame Bantry.
Story of Old Mother Bantry and Her Cat. London: Dean & Co., Threadneedle Street, [between 1847 and 1854]
18 x 15 cm. pub green pict wraps with ad for series on rear; folder (Aunt Affable's New Books for Children)
Three Centuries 543. Signature of Letitia Sherborne on the front.

Opie N 172
Dame Dearlove's Ditties for the Nursery; so Wonderfully Contrived, That They May Be Either Sung or Said by Nurse or Baby. London: Harris and Son, 1819
17.3 x 10.5 cm. disbound; folder (Harris's Cabinet)
Moon 177.1. Imperfect: pp. 17-20, all after p. 24, and pub wraps wanting

Dame Dearlove's Ditties for the Nursery; so Wonderfully Contrived, That They May Be Either Sung or Said by Nurse or Baby. London: J. Harris and Son, 1820
17.9 x 10.6 cm. pub grey pict wraps with 1 leaf ads pasted down on the rear; folder (Harris's Cabinet)
Moon 177.2.
Three Centuries 31.

Added entry
Dame Dearlove's Ditties for the Nursery see A Apple Pie. The History of an Apple Pie.

Added entry
Dame Trot.
The Adventures of Old Dame Trot and her Comical Cat. Third Edition. [Pickering, wood engraver]. London: D. Carvalho, [ca 1835]
17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow ptd bds, rebacked in later green cloth
Three Centuries 77.

Added entry
Dame Trot.
The Adventures of Old Dame Trot and her Comical Cat. London: Orlando Hodgson [n.d.][ca 1835-40]
11.8 x 9.9 cm. pub maroon leather and red mbld bds. Binder's title: Stories

Dame Trot.
The Comic Adventures of Old Dame Trot... London: J. Harris and Son, [1822]
17.4 x 10.5 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder (Harris's Cabinet)
Moon 180.2. (imperfect)
Three Centuries 365. From the library of Roland Knaster

Dame Trot.
The Comic Adventures of Old Dame Trot and Her Cat... London: Grant and Griffith, [between 1843 and 1856]
17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub tan pict wraps with ads for Harris publications on the rear; folder
Three Centuries 365a.

Dame Trot.
The Comic Adventures of Old Dame Trot, and Her Cat... London: Griffith and Farran, [between 1856 and 1884]
17.6 x 11 cm. pub pale orange pict wraps with ads on rear
Rag book

Dame Trot.
Continuation of the Moving Adventures of Old Dame Trot and Her Comical Cat. Part 2nd. London: Printed for the Booksellers [?by William Darton, not before 1815]
12.4 x 10.3 cm. pub tan ptd wraps with ads on rear and imprint of Charles Squire, Printer; folder
Three Centuries 362. From the library of Roland Knaster

Opie N 691
Opie N 692
Opie N 584
Opie N 781 (3)
Opie N 593 (5)
Opie N 693
Opie N 173
Opie N 174
Opie N 694
Dame Trot.
Dame Trot. London: William Darton and Son, Holborn Hill, [between 1830 and 1837]
18 x 10.6 cm. pub tan pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 366. Caption title: Old Dame Trot and Her Comical Cat. From the collection of Roland Knaster
Opie N 695

Dame Trot.
Dame Trot. London: Webb, Millington & Co., Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, [between 1853 and 1862]
21.5 x 13.7 cm. pub pale blue pict wraps; folder (Young England's Pictorial Library)
Opie N 175

Dame Trot.
Dame Trot and Her Cat. London: Printed for the Booksellers, [ca 1850]
16 x 10 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ad for untitled series on rear; folder
Three Centuries 370. This title listed as number 9 in the series listed on the rear
Opie N 696

Added entry
Dame Trot.
Dame Trot and Her Cat. Illustrated. [London: Griffith and Farran, (between 1856 and 1884)]
17.5 x 11.2 cm. pub (?) crimson wraps and ptd label
Opie N 642 (4)

Dame Trot.
Dame Trot and Her Cat. Otley: William Walker & Sons, [ca 1860]
17 x 10.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 373.
Opie N 176

Dame Trot.
Dame Trot and Her Cat. Otley: William Walker & Sons, [ca 1865]
22 x 17.3 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 374.
Opie N 697

Added entry
Dame Trot. Dame Trot and Her Cat see Young England's Picture Book.
Opie N 1097

Added entry
Dame Trot.
Old Dame Trot and Her Comical Cat see Old Dame Trot's Picture Book.
Opie N 431

Dame Trot.
Dame Trot and Her Droll Cat. [Devonport: Printed by S. & J. Keys, (ca 1873)]
10.7 x 6.4 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 368.
Opie N 698

Dame Trot.
Further Adventures of Dame Trot, and Her Comical Cat. Paris: Truchy, French and English Library, 1838
11.3 x 15.2 cm. pub green cloth and buff bds with fragment of a printed label
Opie N 699

Dame Trot.
Old Dame Trot, and her Comical Cat...York: J. Kendrew, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]
9.7 x 6.7 cm. pub pict wraps stained yellow; folder
Three Centuries 364.
Davis, Kendrew of York, 46
Opie N 700
Dame Trot.
Old Dame Trot. [?London] Printed for the Booksellers [by Yorkshire J.S. Publishing & Stationery Co. Limited, (ca 1860)]
16.8 x 10.5 cm. pub white pict wraps with yellow tone block and ad for untitled series on rear; folder
Three Centuries 372. This title listed as number 9 in the ad on rear

Dame Trot.
Old Dame Trot and Her Cat. London and Otley: Wm Walker and Son, [ca 1845]
21.8 x 14 cm. pub tan pict wraps; folder (Illuminated library for the Homes of Happy Childhood)
Three Centuries 371. From the library of Roland Knaster

Dame Trot.
Old Dame Trot. And Her Comical Cat. London: H. Howes, 24 Holywell St., Strand, [n.d.]
13.2 x 10.2 cm. pub tan pict wraps with ad on rear; folder

Dame Trot.
The Renowned History of Dame Trot and Her Cat. Banbury: Printed by J.G. Rusher, [not before 1808]
9.7 x 6.5 cm. pub self pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 369.

Dance, Little Baby.
The Little Baby's Dance, by J. Green [Words by Ann and Jane Taylor] London: J. Green, 33, Soho Square, [n.d.]
26 x 18 cm. pub cream pict wraps; folder
Little Songs for Little Singers, No. 10. For voice and pianoforte

Darlow, Biddy.
Fifteen Old Nursery Rhymes with New Linocuts... Bristol: Perpetua Press, [1935]
29.5 x 23.2 cm. pub unbleached linen backstrip and red bds with ptld label; folder
Limited Edition: 150 copies.

Dawson, Muriel.
Another Lovely Book of Nursery Rhymes. [London] Raphael Tuck & Sons Ltd. Fine Art Publishers to T.M. the King and Queen and Queen Mary, [ca 1945]
28.2 x 22.1 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder (A Tuck Book)
Three Centuries 192.

Dawson, Muriel.
My Book of Nursery Rhymes. England: Raphael Tuck & Sons Ltd., [not before 1931]
28 x 21.3 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (A Tuck Book) Cover illustration dated 1931

Dawson, Muriel.
My Book of Nursery Rhymes. England: Raphael Tuck & Sons Ltd., [not before 1931]
28 x 21.3 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (A Tuck Book) Cover illustration dated 1931

Dawson, Muriel.
My Nursery Rhyme Book. [London & Northampton, Chicago, Toronto: Raphael Tuck & Sons Ltd., (ca 195-)]
10.6 x 10.8 cm. pub pale orange col pict bds and matching dustjacket with ads for series on flaps and rear (Father Tuck's Little Book)
Three Centuries 208.
Dean & Son.
25.5 x 16.4 cm. ? pub brown cloth (Dean's New Musical Series)
Three Centuries 447. 

Opie N 183

Dearmer, Percy and Martin Shaw.
30 x 23 cm. pub green cloth gilt. Xerox of an essay by Martin Shaw for Musical Opinion and Music Trade Review laid in

Opie N 184

Decker, Marjorie Ainsborough.
27.5 x 21.4 cm. pub white col pict laminated bds and matching dj

Opie N 185

Dennie, Joseph.
Jack & Gill, a Mock Criticism. Philadelphia: Luther Appley, 1850
10.5 x 8cm. pub pink ptd wraps; homemade folder; archive folder

Opie N 705

13.2 x 8.6 cm. pub col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 687. Advertising ephemera

Opie N 706

Added entry
Dick Whittington. The Remarkable History of Richard Whittington and His Cat see Mother Hubbard and Other Old Friends.

Opie N 351

Added entry
The Disappointment, &c. see House that Jack Built. Thomas Richardson.

Opie N 761

Ditties for the Nursery... Edited by Iona Opie. Illustrated by Monica Walker. [London]: Geoffrey Cumberlege, Oxford University Press, 1954
19 x 12.4 cm. pub blue cloth gilt

Opie N 707

Ditties for the Nursery... Edited by Iona Opie. Illustrated by Monica Walker. [London]: Geoffrey Cumberlege, Oxford University Press, 1954
19 x 12.4 cm. pub blue cloth gilt; pink col pict dj

Opie N 708

Doane, Pelagie.
Mother Goose. New York: Random House, [c. 1940]
24.5 x 21 cm. pub blue col pict bds; pink col pict end papers
Added entry


Doyle, Charles A.
27 x 24.3 cm. pub orange col pict wraps with ad for series on rear; folder (Waterston's Nursery Library)
Three Centuries 488.

Doyle, Charles A.
26.5 x 24.3 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder

Drury, Henry.
Arundines Cami sive Musarum Cantabrigiensium Lusus Canori... Cantabrigiae: Typis Academicis Excusus. Veneunt apud J. et J.J. Deighton; et J.G. Parker, Londini, 1841
20.6 x 13.6 cm. cont panelled calf gilt
Three Centuries 644.

Eckenstein, Lina.
Comparative Studies in Nursery Rhymes... London: Duckworth & Co., 1906
19.2 x 12.7 cm. pub blue cloth.
Three Centuries 634.

Elegy on the Death of the Right Hon.ble R.B. Sheridan; Composed... by W. Rodgers. London: Printed & Sold by Rt. Birchall, 133, New Bond Street [wmk 1812]
33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Three Centuries 25-28.
Note: Contained in a volume of late 18th and early 19th century sheet music, including Arnold's Juvenile Amusements and Hook's Christmas Box

[Ely, George Herbert and L'Estrange, James]
Favourite Nursery Rhymes. Edited by Mrs. Herbert Strang. [Illustrated by Grace Lodge] London: Humphrey Milford; Oxford University Press, [1942]
16.7 x 12.2 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder (Polly Wolly Books)
Three Centuries 182.

Elis, Alexander Jon.
Orijinal Nurseri Rimz, Bein an Attempt tiiu Substitut Plaful Sens for Serius Nonsens. Lundun: Fred Pitman, 1848
13.1 x 10.5 cm. pub pale blue ptd wraps; folder
Three Centuries 645.

Everett, Ethel.
Old Nursery Rhymes... [London]: T.C. & E.C. Jack Ltd., [1927]
26.8 x 19.7 cm. pub yellow col pict bds and matching dj
F., S.P.
Nursery Rhymes & Other Popular Tales in Relation to Insurance Against Accidents of All Kinds.
London: Railway Passengers Assurance Co., 64, Cornhill.
14 x 20 cm. pub pink and cream col pict wraps, with pink cord; folder
Contains additional pasted-in ms. and original col drawings by S.P.F.
Three Centuries 693.

Fackler, E.
Nice Manners. Nursery Rhymes with Manners Lines. [Plymouth, Ohio]: E. Fackler, [c. 1952]
24 x 15.5 cm. yellow pict wraps, as issued; folder
Three Centuries 665. The work of a teacher who used it in her kindergarten work in Plymouth, Ohio.
Various clippings, including a series of cartoons from 'Pogo' on 'As I was going to St. Ives'

The Fairing: a Collection of Juvenile Songs Adapted for One, Two, or Three Voices; with an Accompaniment for the Piano-Forte. London: Printed and sold by Preston & Son at their Wholesale Warehouses, 97, Strand, [ca 1799]
32.5 x 23.8 cm. pub cream ptd wraps; folder
Three Centuries 29.

Farmer, John.
Quadrilles or Country Dances Set to Nursery Rhymes for Orchestra and Voices... 1st Set. (Arranged for Pianoforte.) Hundredth Thousand. London: Joseph Williams, [19--]
26.2 x 17.7 cm. pub self ptd wraps with ads on rear; folder

27.3 x 21.5 cm. pub green col pict wraps; folder (Father Tuck's Nursery Series)
Three Centuries 164.

27.4 x 21.4 cm. pub green col pict wraps; folder (Father Tuck's Nursery Series)
Three Centuries 163.

19.5 x 16 cm. pub blue cloth and ivory col pict bds

Favourite Nursery Rhymes. [Illustrated by Lucy Pratt.] [London, Glasgow. Children's Press, (ca 1945?)
27.7 x 20.5 cm. pub pale blue pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 188.

17.5 x 13.5 cm. pub tan decorated cloth gilt. Inscription dated 1871

The Favourite Overture to the Comic Pantomime of Jack and Jill, as Performed at the Theatre Royal; composed by J. Blewitt. London: Printed by Goulding & Co. (20) Soho Square & (7) Westmorland St. Dublin, [n.d.]
33.4 x 24.7 cm. pub cream ptd wraps; folder
Favourite Rhymes for the Nursery... [Illustrated by K.H. & E.M.S.S.],
London; Edinburgh, New York: T. Nelson and Sons, 1892.
19.2 x 13 cm. pub red pict cloth stamped in gilt and black; floral endpapers
Three Centuries 139. Bound with, as issued: Riddles and Rhymes, T. Nelson and Sons, 1892. Binder's title: Favourite Rhymes and Riddles

Opie N 715

Added entry

The Form of Prayer... for the Happy Deliverance of Her Majesty Queen Caroline... 10th ed. [Illustrated by George Cruikshank] London:
Printed for William Hone, 45, Ludgate Hill, 1820. 23.2 x 14.4 cm.
pub green cloth and brown bds; T. Tegg's 1831 list of publications inserted

Opie N 241 (6)

Foster, William.
Tom Tom Was a Piper's Son. London, New York: Frederick Warne & Co., [ca 1890]
20.4 x 24.5 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with colophon of Edmund Evans; folder
Three Centuries 570.

Opie N 199

Added entry

Four Nursery Rhymes see Ward, Marcus. The Royal Illuminated Book
of Nursery Rhymes.

Opie N 564

Fox Went Out.
The Fox and the Goose: [an] Old Song Newly Arranged & Partly Rewritten, by T. Crampton. London:
34.3 x 25.5 cm. pub cream pict wraps, pub ads on rear; folder

Opie N 200

Fox Went Out.
[A Fox Went Out One Moonshiney Night. ? London, ca 18--]
22 x 18.5 cm. later mbld bds
[17] illustrated lithographed leaves (various tears and repairs): title page and pub wraps wanting?

Opie N 716

Fraser, Claud Lovat.
Nurse Lovechild's Legacy; Being a Mighty Fine Collection of the Most Noble, Memorable and
14 x 8.6 cm. pub pink pict wraps ptd in black; folder
Three Centuries 300. 4 p ads at end. From the library of Roland Knaster with inscription dated 30 ix 1921

Opie N 717

Fraser, Claud Lovat.
Nurse Lovechild's Legacy; Being a Mighty Fine Collection of the Most Noble, Memorable and
14 x 9 cm. pub black cloth and pink pict bds; folder
Three Centuries 300. 4 p ads at end; obituary of Grace Lovat Fraser from the Times laid in; inscription
dated October 15 1916. From the library of Roland Knaster

Opie N 718

Fraser, Claud Lovat.
Nurse Lovechild's Legacy; Being a Mighty Fine Collection of the Most Noble, Memorable, and
14 x 8.8 cm. pub pink pict wraps ptd in black; folder
Three Centuries 300. Copy I: signature of P.I. Johnston

Opie N 719

Fraser, Claud Lovat.
Nurse Lovechild's Legacy; Being a Mighty Fine Collection of the Most Noble, Memorable, and Veracious Nursery Rhymes... Third Thousand. London: Poetry Bookshop, 1919.
14 x 8.8 cm. pub pink pict wraps ptd in black; folder
Three Centuries 300. Copy 2
Opie N 720

Fraser, Claud Lovat.
Nurse Lovechild's Legacy; Being a Mighty Fine Collection of the Most Noble, Memorable, and Veracious Nursery Rhymes... Fourth Thousand. London: Printed for the Poetry Bookshop, 1919.
14 x 9 cm. pub blue cloth and tan pict bds ptd in black; folder
Cover title: A Collection of Nursery Rhymes
Opie N 721

Fraser, Claud Lovat.
Nurse Lovechild's Legacy; Being a Mighty Fine Collection of the Most Noble, Memorable, and Veracious Nursery Rhymes... A New Edition (Sixth Thousand) London: Poetry Workshop, 1922
18.7 x 12.5 cm. pub black cloth and rose pict bds ptd in black
A.L.S. dated Nov. 23, 1953 from Mrs. Albert Henry Aronson (Helen Fraser, daughter of illustrator) laid in
Opie N 722

Fraser, Claud Lovat.
26.8 x 19.8 cm. pub blue cloth and ivory col pict bds; ivory ptd dj with circular cut-out
Three Centuries 301.
Opie N 201

Fraser, Claud Lovat.
26.8 x 19.8 cm. pub ivory cloth and ivory col pict bds
Three Centuries 301.
Opie N 202

35.9 x 25.2 cm. pub cream pict wraps ptd black, orange and blue, pubs ads on rear; folder
Publisher's no: F & D. 3666
Opie N 203

18.3 x 12.4 cm. pub red cloth stamped in black; ads ptd on endpapers
Opie N 723

28.7 x 19.7 cm. pink pict wraps ptd pale blue
Opie N 204

Frog Who Would A Wooing Go.
Aunt Affable's Story About the Little Frog and Pretty Mouse. London: Dean & Co, Threadneedle Street. [not after 1847]
18 x 15 cm. pub peach pict wraps (rear wanting); folder (Aunt Affable's Series)
Three Centuries 384. Inscription on front dated Dec 1847
Opie N 205

Frog Who Would A Wooing Go.
Aunt Affable's Story About the Little Frog and Pretty Mouse. London: Dean & Co, Threadneedle St., [ca 1845]
18.5 x 15.2 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Aunt Affable's New Books for Children)
Three Centuries 384. A rewritten version

Frog Who Would A Wooing Go.
Aunt Busy-Bee's Little Frog and Pretty Mouse. [London] Dean & Son, 31 Ludgate Hill, Printers, Lithographers, and Book and Print Publishers, [not before 1856]
25 x 16.8 cm. pub pale blue pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 385. Size and date of press run (2000-6,56) on rear wrapper

Opie N 206

Frog Who Would A Wooing Go.
The Frog That Would A Wooing Go. London: Dean & Son, 11 Ludgate Hill, [not before 1862]
25.6 x 17.2 cm. pub pink pict wraps ptd in navy and gilt with ads on rear; folder (Dean's Sixpenny Coloured Toybooks, 172)
Three Centuries 387. Size and date of press run 2-62 (mostly illegible)

Opie N 207

Frog Who Would A Wooing Go.
A Frog He Would a Woo-ing Go. [Illustrated by W.J.W., i.e. W.J. Weigand?] London: Frederick Warne & Co; New York: Scribner, Welford & Armstrong, [ca 1868]
26.5 x 23 cm. pub pink pict wraps ptd in red and blue with ads on rear (imprint of the Camden Press, London); folder (Warne's Juvenile Drolleries, 7)
Three Centuries 388.

Opie N 208

Frog Who Would A Wooing Go.
A Frog He Would a Woo-ing Go. [Illustrated by W.J.W., i.e. W.J. Weigand?] London: Frederick Warne & Co; New York: Scribner, Welford & Armstrong, [ca 1868]
26.5 x 23 cm. pub yellow pict wraps ptd in orange and green with ads on rear (imprint of the Camden Press, London); folder (Warne's Juvenile Drolleries, 7)
Three Centuries 388. Copy 1.

Opie N 209

Added entry

Opie N 1097

Frog Who Would A Wooing Go.
A Frog He Would a Woo-ing Go. [Illustrated by W.J.W., i.e. W. J. Weigand?] London: Frederick Warne & Co; New York: Scribner, Welford & Armstrong, [ca 1868]
26.5 x 23 cm. pub yellow pict wraps ptd in orange and green with ads on rear (imprint of the Camden Press, London); folder (Warne's Juvenile Drolleries, 7)
Three Centuries 388. Copy 2; soiled wrappers.

Opie N 210

Frog Who Would A Wooing Go.
The Frog Who Would a Wooing Go. New York: McLoughlin Bros., [?ca 1900]
17 x 11.7 cm. pub pale green pict wraps ptd in terracotta with ads on rear; folder (Fairy Moonbeam's Series) Gift of Mrs. Horatio Hughes.
Three Centuries 392.

Opie N 724

Added entry
Frog Who Would A Wooing Go. The Love Sick Frog; or, Heigh ho said Rowly, with an accompaniment for the harp or piano forte, by My Grandmother. [n.p.] [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds

Opie N 189 (11)
Frog Who Would A Wooing Go.
34.3 x 24.9 cm. pub pict wraps, pubs ads on rear; folder

Opie N 212

Frog Who Would A Wooing Go.
33.9 x 25.5 cm. pub cream folded sheet; folder

Opie N 213

Fuikawa, Gyo.
Mother Goose. New York: Platt & Munk, a division of Grosset & Dunlap, [c. 1968]
23.7 x 20.4 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (A Pandaback Book)

Opie N 214

18.2 x 17.7 cm. pub col pict record sleeve in transp cover. 6 3/4" 78 r.p.m. gramophone record

Opie N 725

16.2 x 12.2 cm. pub pale green decorated wraps gilt; yellow endpapers; folder (Gammer Gurton's Story Books)
Three Centuries 238. McLean, Joseph Cundall, p. 50 (coloured copy). McLean attributes the illustrations to Frederick Tayler.

Opie N 726

16.1 x 11.9 cm. pub white floral wraps ptd in blue and gilt; yellow endpapers; folder
Three Centuries 239. From the library of Roland Knaster

Opie N 727

Gardiner, Violet.
28.1 x 22.3 cm. pub green cloth and tan col pict bds

Opie N 215

Geddes. Jean.
12 x 9.2 cm. pub col pict wraps; folder (Bantam Picture Book, 22)

Opie N 728

Gibbons, Will.
19.7 x 19.5 cm. pub green cloth and pale yellow col pict bds; folder
Three Centuries 133.

Opie N 216

Added entry
Gingerbread see Little Jack Horner's Picture Book.

Opie N 301

Girls and Boys Come Out to Play. Pictures by Mary Baker. [Leicester: Brockhampton Book Co., Ltd.,
26.5 x 19 cm. pub orange cloth and bright yellow col pict bds

Added entry
Goldsmith, Oliver. An elegy on the Death of a Mad Dog see
Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book.

Added entry
Goldsmith, Oliver. An elegy on the Death of a Mad Dog see
Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No.1)

Added entry
Goldsmith, Oliver. An elegy on the Glory of Her Sex Mrs. Mary
Blaize see Caldecott, Randolph. The Panjandrum Picture Book.

Added entry
Goldsmith, Oliver. An elegy on the Glory of Her Sex Mrs. Mary
Blaize see Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book.

The Goose and the Golden Eggs (Another Early Bird); written and composed by T.W. Connor; sung by
34.1 x 24.3 cm. pub cream col pict wraps, pubs ads on rear; folder
Signature of vocalist on front wraps. Publisher's no: F. & D. 4934

Goosey Goosey Gander.
36.2 x 26.8 cm. pub cream col pict wraps; folder
Publisher's no: B. P. & Co., 138

Gorsline, Douglas.
20.3 x 20.4 cm. pub white col pict wraps

Graves, Robert, comp.
The Less Familiar Nursery Rhymes. London: Ernest Benn Ltd., [1927]
22 x 14 cm. pub self ptd wraps with ad for series on rear and on inside of front wrap; folder (Augustan Books of English Poetry, 2nd series, no. 14)
Three Centuries 57. Copy 1: mint condition

Graves, Robert, comp.
The Less Familiar Nursery Rhymes. London: Ernest Benn Ltd., [1927]
22 x 14 cm. pub self ptd wraps with ad for series on rear and on inside of front wrap; folder (Augustan Books of English Poetry, 2nd series, no. 14)
Three Centuries 57. Copy 2: Gift of R.C. Warner, 1949; 3 slips on sources by PMO and IO.
Correspondence with Graves on the sources have been removed and added to correspondence files Opie N 222

Green, Percy B.
19.4 x 12.7 cm. pub blue cloth gilt
Three Centuries 632. Opie N 730

Greenaway, Kate.
A Apple Pie...Engraved and Printed by Edmund Evans. London: George Routledge and Sons, Broadway, Ludgate Hill; New York: 9 Lafayette Place, [not before 1886]
21.6 x 26.6 cm. pub pink cloth and pale green col pict bds; folder
Schuster and Engen, Printed Kate Greenaway, 1a. Opie N 223

Greenaway, Kate.
20.6 x 26.3 cm. pub green cloth and yellow col pict bds and matching dj
Three Centuries 606.
Schuster and Engen, Printed Kate Greenaway, 2a. Opie N 224

Greenaway, Kate.
Mother Goose, or the Old Nursery Rhymes...Engraved and Printed by Edmund Evans. London and New York: George Routledge & Sons, [1881]
17.4 x 12.5 cm. pub pink cloth and white decorated bds stamped in olive green and brown; pink pict dj; olive green endpapers
Three Centuries 277.
Schuster and Engen, Printed Kate Greenaway, 140. 1b. Opie N 225

Greenaway, Kate.
Mother Goose or the Old Nursery Rhymes...Engraved and Printed by Edmund Evans. London and New York: George Routledge & Sons, [1881]
17 x 12.5 cm. pub pale yellow col pict glazed paper; folder
Schuster and Engen, Printed Kate Greenaway, 140. 1a. Opie N 226

Greenaway, Kate.
Mother Goose or the Old Nursery Rhymes. London, New York: Frederick Warne and Co. Ltd., [not before 1918]
16.5 x 10.6 cm. pub green cloth and yellow col pict glazed paper bds and matching dj; col decorated endpapers
Schuster and Engen, Printed Kate Greenaway, 140. 4c. Opie N 731

[Grender, Iris].
30.3 x 21.3 cm. pub white col pict laminated bds with 45 r.p.m. record in sleeve inside of front bd.
(Three Four Five Play and Learn Books from Kiddicraft) Opie N 227

Gutch, Eliza.
18 x 12 cm. pub olive decorated wraps; folder Opie N 732

Gutch, Eliza.
22.1 x 14 cm. pub pale orange cloth stamped in black
Three Centuries 653.

Hall, Geoffrey.
33.5 x 26.5 cm. pub yellow cloth backstrip and pale green col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 663. Selections from Happy Mother Goose recorded by Kukla, Fran and Ollie featuring Burr Tillstrom are available in RCA- Victor Little Nipper Album Y/WY 423. Presentation copy from Hall to Roland Knaster

Hall, Geoffrey.
New Nursery Rhymes For Old...Those in This Little Book Have Been Altered a Little Their Beauty Kept...[Manchester, True Aim, (?1949)]
25.6 x 20.5 cm. pub self pale yellow col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 662. Order form and laid-in note by author dated 3.1.1951

Halliwell, James Orchard, comp.
The Book of Nursery Rhymes Complete...Philadelphia: Theodore Bliss & Co., 1846
16.2 x 10.4 cm. pub blue pict cloth stamped in gilt and blind
Three Centuries 44a.

Halliwell, James Orchard, comp.
19 x 12.5 cm. pub brown decorated cloth stamped in black and gilt
Three Centuries 46. Signature of Dr. M. Gasler on title; preface to the fifth edition

Halliwell, James Orchard.
19.4 x 12.5 cm. later half calf and rose linen; archive box
Three Centuries 41. Ex libris Charles Wells

Halliwell, James Orchard.
19.8 x 12.2 cm. 19th cent polished calf and mbld bds
Three Centuries 42.
Halliwell, James Orchard.  
16.6 x 10.5 cm. pub beige decorated cloth stamped in tan, blue and gilt; signed Gregory, Collins, and Reynolds  
Three Centuries 44. Added illustrated title dated 1844  

Opie N 739

Halliwell, James Orchard.  
The Nursery Rhymes of England...Sixth Edition. [Illustrated by W.B. Scott] London: John Russell Smith, [ca 1855]  
16.6 x 10.7 cm. pub red decorated cloth stamped in blind  
Three Centuries 45. Signature dated 1861  

Opie N 740

Halliwell, James Orchard.  
16.4 x 10.4 cm. pub red decorated cloth stamped in black  
Added illustrated title page with imprint of John Russell Smith  

Opie N 741

Halliwell, James Orchard, comp.  
22 x 17 cm. pub purple morocco and purple cloth stamped in gilt  
Three Centuries 47.  

Opie N 742

Halliwell, James Orchard, comp.  
Popular Rhymes and Nursery Tales: A Sequel to the Nursery Rhymes of England...London: John Russell Smith, 1849  
17.2 x 10.2 cm. pub rose decorated cloth stamped in blind  
Imperfect: pp. 93-100 missing  

Opie N 743

Hamilton, A.W.  
28.6 x 20.2 cm. pub blue cloth and lavender col pict bds  
Three Centuries 655. Inscribed to A.S. Haynes by the author  

Opie N 231

Hamilton, A.W.  
25.2 x 19.1 cm. pub crimson cloth and col pict onlay  
Three Centuries 656. Presentation copy to Courtney from Hamilton  

Opie N 232

Hamilton, A.W.  
18.5 x 14.2 cm. pub white col pict wraps  
Three Centuries 657. Presentation copy to Courtney from Hamilton  

Opie N 744
21.5 x 14 cm. pub brown cloth and ivory pict bds stamped in brown
Three Centuries 654. Ex libris Hubert Allen Courtney; 2 pages of notes by the author laid in

Hampson, Frank.
17.8 x 11.7 cm. pub blue col pict bds (Series 413)

Hampson, Frank.
17.7 x 11.7 cm. pub bright pink col pict bds (Series 413)

Hampson, Frank.
17.7 x 11.7 cm. pub yellow col pict bds (Series 413)

Hardy, Florence.
Curly Locks. London: Castell Brothers Ltd., New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, [ca 19--]
16.1 x 13.2 cm. pub pict wraps ptd in black and jade green with blue cord; folder
Gift of Miss E.M. Purdue, Sussex Doll Club, 1969

Hardy, Florence.
Mary, Mary. London: Castell Brothers Ltd., New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, [ca 19--]
16.3 x 13 cm. pub white pict wraps ptd in yellow and black with yellow cord; folder
Gift of Miss E.M. Purdue, Sussex Doll Club, 1969

Hark! Hark! [London, Glasgow: Children's Press, (ca 1947)]
24.6 x 18.4 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder

Harrowven, Jean.
22.2 x 14.3 cm. pub cloth and white col pict dj
Review from TLS October 28, 1977

Harwood, John.
Puffin Rhymes...[West Drayton, Middlesex: Penguin Books, (ca 194-)]
18 x 11 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Baby Puffin Books)
Three Centuries 190.

Hassall, John.
26.5 x 20.2 cm. pub red cloth and white col pict bds
Three Centuries 293.
Hassall, John.
Hey! Diddle Diddle & Other Nursery Rhymes. Glasgow: Printed by Blackie and Son Limited at the Villafield Press, [ca 1920]
28.1 x 21.8 cm. pub ivory col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 291.
Opie N 235

Hassall, John.
Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes...London: Dean's Rag Book Co., Ltd., [ca 1910]
26.5 x 23.2 cm. pub ?blue backstrip and red col pict cloth covers; folder (Dean's Rag Books, Patented, no. 141)
Three Centuries 290. Gift of Joan Hassall
Opie N 236

Hassall, John.
22.3 x 16.3 cm. pub pale yellow pict cloth stamped in black, orange, white and gilt, pict endpapers; archive box
Three Centuries 289. The Hassall family copy with emendations in the artist's hand; gift of Joan Hassall
Opie N 753

Hately, T.L., comp.
The Illustrated Book of Nursery Rhymes and Songs with Music... Illustrations by Keely Halswelle.
20.7 x 16 cm. pub red leather gilt and green decorated cloth gilt; case
Three Centuries 251.
Opie N 237

Opie N 238

Hey Diddle Diddle.
Hi-Diddle-Diddle: Fox Trot Song with Charleston Rhythm; Written and composed by Carleton A. Coon and Hal Keidel; with ukulele or "banjulele banjo" accompaniment. London: Francis, Day & Hunter, Ltd. 138-140, Charing Cross Road. W.C.2; New York: Leo Feist, Inc. 231-3, West 40th Street, 1926
31.3 x 24.9 cm. pub cream pict wraps; folder
No. 2034, Publisher's no: F. & D. Ltd. 17541
Opie N 239

[Higson, Chris].
The Twelve Days of Christmas. Happy Christmas Book. [(?London) B.P.C. Publishing Ltd., 1968] 22.5 x 11.3 cm. pub gold col pict bds (Happy Christmas Books)
Opie N 240

Added entry
The History of Jack Jingle see House that Jack Built. J. Kendrew.
Opie N 755

Added entry
The History of Jack Jingle see House that Jack Built. J. Kendrew.
Opie N 756

Added entry
The History of Jack Jingle see House that Jack Built. J. Kendrew.
Opie N 757
Hone, [William], Hone's Political Tracts... New ed. [Illustrated by George Cruikshank] containing The Political House that Jack Built, 50th ed. 1820; The Queen's Matrimonial Ladder... 43rd ed. 18120 [a toy Queen's Ladder is inserted]; The Right Divine of Kings to Govern Wrong! 1821; The Political Showman - at Home, 22nd ed. 1821; The Man in the Moon. &. . &. 25th ed. 1820; The Form of Prayer... for the Happy Deliverance of Her Majesty Queen Caroline... 10th ed. 1820; A Slap at Slop and the Bridge-Street Gang, 1822 [with 3 fold. pl.]. London: Printed for William Hone, Ludgate Hill [n.d.] 23.2 x 14.4 cm. pub green cloth and brown bds; T. Tegg's list of publications inserted Opie N 241

Hook, James.

35 x 23.2 cm. later grey bds; folder
Three Centuries 25.
Maxted: Bland & Weller 1792-ca 1818 Opie N 242

Hook, James.

34 x 25 cm. pub cream pict wraps; folder. For 2 voices, pianoforte or harp.
Three Centuries 27. Opie N 243

Added entry


Hook, James.

Second Volume of Christmas Box Containing the Following Bagatelles for Juvenile Amusement. High Ding a Ding. Christmas Comes but once a Year. Little Tom Tucker [and nine others] Set to Music... London: Printed & sold at A. Bland & Weller's Music Warehouse, No. 23 Oxford Street. Also by G. Walker, 106 Gt. Portland Street, and 64, Burlington Arcade, [ca 1820]
34 x 25 cm. disbound; folder
Three Centuries 26. Opie N 244

Hope, Anne.

16.4 x 11.5 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps; folder Opie N 245

Hope, Anne.

Original Nursery Rhymes with Variations... Illustrated by Flora White and Lorna Steele. Sevenoaks, England: J. Salmon Ltd., copyright [1950]
18.5 x 12.7 cm. pub grey col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 664. Opie N 246

Hope, Anne.

Original Nursery Rhymes with Variations... Illustrated by Flora White and Lorna Steele. Sevenoaks,
Added entry

House that Jack Built. The History of the House that Jack Built: A Diverting Story. Illustrated. [London: Griffith and Farran, (between 1856 and 1884)] 17.5 x 11.2 cm. pub crimson wraps and ptd label

House that Jack Built.
The History of the House that Jack Built. A Diverting Story. London: Printed for Harris and Son. [not before 1819] 17 x 10.5 cm. pub olive pict wraps; folder

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built; To Which Is Added Some Account of Jack Jingle... York: J. Kendrew, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841] 8.3 x 6.4 cm. pub green pict wraps with 'No Breakfast for Growler'on front and 'The Cow' on the rear; folder

House that Jack Built.
The History of the House that Jack Built. A Diverting Story. London: John Harris, [ca 1828] 16.6 x 10.5 cm. disbound; folder

cf Moon 362 (wrappers wanting)
1808]
11.5 x 7.3 cm. pub blue pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 403. Cover title: New House that Jack Built

Added entry
House that Jack Built. The History of the House that Jack built.
Third Edition. [Pickering, wood engraver]. London: D. Carvalho,
[ca 1835]. 17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow ptd bds, rebound in later
green cloth. Three Centuries 77.

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built: To Which Is Added, The Disappointment, &c. London: Thomas
Richardson, Friar-Gate, [?ca 1840]
10.3 x 6.8 cm. pub green pict wraps with imprint of Richardson & Son, 172, Fleet Street, Dublin, and
Derby, ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 404.

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. Devonport: Samuel and John Keys, [ca 1835]
10.9 x 6.6 cm. pub self pict wraps stained pink; ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 402.

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. [Illustrated by I.E.W., engraved by M. Sears] Leeds: Webb, Millington &
Co., 1849
18.5 x 11.7 cm. pub pink pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 405.

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. [?London] Printed for the Booksellers [by Yorkshire J.S. Publishing &
Stationary Co. Limited, (ca 1850)]
16.8 x 10.4 cm. pub white pict wraps with ad for unnamed series on rear; folder
Three Centuries 407. This title listed as number 12 in the ad on rear

Added entry
House that Jack Built see Cock Robin. Death and burial of Poor Cock
Robin.

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. London: Bysh & Rose, 58 & 60 Albany Road, Old Kent Road, [ca 1865]
18.4 x 11 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 410. From the library of Roland Knaster

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. London: Frederick Warne & Co., [ca 1866]
18 x 13.5 cm. pub gold col decorated wraps with ads on rear; folder (Aunt Friendly's Coloured Picture
Books)
Three Centuries 411. From the library of Roland Knaster

House that Jack Built.
1870?]
24.3 x 18.5 cm. pub pale peach col pict wraps with ads and colophon of Dalziel Brothers on the rear; folder (Warne's Excelsior Toy Books, 78)  Opie N 250

**Added entry**
The House that Jack Built see Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book.  Opie N 92

House that Jack Built.
16.8 x 14.3 cm. pub orange pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Silhouette Series)  Opie N 251

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. Otley: W. Walker & Sons, Ltd., [?ca 1890]
13.5 x 10 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder  Opie N 766

**Added entry**
The House that Jack built see Caldecott, Randolph. R. Caldecott's Picture Book (No.1)  Opie N 93

House that Jack Built.
14.8 x 9 cm. pub chartreuse cloth gilt with purple ribbon ties (Banbury Cross)  Opie N 767

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. Alnwick: Printed by W. Davison, [18--]
12.6 x 8 cm. pub self white pict wraps; folder  Opie N 768

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. Alnwick: Printed by W. Davison, [18--]
12.6 x 8 cm. pub self white pict wraps; folder  Opie N 769

House that Jack Built.
4.2 x 15.4 cm. pub blue pict cloth stamped in red and black; case (Stump Books, 7) Three Centuries 416.  Opie N 770

House that Jack Built.
The Shop that Jack built. Millennium Flour & Bread Finest and Best. [Manchester: H.S. Woodyer & Bro, Colour Printers, (ca 1905)]
15.2 x 11.4 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder Three Centuries 691.  Opie N 771

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. London: Dean's Rag Book Co., Ltd., [ca 1920?]
22 x 20 cm. pub pink canvas backstrip and pale green col pict cloth; folder (Dean's Rag Books, 148)Opie N 252

House that Jack Built.
33 x 24.5 cm. pub orange col pict wraps; folder  Opie N 253

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. [? London, ca 193-]
14.5 x 11 cm. pub col pict shaped wraps; folder

House that Jack Built.
24.6 x 18.6 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Pretty Picture Books)

Opie N 772

Opie N 254

House that Jack built.
16.2 x 12.5 cm. pub pale blue col pict bds; col pict endpapers
(Junior Elf Books)

Opie N 773

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. Pictures by J. Gale Thomas [Leicester: Brockhampton Book Co. Ltd., (ca 195-)]
11.6 x 7 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder

Opie N 774

House that Jack Built.
The House that Jack Built. Thoroughly Repaired and Beautified. [London: Dean and Son, Threadneedle Street, (between 1847 and 1854)]
24.7 x 17 cm. pub tan pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Merriment Series, and Sister Lady-Bird's Series)
Three Centuries 406.

Opie N 255

House that Jack Built.
17.8 x 26.8 cm. pub green decorated wraps ptd in red and gold with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 408.
Copy 2 rebacked

Opie N 256

Opie N 257

House that Jack Built.
17 x 26 cm. pub buff col pict wraps, lacks t.p.; folder
Three Centuries 408.

Opie N 258

House that Jack Built.
11.8 x 9 cm. pub self pict wraps; folder (Little Folk's Books)

Opie N 775

House that Jack Built.
This is the House that Jack Built. [London: D. Harper & Co. Ltd., (ca 1947)]
12 x 12 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder (Uncle Dan Book)
Three Centuries 418.

Opie N 776

House that Jack Built.
This is the House that Jack Built. [Illustrated by Arnrid Johnston. London, New York: Transatlantic
Arts, Ltd., (ca 194-)]
13.3 x 9.6 cm. pub black col pict wraps; folder (Bantam Picture Book no 10) Opie N 777

House that Jack Built.
29.2 x 23.6 cm. pub cream folded sheet, pubs ads on rear; folder
No. 242 Opie N 259

House that Jack Built.
34.6 x 25.1 cm. pub cream folded sheet; folder Opie 260

Hudson, Hazel.
Nursery Rhymes with a New Look Arranged and Updated by Hazel Hudson... London: Edwin Ashdown Limited, [ca 1974]
27.8 x 21.6 cm. pub yellow wraps ptd in red Opie N 261

Hudson, Clarke.
15 Nursery Rhymes...[Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books Ltd., (ca 1941)]
18.3 x 22.1 cm. pub white col pict wraps with ad for series on inside of front wrpper; folder (Puffin Picture Book)
Three Centuries 181. Opie N 262

Hutton, Clarke.
15 Nursery Rhymes. [London: Transatlantic Arts, (ca 1945?)]
18.3 x 22.2 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder
(Harlequin Picture Book, 1) Queen of Hearts cocktail napkin laid in Opie N 263

Iles, Norman.
20.7 x 14.5 cm. pub deep orange laminated ptd wraps; folder Opie N 264

20.4 x 15.8 cm. pub tan floral bds with col pict onlay; floral endpapers Three Centuries 252. Opie N 778

Illustrated Ditties of Ye Olden Time, with Steel Engravings. London: Dean & Son, Ludgate Hill, [?ca 1851]
19.7 x 15.3 cm. pub blue decorated cloth stamped in black and gilt; pale yellow endpapers; archive box Three Centuries 99. Opie N 779

Illustrated Ditties of the Olden Time. London: Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden. [?ca 1867]
19.2 x 15.2 cm. pub red decorated cloth stamped on gilt and blind Opie N 780

The Infant's Own Book: or a Collection of the Old and Amusing Favourites of the Death and Burial of Cock Robin, Old Dame Trot and Her Comical Cat, The House that Jack Built, [6 more titles]... To Which Is Added the
Popular ditties of Pat a Cake, Pat a Cake, Baker's Man, Ride a Cock Horse to Banbury Cross... Also... Beggar's Petition, My Father... Riddles, Enigmas, Charades, Conundrums. Moral Maxims and Sentences. Easy Poems... Third Edition. [Pickering, wood engraver]. London: D. Carvalho, [ca 1835] 17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow ptd bds, rebacked in later green cloth. Three Centuries 77. Some of the cuts in Cock Robin, Jack and Jill, and the House that Jack Built are signed: Pickering sc. Volume consists of a group of Carvalho picture books bound together & issued with a collective title. Opie N 781

[Infant's Own Book, fragment of the section 'Popular and Amusing Ditties.' London: D. Carvalho, ca 183-] 16.5 x 9.9 cm. disbound; folder Opie N 782

Added entry
Is there a Heart that Never Lov'd... [from] The Devil's Bridge... composed by Mr. Braham. London: Printed by Goulding, D'Almaine, Potter & Co., 20, Soho Sq., & to be had at 7, Westmorland Street, Dublin, (watermarked 1814) 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds. Opie N 189 (8)

Ivimey, John William.

Added entry
Jack and Gill see Ward, Marcus. The Royal Illuminated Book of Nursery Rhymes. Second Series. Opie N 564

Jack and Jill.

Jack and Jill.
Jack and Jill. [London: Dean & Son Ltd., 41/43 Ludgate Hill, (ca 1946)] 25 x 20.7 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps; folder Opie N 267

Jack and Jill.
Jack and Jill, and Old Dame Gill...York: J. Kendrew, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841] 9.5 x 6.7 cm. pub self pict wraps stained yellow; folder Three Centuries 428. Davis, Kendrew of York, 35 Opie N 783

Jack and Jill.
Jack and Jill and Old Dame Gill... Banbury: J.G. Rusher, [not before 1808] 9.3 x 6 cm. pub self pict wraps; folder Three Centuries 429. Opie N 784

Jack and Jill.
Jack and Jill and Old Dame Gill... Banbury: J.G Rusher, [not before 1808] 10 x 7 cm. pub self pict wraps; folder Three Centuries 429. Opie N 785
 Added entry

Jack and Jill's Rhyme Book. [London: Dean & Son Ltd., (ca 1964)] 26.3 x 21.3 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder Opie N 268

Jack and Jill.
The Story of Jack and Jill. Otley: William Walker and Sons, [ca 1860] 16.8 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ads on rear; folder Three Centuries 431. Opie N 786

Jack Horner.
The History of Little Jack Horner. London: T. Goode, Publisher, "Lion Steam Printing Office," Clerkenwell Green [between 1859 and 1879] 21.5 x 17.5 cm. pub orange pict wraps with ads on rear; folder Opie N 269

Jack Horner.
The History of Jack Horner. London: T. Goode, Clerkenwell Green, [between 1859 and 1879] 17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub white pict wraps ptd in green; folder Three Centuries 437. Opie N 787

Jack Horner's Pretty Toy. London: Printed and sold by J.E. Evans, Long Lane, Smithfield, [between 1829 and 1839] 10.4 x 6.7 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder.

Jack Horner.
Little Jack Horner. [London] Goode Bros Lithrs, Clerkenwell Green, [? between 1859 and 1879] 22 x 17 cm. pub tan col pict wraps; folder (Lightheart Series, 54) Three Centuries 438. Opie N 270

Jack Horner.
A New Story About Little Jack Horner; and an Account of the Many Nice Things of Which His Mince Pie Was Made. [London] Dean & Co., Threadneedle Street, [ca 1845] 24.5 x 17 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Grandmama Easy's Toy Books) Three Centuries 435. Opie N 271

 Added entry
Jack Horner. A New Story About Little Jack Horner, and an Account of the Many Nice Things of Which His Mince Pie Was Made see Mother Hubbard and Other Old Friends. Opie N 351

Jack Horner.
Park's History of Little Jack Horner. London: A. Park, 47, Leonard Street, [between 1867 and 1871] 23.8 x 15 cm. pub pink pict wraps with ads on rear; folder Three Centuries 436. From the library of Roland Knaster Opie N 272
Jack Horner.
The Pleasant History of Jack Horner: Containing His Witty Tricks and Pleasant Pranks. Which He Play'd from his Riper Years... Glasgow: Printed in the Year 1764.
14.5 x 9.5 cm. pub self ptd wraps; folder
Three Centuries 432. 

Opie N 789

Jack Horner.
The Pleasant History of Jack Horner. Containing the Witty Tricks and Pleasant Pranks He Play'd from His Youth to His Riper Years... London: Printed and sold by J. Drewry, Bookseller in Derby, [?ca 1790]
15 x 8.8 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 433. Copy l: long ms. note about the defaced title page. Text set with long esses; printed on watermarked laid paper

Opie N 790

Jack Horner.
12 x 10.4 cm. pub drab ptd wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 434. Wrappers have the imprint of Charles Squire, Furnival's-Inn-Court

Opie N 792

Jack Jingle.
Jack Jingle and Sucky Shingle.... York: Printed and Sold by J. Kendrew, Colliergate [between 1803 and 1841]
10 x 6.8 cm. pub self pict wraps stained yellow; folder
Three Centuries 439.
Davis, Kendrew of York

Opie N 793

Jack Jingle.
The Laughable History of Little Jack Jingle (A New Version) 
[? England; ca 1870]
17.4 x 11 cm. pub self white col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 441.

Opie N 794

Jack Sprat.
24.4 x 18.4 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Paul's Nursery Tales)

Opie N 273

Jack Sprat.
The History of Jack Spratt and His Cat. [Illustrated by S.D.; ? England, ca 183-]

Opie N 795

Jack Sprat.
Jack Sprat. [Illustrated by J.V.B., i.e. J.V. Barett? and engraved by F. Staples] London: Dean & Son, 11 Ludgate Hill, [ca 1860]
25 x 17 cm. pub yellow pict wraps ptd in black and red with ads on rear; folder (Dean's New Musical Series)
Three Centuries 446.

Opie N 274
Added entry
Jack Sprat see Dean & Son [Little Bo-Peep, etc.]

Jack Sprat.
Jack Sprat and His Cat. London: Bishop & Co. Printers, 101 Houndsditch
12.4 x 9.5 cm. pub self col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 444.

Jack Sprat.
The Life of Jack Sprat. Banbury: Printed by J.G. Rusher, [not before 1808]
9.6 x 6.4 cm. pub self pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 443. Copy 1 unopened

Jack Sprat.
The Life of Jack Sprat. Banbury: Printed by J.G. Rusher, [not before 1808]
8.6 x 5.8 cm. pub self pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 443. Copy 2

Jack Sprat.
The Life of Jack Sprat, His Wife, and His Cat. York: J. Kendrew, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]
9.5 x 6.6 cm. pub self pict wraps, stained yellow; folder
Three Centuries 442.
Davis, Kendrew of York, 40

Jack Sprat.
The Life of Jack Sprat, His Wife and His Cat. York: J.Kendrew, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]
9.5 x 6.6 cm. pub self pict wraps, stained yellow; folder
Three Centuries 442.

Jack Sprat.
12.6 x 9.5 cm. pub self white pict wraps with hand col; folder
Three Centuries 445.

Jacky Dandy.
13 x 9.4 cm. pub self pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 451.

Jacky Dandy.
Jacky Dandy's Delight. Leeds, J. Roberts, Wood Street, [ca 1825]
8.5 x 6.8 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 450.

Jacky Dandy.
Jacky Dandy's Delight: or The History of Birds and Beasts, in Prose and Verse. York: J. Kendrew, [between 1803 and 1841]
9.9 x 6.6 cm. pub yellow ptd wraps stained yellow; folder
Three Centuries 449.
Davis, Kendrew of York, 37

Jacky Jingle.
The History of Jacky Jingle. [Devonport: S. & J. Keys, (ca 1835)]
10.7 x 6.6 cm. pub pict wraps stained yellow; folder
Jardine, Mabette.
Nursery Rhymes. [London: Sandle's, c. 1967]
9.3 x 13 cm. pub col pict bds; folder

Three Centuries 234.

Jenny Wren.
History of Jenny Wren. London: Printed for the Booksellers, [ca 1850?]
16.7 x 10.2 cm. pub pale orange pict wraps with ad for untitled series on rear; folder
Three Centuries 328. This title listed as no. 14 in the ad on the rear

Jenny Wren.
Jenny Wren. [Derby: Printed by Thomas Richardson, (ca 1830)]
8.6 x 5.3 cm. pub self pict wraps stained yellow; folder

Jenny Wren.
The Life and Death of Jenny Wren... York: J. Kendrew, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]
9.7 x 6.5 cm. pub self pict wraps stained yellow; folder
Three Centuries 318.
Davis, Kendrew of York, 39

Added entry
[Pickering, wood engraver]. London: D. Carvalho, [ca 1835] 17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow ptd bds, rebacked in later green cloth. Three Centuries 77.

Jenny Wren.
The Life and Death of Jenny Wren. [London] James Paul and Co., Printers, 2 & 3 Monmouth Court, Seven Dials, [?ca 1840]
17.8 x 11 cm. pub yellow pict wraps
Three Centuries 332. From the collection of Roland Knaster

Jenny Wren.
The Story of the Life and Death of Jenny Wren. With the Story of the Fox and the Farmer. Illustrated with Eight Pictures by Harrison Weir. [Engraved by W.G. Mason] [London: Sampson Low, Son, & Co., 47 Ludgate Street, (not after 1861)]
17.2 x 12.5 cm. pub yellow pict wraps ptd in red and black with ads on rear (Signed by Macquord, engraved by T. Bolton, printed by Leighton Brothers); folder (Pleasure Books for Children)
Three Centuries 335.

21.7 x 15 cm. pub cream linen col pict wraps; folder ("Ever Wear - Never Tear")

Johnny's So Long at the Fair.
33.2 x 24.5 cm. pub cream folded sheet; folder. For 1-5 voices and harp or piano forte

[Johnston, Arrrid]
Old Mother Hubbard. [London, New York: Transatlantic Arts, (ca 1944)]
13.3 x 9.7 cm. pub bright pink col pict wraps; folder (Bantam Picture Books 9)
Jumping Joan.
The Diverting History of Jumping Joan, and Her Dog and Cat... Otley: W. Walker at the Wharfdale Stanhope Press, [?ca 1850]
10.4 x 6.4 cm. pub taupe pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 454. Opie N 813

Jumping Joan.
Jumping Joan. London: Printed & Sold by J.E. Evans, Long Lane, Smithfield, [between 1829 and 1839]
10.3 x 6.6 cm. pub blue pict wraps; folder.
pp. 22/23 printed from the type intended for Jack Horner's Pretty Toy. London: Printed and sold by J.E. Evans, Long Lane, Smithfield. [between 1829 and 1839]
Three Centuries 453. Opie N 814

Added entry
The Juvenile Numerator; or, The Infant's First Step to Arithmetic.
Third Edition. [Pickering, wood engraver]. London: D. Carvalho, [ca 1835] 17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow ptd bds, rebound in later green cloth. Three Centuries 77. Opie N 781 (10)

Added entry
The Juvenile Numerator. see also editions of One, Two, Buckle My Shoe

Juvenile Songs; written and composed by Fanny E. Lacy. Illustrations by Brandard. London: Leoni Lee, 48, Albemarle Street, [n.d.]
36 x 26.1 cm. pub cream pict wraps ptd black and gilt; folder
Juvenile Songs, No. 3, 1st Series Opie N 277

Kane, Sharon.
20 x 15.8cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder (Happy Time Series, 8) Opie N 278

Kay, Ormonde de.
N'Heures Souris Rames. The Coucy Castle Manuscript. Translated & Annotated by Ormonde de Kay.
New York: Clarkson N. Potter, Inc., [c. 1980]
21.5 x 14.7 cm. pub black leatherette, white pict dj
Letter to IBO from the author dated 9 November 1983 laid in Opie N 815

Kelsey, Franklyn.
Nazi Nursery Rhymes. Six Postcards. Illustrations by Will Owen... Series A. London & Tunbridge Wells: Photochrom Company Ltd., [ca 193-]
9 x 14 cm, pub ptd envelope as issued; folder Opie N 816

Kelsey, Franklyn.
Nazi Nursery Rhymes. Six Postcards. Illustrations by Will Owen... Series B. London & Tunbridge Wells, [ca 193-]
9 x 14 cm. pub ptd envelope, as issued; folder Opie N 817

Kennedy, A.E.
Queen of Hearts Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by A.E. Kennedy. London: Juvenile Productions Ltd., [19--]
27.6 x 21.5 cm. pub blue-green laminated col pict bds Opie N 279
Kennel, Moritz.
Old MacDonald Had a Farm. London: Golden Pleasure Books Ltd., Westbrook House, Fulham Broadway, 1963
19.9 x 15.3 cm. pub gold col pict wraps; folder (Happy Time Series No. 44) Opie N 280

Ker, John Bellenden.
An Essay on the Archaeology [sic] of Popular English Phrases and Nursery Rhymes. Southampton: Fletcher and Son. London: Black, Young, & Young, Tavistock Street, 1834
20.5 x 13.3 cm. later 19th century green roan and blue mbd bds
Three Centuries 623. Postcard to PMO from G. Legman laid in Ex libris Eliza Gutch Opie N 818

Ker, John Bellenden.
Essay on the Archaeology of Our Popular Phrases, Terms, and Nursery Rhymes... Andover: John King, High Street. 1840. 3 vols.
17.8 x 11.1 cm. pub green diaper-grain cloth and ptd labels
Three Centuries 624. vols I-II are the second edition; volume III comprises a supplement. Yellow ticket for Henry March Gilbert, 44 Oxford Street, Southampton, in vol. III Opie N 819

KidKord Record Album, containing 33 Nursery Rhymes. Album No. 1 [n.d.]
20.8 x 25 cm. pub green and lavender pict bds
Six 8" gramophone records. Gift of Carol Jenkins Opie N 281

KidKord Record Album, containing 39 Nursery Rhymes. Album No. 2 [n.d.]
20.8 x 24.8 cm. pub green and lavender pict bds.
Six 8" gramophone records. Gift of Carol Jenkins Opie N 282

Kidson, Frank.
28.4 x 19.5 cm. pub green pict cloth stamped in tan, blue, black, pale green and gilt
Three Centuries 53. Opie N 283

Kidson, Frank.
28 x 19.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder Opie N 284

Added entry
The Kiss Dear Maid, words by Lord Byron... [from] Guy Mannering...
composed by T. Williams. London: Printed by T. Williams, 29 Tavistock St. Covent Garden. [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds Opie N 189 (5)

Knight, Robert.
The Ladybird Book of Nursery Rhymes. 9th ed. Loughborough: Wills & Hepworth, 1945
17.7 x 11.8 cm. pub light green col pict bds; matching dj (Series 413) Opie N 820

Kubasta, Vojtech.
   27.8 x 20.5 cm. pub pale blue cloth and laminated col pict bds

   Chinese Mother Goose. Illustrated by Gordon Lew. San Francisco: Jade Mountain Press, 261 Columbus Avenue, [19--]
   17.3 x 10.6 cm. pub pale green ptd wraps; folder

   24.8 x 17.5 cm. pub col pict laminated bds; gold pict endpapers
   (A Ladybird Special)

[Lamb, Charles].
   The King and Queen of Hearts: with the Rogueries of the Knave Who Stole Away the Queen's Pies...
   [Illustrated by W. Mulready]. London: Thomas Hodgkings, [sic] Juvenile Library, Hanway-Street [i.e. W. Godwin], 1805
   10 x 13.5 cm. pub blue ptd wraps with ad on rear; crimson case

Added entry
   [Lamb, Charles]. The King and Queen of Hearts... London: Thomas Hodgkins, Juvenile Library, Hanway - Street, 1805.
   15.9 x 11.8 cm. pub yellow cloth (Classics of Children's Literature, 1621-1932) Facsimile edition pub by Garland, New York, London, 1978

[Lamb, Charles].
   The King and Queen of Hearts: with the Rogueries of the Knave Who Stole the Queen's Pies...
   London: M.J. Godwin, 1809. [? London: Field and Tuer, ca 189-]
   13.2 x 10 cm. pub yellow wraps; folder

[Lamb, Charles].
   The King and Queen of Hearts: An 1805 Book for Children. Illustrated by William Mulready. London: Methuen & Co. 36 Essex Street W.C., 1902
   15.8 x 12.6 cm. pub grey wraps printed red and blue; folder
   Facsim. ed. with introd. by E.V. Lucas

Lang, Andrew, comp.
   20.3 x 14.5 cm. pub blue cloth gilt; grey pict endpapers ptd in gilt; archive box
   Three Centuries 282.

Laurie, J.S. and Murby, Thomas, eds.
   13.1 x 17.7 cm. pub red grained cloth stamped in gilt and blind; folder
   1973 Exhibition No. 106 a. Gift of Miss R.J. Hobson

Lavender Blue; words by Larry Morey; music by Eliot Daniel, from Walt Disney's "So Dear to My Heart." London: The Sun Music Publishing Co. Ltd. 23 Denmark St. W.C.2 [c. N.Y. 1948]
27.7 x 21.8 cm. folded single sheet, lavender front with monochrome photo; folder

Le Mair, H. Willebeek.
11.3 x 15.5 cm. pub floral pict bds
Three Centuries 298.

Le Mair, H. Willebeek.
11.5 x 15.8 cm. pub floral pict bds; archive case
Three Centuries 297.

Le Mair, H. Willebeek.
22.3 x 28.5 cm. pub light gold cloth gilt with col pict onlay
Three Centuries 295.

Le Mair, H. Willebeek.
22 x 28.7 cm. pub blue cloth gilt with col pict onlay
Ad from the Connoisseur laid in
Three Centuries 296.

Le Mair, H. Willebeek.
Our Old Nursery Rhymes. With the Original Tunes Harmonized by Alfred Moffat. London: Augener Ltd., [c. 1911]
22.7 x 29 cm. pub pale blue cloth gilt with col pict onlay
Three Centuries 294.

Lenski, Lois.
Sing a Song of Sixpence. [(New York) Harper & Brothers, 1930]
21 x 18 cm. pub green col pict wraps; folder (Playroom Rag Books)

Leslie, Henry.
17.2 x 17 cm. pub crimson pict cloth stamped in tan, black, and gilt
Three Centuries 250. Sticker for Foyle's, booksellers, Charing Cross, London

Levetus, Margaret.
12 x 9 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder (Bantam Picture Book, 18)
Three Centuries 189.

Levetus, Margaret.
12 x 9cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder (Bantam Picture Book, 18)
Three Centuries 189.

Lines, Kathleen, comp.
Linley, George.
25.2 x 17.6 cm. pub brown cloth and pale green wraps stamped green and gilt; folder. Lacks t.p. and col. lithos. Laid in note from Justin Schiller

Linley, George.
23.8 x 16.9 cm. pub dk green pebble-grained cloth. Laid in biographical note

25.5 x 17.6 cm. pub brown textured rib cloth, gilt lettered spine. Lacks t.p.

Lion and the Unicorn.
33.8 x 24.7 cm. pub single cream col pict sheet; folder

25.6 x 18 cm. pub cream pict wraps ptd black, red and green; folder
Contents: Kittens Quadrille [by] Charles D'Albrecht - Puss in Boots
Publisher's no: H.D. 1099

16 x 11.5 cm. pub tan pict bds ptd on blue; folder
Three Centuries 176.

Little Folks' Nursery Rhymes.
Contents: Forty Nursery Rhymes. Fifty Nursery Jingles. Mother Hubbard, as Published One Hundred Years Ago... London: Dean & Son, 160A, Fleet Street, [not after 1881]
16.5 x 10.5 cm. pub maroon cloth stamped in black and gilt with col pict onlay; case
Inscription dated 1881


16.8 x 11 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps; folder (Father Tuck's Tiny Tots' Series. No. 200)
Little Jack Horner.
Mother Goose. [? England, ? ca 195-]
7 x 5.3 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder

Little Jack Horner.
24.5 x 18.2 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder

Little Jack Horner.
27 x 23 cm. pub brown pict cloth stamped in black, lavender, white, and gilt; archive box
Inscription dated Feb 1877

Added entry
Little Man and His Gun. The Little Man and His Little Gun see Ward, Marcus. The Royal Illuminated Book of Nursery Rhymes.

Little Man and the Little Maid.
14.1 x 11.9 cm. pub cream ptd wraps; folder
Three Centuries 481. cf. Moon, Tabart 109.5 (notes) Coloured copy. Reissue of the illustrated version published by B. Tabart; plates have Souter's imprint; 2 p. ads at end; wmk 1823

Little Man and the Little Maid.
17.2 x 12.5 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps signed Macquord del; T. Bolton sc. and colophon of Leighton Brothers; ads on rear; folder
(Pleasure Books for Children)
Three Centuries 482. Inscription dated 1861

Added entry
15.9 x 11.8 cm. pub yellow cloth (Classics of Children's Literature, 1621 - 1932) Facsimile edition pub by Garland, New York, London, 1978

Little Man and the Little Maid.
13 x 11.8 cm. pub pale yellow ptd wraps; folder
Moon Tabart 109.5 (coloured copy) Plates dated May 1816 by B. Tabart, 85 Piccadilly; cover title: Authentic Memoirs of the Little Man and the Little Maid. Signature of Master George and Miss Emily Waddell 1825; from the library of Roland Knaster
Added entry
Little Market Woman. The Little Market Woman see Ward, Marcus. The Royal Illuminated Book of Nursery Rhymes. Opie N 563

Little Market Woman.
The Little Woman and the Pedlar: With the Strange Distraction that Seized Her, and the Undutiful Behaviour of Her Little Dog on that Occasion... [Illustrated by William Mulready] London: Printed for Thomas Hodgkins, [i.e. William Godwin], 1806
11.2 x 9.7 cm. pub taupe ptd wraps with ad on rear; folder
Three Centuries 579. Opie N 837

Little Market Woman.
The Little Woman and the Pedlar: With the Strange Distraction that Seized Her; and the Undutiful Behaviour of Her Little Dog on that Occasion. [Illustrated by William Mulready] London: M.J. Godwin, 1813
9.2 x 9.1 cm. pub tan ptd wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 580. Sheets have imprint of Thomas Hodgkins, March 1 1806 Opie N 838

Little Market Woman.
The Little Woman and the Pedlar. Leeds: Joseph Roberts, Wood Street, [ca 1825]
8.4 x 7 cm. pub blue pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 581. Same text as the Godwin edition Opie N 839

Little Market Woman.
12.7 x 9.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Bantam Picture Book, 14) Opie N 840

Little Market Woman.
12.7 x 9.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Bantam Picture Book, 14) Opie N 841

Little Miss Muffet.
19 x 8.2 cm. pub red col pict wraps; folder. No. 232 Opie N 842

Little Miss Muffet.
Little Miss Muffet Mother Goose. [n.p.] [n.d.]
7 x 5.3 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder Opie N 843

Little Miss Muffet.
[19--]
27.5 x 21.2 cm. pub pale blue laminated pict bds Opie N 302
16.3 x 14 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder Opie N 844

19.5 x 13.8 cm. pub red pict wraps; folder (White Cat Series) Opie N 303

The Little Peoples Musical Box.
18.5 x 24.5 cm. pub tan col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder Opie N 304

18.8 x 12 cm. pub pink col pict bds
Three Centuries 224. Opie N 845

Little Songs for Little Singers: Easy to Sing & Easy to Play. London: G.H. Davidson, Peter's Hill, [n.d.]
[inscribed 1859]
33.7 x 25.6 cm. pub yellow decorated wraps ptd black and red, rebacked, pubs ads on rear
Davidson's Musical Treasury, vocal and instrumental, for the piano-forte Opie N 305

Little Tots' Nursery tunes: Songs, Games, Stories - on Records. No.1. The Merry Song Book. Illustrated by Maud Trube. Little Tots' Nursery Tunes [n.d.]
19.2 x 21 cm. pub slate blue wraps, with col pict onlay on front, green and gold tassels. Three 7" gramophone records Opie N 846

Little Tots' Nursery Tunes: Songs, Games, Stories - on Records. No.2. The Happy Day Book. Illustrated by Maud Trube. Little Tots' Nursery Tunes [n.d.]
19.3 x 21.1 cm. pub slate blue wraps, with col pict onlay on front, blue and rose tassels. Three 7" gramophone records Opie N 847

19.5 x 13.3 cm. pub dk blue cloth stamped gilt
Three Centuries 175. Opie N 848

10 x 6.5 cm. pub self white pict wraps (folded and unopened); folder
Three Centuries 84. Opie N 849

9 x 6.2 cm. pub self cream pict wraps; folder Opie N 850

Added entry.
Love Has Eyes... [from] The Farmer's Wife, composed by Henry R. Bishop. London: Printed by Goulding, D'Almaine, Potter & Co., 20, Soho Sq.; stock to be had at 7, Westmorland St., Dublin,
[watermarked 1815] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds Opie N 189 (9)

Lullaby Rhymes. [London: Dean & Son ltd., 41/43 Ludgate Hill, (ca 195-)]
McConnell, William.
24.5 x 18.5 cm. pub blue cloth and ivory col pict bds ptd by L. van Leer with ads on rear. (Master Jack's Series)
Three Centuries 134.

MacNab, Iain.
Nicht at Eenie. The Bairn's Parnassus with Wood-Engravings. [Warlingham, Surrey]: Samson Press, 1932
24 x 17.5 cm. pub green cloth
Three Centuries 58. Number 43 of 150 copies

MacKay, Wallis.
The House that Kops Built. London: Kops Brewery, [1891]
18 x 24.4 cm. pub white pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 682.

MacEwan, R.J., comp.
Scottish Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by Louis Mackay. London: Andrew Melrose, 1909
21.4 x 15.5 cm. pub yellow pict cloth stamped in black
Three Centuries 54.

MacEwan, R.J., comp.
21.5 x 15.5 cm. pub blue pict cloth stamped in cream, brown, orange, black, pale blue, and gilt; blue pict dj

Jyclic carpet tw nursery riem land. pictuers bie gwyneth mamlok. London: Initial Teaching Publishing Co. Ltd. 9 Southampton Place W.C.1 [1964]
22 x 18 cm. pub royal blue laminated pict bds, printed orange and black  [Transliterated into Pitmans Initial Teaching Alphabet]
Three Centuries 676.

26.3 x 17.9 cm. pub pale blue col pict laminated bds

Mallarme, Stephane.
Recueil de "Nursery Rhymes." Text etable et presente par Carl Paul Barbier. [Paris]: Gallimard, [c. 1964]
19.6 x 13.7cm. pub white ptd wraps; folder
Inscribed to the Opie Collection by Jean-Francois Hangouet, February 1991. Letter to IMO by Hangouet laid in

Added entry.
The Man in the Moon, &. &. &. 25th ed. [Illustrated by George Cruikshank] London: Printed by and for William Hone, 45, Ludgate-Hill, 1820. 23.2 x 14.4 cm. pub green cloth and brown bds; T.
Tege's 1831 list of publications inserted

Marks, Henry Stacey.
Nursery Rhymes. [London]: George Routledge & Sons, [not before 1870].
26.5 x 22.8 cm. pub yellow decorated wraps with colophon of Kronheim and Co., ads on rear; folder
(Routledge's Shilling Toy Books, 1)
Three Centuries 246, 247. Opie N 312

[Marks, Henry Stacey].
Nursery Songs. London: George Routledge & Sons, Broadway, Ludgate Hill, [ca 1865]
27.8 x 23.5 cm. pub ivory col pict wraps with ads on rear and colophon of Vincent Brooks; folder
(Routledge's New Toy Books)
Three Centuries 248. Opie N 313

Marvin, Dwight Edwards.
Historic Child Rhymes... Norwell, Massachusetts: Ross Bookmakers, 1930
15.9 x 12 cm. pub turquoise cloth and ptl labels.
Three Centuries 636. Opie N 854

Marx, Enid.
18.6 x 11.9 cm. pub white pict wraps and matching dj; folder (Zodiac Books)
Three Centuries 178 Opie N 855

Marx, Enid.
18.6 x 11.8 cm. pub white pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 179. Opie N 856

Marx, Enid.
Quiz. [London]: Faber & Faber Ltd., [? 1942]
9 x 6.4 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 183. Gift of Pauline Baynes Opie N 857

24.5 x 18.3 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder
Opie N 314

Mason, M.H.
Nursery Rhymes and Country Songs, Both Tunes and Words from Tradition; collected and arranged
by M.H. Mason. Illustrated by E.M.S. Scannell. London: Metzler & Co., 37 Great Marlborough Street,
[1878?] 25.4 x 17.5 cm. pub pale green printed wraps; folder
Fragment only
Three Centuries 50. Opie N 315

Mayhew, Ralph and Johnson, Burges.
Second Bubble Book... Bubble Book No. 2. Illustrated by Rhoda Chase. London: Hodder and
Stoughton Limited [1947]
15 x 18.3 cm. pub cream col pict bds printed gold, blue and black.
Three 5½" gramophone records by Columbia Gramophone Co. (The Hodder-Columbia Books that Sing)
Three Centuries 158a. Opie N 858

Mayhew, Ralph and Johnson, Burges.
Third Bubble Book... Bubble Book No. 3. Illustrated by Rhoda Chase. London: Hodder and Stoughton
Limited [1918]
14.9 x 18.1 cm. pub cream pict bds printed gold, green, blue and black. Three 5½" gramophone
records by Columbia Gramophone Co. (The Hodder-Columbia Books that Sing)
Three Centuries 158b. Opie N 859
Mayhew, Ralph and Johnson, Burges.
The Animal Bubble Book... Bubble Book No. 4. Illustrated by Rhoda Chase. London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited [1918]
15 x 18.2 cm. pub cream col pict bds printed grey, red, blue and black. Three 5½" gramophone records by Columbia Gramophone Co. (The Hodder-Columbia Books that Sing)
Three Centuries 158.  
Opie N 860

Mayhew, Ralph and Johnson, Burges.
The Pie Party Bubble Book... Bubble Book No. 5. Illustrated by Rhoda Chase. London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited [1917]
14.5 x 18.2 cm. pub cream col pict bds printed green, yellow and blue. Three 5½" gramophone records by Columbia Gramophone Co. (The Hodder-Columbia Books that Sing)
Three Centuries 158c.  
Opie N 861

Mayhew, Ralph and Johnson, Burges.
The Pet Bubble Book... Bubble Book No. 6. Illustrated by Rhoda Chase. London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited [1917]
14.9 x 18.2 cm. pub cream col pict bds printed gold, blue and black. Three 5½" gramophone records by Columbia Gramophone Co. (The Hodder-Columbia Books that Sing)
Three Centuries 158d.  
Opie N 862

Mayhew, Ralph and Johnson, Burges.
The Funny Froggy Bubble Book... Bubble Book No. 7. Illustrated by Rhoda Chase. London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited [1917]
18.1 x 14.9 cm. pub cream col pict bds printed taupe, gold and blue. Three 5½" gramophone records by Columbia Gramophone Co. (The Hodder-Columbia Books that Sing)
Three Centuries 158e.  
Opie N 863

Mayhew, Ralph and Johnson, Burges.
The Happy-Go-Lucky Bubble Book... Bubble Book No. 8. Illustrated by Rhoda Chase. London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited [1917]
18.1 x 14.8 cm. pub cream col pict bds printed gold, blue and black. Three 5½" gramophone records by Columbia Gramophone Co. (The Hodder-Columbia Books that Sing)
Three Centuries 158f.  
Opie N 864

Mayhew, Ralph and Johnson, Burges.
The Merry Midget Bubble Book... Bubble Book No. 9. Illustrated by Rhoda Chase. London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited [1920]
15 x 18.1 cm. pub cream col pict bds printed gold, blue and black. Three 5½" gramophone records by Columbia Gramophone Co. (The Hodder-Columbia Books that Sing)
Three Centuries 158g.  
Opie N 865

Mayhew, Ralph and Johnson, Burges.
The Little Mischief Bubble Book... Bubble Book No. 10. Illustrated by Rhoda Chase. London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited [1920]
15 x 18.2 cm. pub cream col pict bds printed gold, green, blue and black. Three 5½" gramophone records by Columbia Gramophone Co. (The Hodder-Columbia Books that Sing)
Three Centuries 158h.  
Opie N 866

Mayhew, Ralph and Johnson, Burges.
The Tippy-Toe Bubble Book... Bubble Book No. 11. Illustrated by Rhoda Chase. U.S.A.: Harper & Brothers [1920]
15.1 x 18.2 cm. pub cream col pict bds printed gold, blue and black. Three 5½" gramophone records by Columbia Gramophone Co. (The Harper-Columbia Book that Sings)
Three Centuries 158i.  
Opie N 867
Mayhew, Ralph and Johnson, Burges.
15.1 x 18.1 cm. pub cream col pict bds printed gold, blue and black. Three 5½” gramophone records by Columbia Gramophone Co. (The Harper-Columbia Book that Sings) Three Centuries 158].

Merry Rhymes. London: Dean & Son Ltd. 41/43 Ludgate Hill. E.C.4 [n.d.] [ca 1956]
24.8 x 18.9cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder (No. 600/5)

20.7 x 12.9 cm. cont. sprinkled calf, spine gilt
Three Centuries 621. Contributors include George Canning and John Hookham Frere. Armorial bookplate of Rev. William Goodall

Moffat, Alfred.
Fifty Traditional Scottish Nursery Rhymes Being a Collection of Fifty Scottish Nursery Rhymes, Ballads, and Songs with Their Traditional Tunes. Collected, Edited, and Arranged for Voice and Piano by Alfred Moffat. [Illustrated by M.C. Shoosmith] London: Augener Ltd., 18 Great Marlborough Street, [c. 1933]
28 x 19.6 cm. pub brown pict wraps; folder

Moffat, Alfred.
28 x 19.6 cm. pub white pict wraps; folder

Moffat, Alfred.
What the Children Sing. A Book of the Most Popular Nursery Songs, Rhymes & Games... Cover Design by H. Willebeek Le Mair. London: Augener Ltd., [not before 1915]
28 x 19.3 cm. pub grey cloth and grey and white striped bds.
Three Centuries 296. Cover vignette signed 1915

Monday to Sunday. [Chicago, Illinois: Merrill Company, c. 1949]
30.5 x 21.5 cm. pub blue col pict textured paper covers; folder

13.8 x 13.8 cm. pub orange col pict wraps; folder

Montgomerie, Norah and William, comps.
20.3 x 13.4 cm. pub blue cloth stamped in gilt; blue pict dj. Inscribed to the Opies by the compilers Opie N 871
Montgomerie, Norah and William, comps.
Sandy Candy and Other Scottish Nursery Rhymes... Illustrated by Norah Montgomerie. London: Hogarth Press Ltd., 1948. 19.2 x 12.6 cm. pub pale orange cloth and yellow pict dj
Three Centuries 59. Letter to the Opies from William Montgomerie dated 18 January, 1949 and notes by IBO laid in

Montgomerie, Norah and William.
Scottish Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by T. Ritchie. London: Hogarth Press, 1946 19 x 12.6 cm. pub orange cloth; blue col pict dj. Correspondence from W. Montgomerie to IBO laid in

Montgomerie, Norah, comp.
This Little Pig Went to Market: Play Rhymes for Infants and Young Children... Illustrated by Margery Gill. London, Sydney, Toronto: Bodley Head, [1966, new edition 1983] 25.3 x 18.7 cm. pub blue col pict laminated bds. Inscribed to IBO by the compiler

Montgomerie, Norah, comp.
This Little Pig Went to Market: Play Rhymes for Infants and Young Children... Illustrated by Margery Gill. London: Bodley Head, [1966] 25.5 x 19 cm. pub orange col pict bds and matching dj. Inscribed to the Opies by the compiler; a letter to IBO by Montgomerie laid in

Monthly Literary Recreations; or, Magazine of General Information and Amusement... vol. I. For July to December, 1806. London: B. Crosby and Co. Stationers'- Court, by Dewick and Clarke, Aldersgate-Street, 1807 21.6 x 13.3 cm. pub polished calf and mbld bds
Three Centuries 13. Correspondence (2 postcards and one letter) from C.A.O. Fox to Opies dated 1952 laid in

More Nursery Rhymes. Leeds: Banks Music House, County Arcade, [c.1932], 27.4 x 21.3 cm. pub cream wraps printed green, orange and black, ads on rear; folder (Gem Series Book 4)

More Nursery Rhymes. Leeds: Banks Music House, County Arcade, [c. 1932], 30.9 x 24.6 cm. pub cream wraps printed green, orange and black, ads on rear; folder (Gem Series Book 4)

More Nursery Rhymes; arranged by Geo.H. Farnell. Leeds: Banks Music House, County Arcade, [c. 1932] 31.3 x 24.8 cm. pub cream pict wraps printed black, scarlet and green, pubs ads on rear; folder

Morgan, Walter J.
Nursery Rhymes & Fables. Collected & Illustrated by W.J. Morgan. London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge; New York: E. & J.B. Young, [not after 1898] 22.9 x 17.8 cm. pub red cloth and ivory col pict bds. Owner's signature with date of 1898

Mother Bunch's Collection of Interesting Nursery Rhymes... New-York: Edward Dunigan, 137 Fulton Street, [ca 183-] 14 x 11 cm. pub white pict wraps; folder

Mother Goose.
28.2 x 21.2 cm. pub yellow cloth & red pict cloth. Note by PMO

Mother Goose.
The Big Book of Mother Goose. [Illustrated by Anne Elizabeth.] Kenosha, Wisconsin: John Martin's House, Inc., [c.1946]
30 x 22.1 cm. pub maroon col pict bds; matching dj; blue endpapers

Mother Goose.
[c. 1943]
20.7 x 18.3 cm. pub red spiral-bound blue col pict bds; matching dj. (No. 743)

Mother Goose.
10 x 8 cm. pub pale green col pict bds; folder (Tiny Tales)
Three Centuries 204.

Mother Goose.
10.2 x 8 cm. pub green col pict bds; folder (Tiny Tales)

Mother Goose.
13.7 x 10.8 cm. pub red col pict bds; pictorial endpapers
Three Centuries 171.

Mother Goose.
Mother Goose. Cloth-like. 2330. [Illustrated by Ethel Hayes] Akron, Ohio: Saalfield, [c. 1941]
32 x 24.5 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder

Mother Goose.
20.4 x 15.5 cm. pub fuschia pict wraps; folder

Mother Goose.
8.9 x 8.9 cm. pub as vertical panorama of 6 booklets sealed in transp. plastic envelopes; folder (Little Library 2908: Lolly Pop Books)

Mother Goose.
24.3 x 18.2 cm. pub col pict laminated bds. Clippings laid in

Mother Goose.
Mother Goose.
26.5 x 19 cm. pub green leatherette and blue col pict bds signed Erika Weihs; monochrome col pict endpapers

Mother Goose.
27.4 x 20.6 cm. pub white pict cloth stamped in orange, green, black, brown, and beige; col pict endpapers

Mother Goose.
22.3 x 13.8 cm. pub magenta pict cloth stamped in black and pale blue

Mother Goose.
Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes. London: Raphael Tuck & Sons Ltd., [ca 1943]
9 x 6.2 cm. pub black col pict wraps with ads on insides; folder (Tuck's Better Little Books) Three Centuries 186.

Mother Goose.
18.6 x 12.5 cm. pub white patterned cloth stamped in blue, yellow col pict dj

Mother Goose.
Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes. [? Illustrated by Anne Elizabeth] England, [ca 1946]
29 x 23.5 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder

Mother Goose.
Mother Goose Nursery Rhyme Book. [No. 106. England: (ca 1947)]
18.3 x 17.7 cm. pub green col pict wraps; folder

Mother Goose.
Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes. [(London) Raphael Tuck and Sons, (ca 1947)]
9.5 x 6.2 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Tiny Tuck Book) Three Centuries 201.

Mother Goose.
Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes. [(London) Raphael Tuck and Sons, (ca 1947)]
9.5 x 6.2 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Tiny Tuck Book) Three Centuries 201.

Mother Goose.
Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes. [No. 232. England: (ca 195-)]
19 x 8.3 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder

Mother Goose.
Mother Goose of Boston. Hear What Ma'am Goose Says... Scotia, N.Y.: Americana Review, [c. 1961]
Mother Goose.
Mother Goose on Wheels [nursery rhymes adapted by Clifton Bingham] London -Paris-New York: Raphael Tuck & Sons, Ltd. [ca 1900]
22.4 x 18.1 cm. pub pale green glazed col pict bds; folder (Father Tuck's Little Pets Series -- Untearable Linen. No. 2486) Gift of Miss G. Rogers-Tillstone; 2 of her letters laid in Three Centuries 649.

Mother Goose.
20.1 x 15.5 cm. pub blue laminated col pict bds (A Bonnie Book)

Mother Goose.
16.8 x 11.3 cm. pub beige pict laminated bds. Consists of excerpts from the Opies' various works on nursery rhymes and Russian translations of the English rhymes

Mother Goose.
7 x 5.4 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder. From the library of Roland Knaster

Mother Goose.
17.3 x 11 cm. pub pale blue cloth stamped in gilt and blind; monochrome pict endpapers; archive box (Everyman's Library, 473)

Mother Goose.
24.5 x 18.7 cm. pub tan cloth and white col pict bds; archive box Three Centuries 292. Gift of Joan Hassall

Mother Goose.
32.2 x 18.3 cm. pub ivory decorated cloth stamped in gilt and blind; white col pict dj Three Centuries 678. Letter to the Opies dated 10 October, 1979, and 2 letters laid in

Mother Goose.
25 x 31 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps; folder Three Centuries 145.

Mother Goose.
Mother Goose.
27.7 x 22.7 cm. pub white col pict and chequered card wraps; archive box

15.8 x 12.2 cm. pub purple cloth and magenta pict dj
Three Centuries 40. Gift of the editor; notes by PMO on front pastedown endpaper

24 x 17.6 cm. pub cream ptd wraps; folder
Three Centuries 630.

24.4 x 18.3 cm. pub white vellum and green bds
Three Centuries 631. Sheet of notes by PMO laid in

Mother Goose's Melodies. The Only Pure Edition. Containing all that Have Ever Come to Light of Her Memorable Writings, Together with Those Which Have Been Discovered Among the Mss of Herculaneum... [Illustrated by Abel Bowen, Nathaniel Dearborn and Alexander Anderson] Boston: Munroe and Francis, 1833
13.4 x 11.2 cm. pub tan pict wraps; folder. Pp. 25-32 repeated

Mother Goose's Melody.
Mother Goose's Melody; or, Sonnets for the Cradle...London: Francis Power, 1791. [Boston: Hugh M. Connor, (? ca 1930)]
11 x 7.5 cm. pub gilt decorated bds; black box with ptd broadside 12 x 7.3 cm. laid in; folder

14.6 x 11.5 cm.pub olive green cloth and green bds.
Three Centuries 633.

Mother Goose's Melody.
9.8 x 6.6 cm. pub floral wraps; folder. Gift of Archer Taylor
Mother Goose's Melody.
Mother Goose's Melody: or, Sonnets For the Cradle... London: John Marshall, 1816.
17.5 x 11.8 cm. pub pink wraps with decorative hand-col engr. label on front, crudely rebacked; folder
Three Centuries 21.  

Opie N 898

Opie N 899

Opie N 900

Opie N 901

Opie N 902

Opie N 903

Opie N 904

Opie N 905

Opie N 906

Opie N 344

Opie N 907

Opie N 908

Opie N 909

Opie N 910

Opie N 911

Opie N 912
Three Centuries 496.  
Mother Goose and Her Golden Egg.  
Old Mother Goose. London: Frederick Warne & Co., [ca 1875]  
24.7 x 17.8 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ads and colophon of Emrik & Binger on rear; folder  
(Warne's Excelsior Toy Books, 69)  
Three Centuries 502. From the library of Roland Knaster

Three Centuries 507.  
Opie N 907

Mother Goose and Her Golden Egg.  
Old Mother Goose; or The Golden Egg. London: J.E. Evans, Long Lane, Smithfield [between 1829 and 1839]  
10.3 x 6.5 cm. pub blue pict wraps; folder  
Three Centuries 492.

Three Centuries 510.  
Opie N 908

Mother Goose and Her Golden Egg.  
Park's Mother Goose. London: A. Park, Leonard St., [between 1867 and 1871]  
24 x 15 cm. pub blue pict wraps with ad on rear; folder  
Three Centuries 497.

Three Centuries 512.  
Opie N 346

Mother Hubbard.  
The Adventures of Mother Hubbard and Her Clever Dog. [? Fountain sc.] London and Otley: William Walker and Sons, [ca 1855]  
21.5 x 13.7 cm. pub col pict wraps with ads on rear mounted on linen; folder (Walker's New Series of Untearable Toy-Books)  
Three Centuries 523. From the library of Roland Knaster

Three Centuries 514.  
Opie N 347

Mother Hubbard.  
The Comic Adventures of Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. London: J. Harris, June 1, 1805.  
12.5 x 10 cm. pub pink ptd wraps; green case  
Moon 5591A  
Three Centuries 508.

Three Centuries 514.  
Opie N 909

Added entry  

Opie N 977 (2)

Mother Hubbard.  
The Comic Adventures of Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. Part I... York: James Kendrew, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]  
9.6 x 6.7 cm. pub ptd wraps, stained yellow, as issued, (stamp of J.H. Carr, Fossgate, York on front); folder  
Davis, Kendrew of York, 7  
Three Centuries 514.

Three Centuries 514.  
Opie N 910

Mother Hubbard.  
The Comic Adventures of Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. Part I... York: James Kendrew, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]  
9.6 x 6.7 cm. pub ptd wraps, stained yellow as issued; folder  
Davis, Kendrew of York, 7  
Three Centuries 514.

Opie N 911
Mother Hubbard.
The Comic Adventures of Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. Second Edition [i.e. Twenty-fourth].
London: J. Harris, May 1, 1806
[i.e. 1807]
12.7 x 10.2 cm. pub blue ptd wraps with ad on rear; folder
Moon 559.4

Opie N 912

Mother Hubbard.
The Comic Adventures of Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog... [Illustrated by ? Robert Branston]
London: J. Harris and Son, 1820
17.3 x 10l.5 cm. disbound; folder (Harris's Cabinet)
Moon 560.2 (publisher's sample)

Opie N 913

Mother Hubbard.
The Comic Adventures of Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog... [Illustrated by ? Robert Branston]
London: John Harris, St. Paul's Church-yard, [ca 1830]
17.6 x 11 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder
Moon 560.4
Three Centuries 513.

Opie N 914

Mother Hubbard.
12.3 x 9.6 cm. disbound; folder
Moon 561.2. (wrappers wanting) From the library of Knaster

Opie N 915

Added entry

Opie N 977 (3)

Mother Hubbard.
12.6 x 9.6 cm. pub blue ptd wraps with ads on rear; folder
Moon 561.4. Note by IBO about Emma Hamilton's gift of the book to Caroline Peirson laid in; gift of V. Bretherton, 1960

Opie N 916

Mother Hubbard.
Mother Hubbard. [Otley]: Printed for the Booksellers; Yorkshire J.S Publishing & Stationery Co., Limited, [ca 1850]
16.8 x 10.5 cm. pub pict wraps with yellow tone block and ad for untitled series on rear (this title number 10); folder
Three Centuries 522.

Opie N 917

Mother Hubbard.
Mother Hubbard. London: J. Rosewarne, 83, Houndsditch and Bridge-Street, Belper, [ca 1850]
12.5 x 8 cm. pub orange pict wraps
Three Centuries 521. Includes an advertisement defending nursery rhymes

Opie N 918
26.1 x 17.9 cm. pub cream col pict wraps; folder
For voice and piano. Publisher's no: A & Co. 1473

Opie N 348

Mother Hubbard.
Mother Hubbard. Otley: W. Walker & Sons, [ca 1900 ?]
13.6 x 9.9 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 540.

Opie N 919

Mother Hubbard.
Mother Hubbard. British Production. [London: Renwick of Otley, (ca 1930)]
20 x 14.5 cm. pub col pict wraps; folder (Punch Series)

Opie N 349

Mother Hubbard.
Mother Hubbard and Her Dog: To Which is Added, The History of Tom Tucker. Derby: Printed by and for Thomas Richardson, Friar-gate, [ca 1840]
10.4 x 6.6 cm. pub pink pict wraps with imprint of Richardson and Son, 172, Fleet Street and 9, Capel Street, Dublin; booklist on rear; folder
Three Centuries 519.

Opie N 920

Mother Hubbard.
Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. London: Printed for the Booksellers, [ca 1840]
16 x 10 cm. pub pale orange pict wraps with ad for untitled series on rear (this title number 10)
Three Centuries 518.

Opie N 921

Mother Hubbard.
Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. Otley: William Walker & Sons, [ca 1860]
17 x 10.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps in black, yellow, orange and grey with ads on rear and insides of wraps; folder
Three Centuries 531

Opie N 922

Added entry
Mother Hubbard. Mother Hubbard and her Dog see Ward, Marcus. The Royal Illuminated Book of Nursery Rhymes.

Opie N 564

Mother Hubbard.
Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. [Pinched by Powell Perry from Jemmy Catnach's Book on the Same Subject. (London: Powell Perry, ca 1945)]
18.4 x 21.4 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Perry Colour Book)

Opie N 350

Mother Hubbard.
Mother Hubbard, and Other Old Friends. By Brother Sunshine. [Engraved by Clayton & R.C. West.] London: Dean & Son, Juvenile Publication Warehouse, 31, Ludgate-Hill, [ca 1855]
24.8 x 17 cm. pub red cloth gilt
Three Centuries 101.

Opie N 351

Mother Hubbard
[Old Mother Hubbard. Collotype facsimile of the Manuscript Written and Drawn by Sarah Catherine Martin, ca 1804. Oxford University Press, (1936)]
10.7x 8.8 cm. pub mbld wraps; brown cloth chemise with port. on front and explanatory text on the rear, as issued; folder
Three Centuries 507. Edition of 1000 copies

Opie N 923
Mother Hubbard.

Old Mother Hubbard. [Engraved by Calvert.] London: Darton and Co., [between 1845 and 1862]
27.5 x 18.7 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ad on rear; folder
Three Centuries 529.

Mother Hubbard.

18.2 x 13.2 cm. pub pink pict wraps ptd in red with ads on rear; folder (Indestructible Pleasure Books)
Inscription dated 1853

Mother Hubbard.

Old Mother Hubbard. London and New York: George Routledge and Sons, [ca 1860]
18 x 13.5 cm. pub yellow col decorated wraps with colophon of Kronheim & Co., ads on rear; folder
(Routledge's Threepenny Toy-Books)
Three Centuries 528.

Mother Hubbard.

Old Mother Hubbard. [Engraved by Clayton]. London: Dean & Son, 11, Ludgate Hill, [not before 1869]
25 x 16.7 cm. pub tan pict wraps ptd in red, blue, green; folder (Dean's Untearable Cloth Children's Coloured Toy Books) Size and date of press run (600 3 69) on rear

Mother Hubbard.

Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog... London: Orlando Hodgson [n.d. [ca 1835-40] 11.8 x 9.9 cm.
pub maroon leather and red mbld bds. Binder's title: Stories

Added entry
Mother Hubbard. Old Mother Hubbard and Her Comical Dog, Parts I and II. London: Orlando Hodgson [n.d.] [ca 1835-40] 11.8 x 9.9 cm.
pub maroon leather and red mbld bds. Binder's title: Stories

Mother Hubbard.

14.3 x 9.5 cm. pub pale orange col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 539. From the library of Roland Knaster; two inscriptions: one dated 1880 and the other 1884

Mother Hubbard.

Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. Banbury: Printed by J.G. Rusher, [not before 1808]
9.9 x 6.5 cm. pub self white pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 516.

Mother Hubbard.

Old Mother Hubbard, and Her Dog... London: Dean and Munday, Threadneedle-Street; A.K. Newman & Co., Leadenhall-Street, [ca 1835]
14.1 x 9.3 cm. pub pink pict wraps with ads on rear and on endpapers; folder
Three Centuries 515.

Mother Hubbard.

Old Mother Hubbard, and Her Dog... Glasgow: J. Lumsden & Son, [between 1840 and 1850]
12 x 8 cm. pub blue decorated wraps with ads on rear; folder

Mother Hubbard.
Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. [Engraved by Clayton.] London: Dean & Son, 11, Ludgate Hill, [not before 1860]
25.5 x 16.8 cm. pub orange pict wraps ptd in red, black and gilt with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 526. Size and date of press run (2,000-360) on rear

Opie N 928

Mother Hubbard.
Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. [London]: G. Ingram, 41, Old Street, St. Luke, [between 1861 and 1878]
9.3 x 12.8 cm. pub blue pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 517.

Opie N 929

Mother Hubbard.
27 x 22.7 cm. pub aqua decorative embossed wraps with col pict onlays
(Nelson's Oil Colour Picture Books for the Nursery)
Three Centuries 532.

Opie N 357

Mother Hubbard.
Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. London: Frederick Warne & Co., [not before 1872]
23.5 x 20.6 cm. pub tan col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Warne's Excelsior London Toy Books, New Series, 4)
Three Centuries 535. From the library of Roland Knaster.

Opie N 358

Mother Hubbard.
31 x 24.6 cm. pub pict wraps; folder

Added entry
Mother Hubbard. Old Mother Hubbard see Old Time Tales.

Opie N 994

Mother Hubbard.
15.8 x 18 cm. pub white col pict laminated bds.

Opie N 930

Mother Hubbard.
Old Mother Hubbard and Her Wonderful Dog. London: W.S. Fortey's Wholesale Juvenile Book Warehouse, 2 & 3, Monmouth Court, Bloomsbury, [ca 1859]
17.2 x 11 cm. pub pale orange pict wraps with ad dated 1859 on rear; folder
Three Centuries 525.

Opie N 931

Mother Hubbard.
Old Mother Hubbard and Her Wonderful Dog. London: W.S. Fortey's Juvenile Book Warehouse, 2 & 3 Monmouth Court, Bloomsbury, [between 1860 and 1885]
22 x 17.4 cm. pub green pict wraps with ad on rear; folder

Opie N 360

Mother Hubbard.
Old Mother Hubbard and Her Wonderful Dog. [(? London) Broadsheet King (i.e. Fred Dallas, not after
1965]
15.8 x 10 cm. pub self tan pict wraps ptd in red; folder. Purchased by Roland Knaster in 1965.

Mother Hubbard.
Old Mother Hubbard of 1793. The Pictures Are Exact Reproductions of an Original Edition in the
Possession (sic) of the Publishers Published 100 Years Ago. London: Dean & Son Ld. [ca 1893]
30.5 x 25.3 cm. pub col pict wraps; folder (Dean's Gold Medal Series, no. 29)

Opie N 361

Mother Hubbard.
33.4 x 25.1 cm. pub white col pict wraps, publs ads on rear; folder
Publisher's no: 17349

Opie N 362

Mother Hubbard.
Mother Hubbard Polka, by Caroline Lowthian. London: Chappell & Co., New Bond St. W; 14 & 15
Poultry, E.C. [n.d.]
36.2 x 27 cm. pub white col pict wraps, publs ads on rear; folder
Publisher's no: 17349

Opie N 363

Mother Hubbard.
A Sequel to the Comic Adventures of Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog, by Another Hand [W.F.].
London: J. Harris and C. Knight, Windsor, Feb 1, 1807
12.6 x 9.9 cm. pub umber ptd wraps with ad on rear; folder
Moon 562.2.

Opie N 364

Added entry
Mother Hubbard. A sequel to the Comic Adventures of Old Mother
Hubbard and Her Dog. By Another Hand [W.F.]. London: J. Harris
and C. Knight, Windsor, Feby 1st, 1807. 15.9 x 11.8 cm. pub
yellow cloth (Classics of Children's Literature, 1621-1932)

Opie N 365

Musical Nursery Rhymes. [Illustrated by Ethel K. Burgess] London: Dean & Son Limited, 160A Fleet
Street, [ca 1910]
28 x 23.6 cm. pub taupe pict wraps ptd in orange and brown with col pict onlay; folder (Dean's
Pictureland Series, No. 1)
Three Centuries 152.

Opie N 366

My Father Had a Farm. Pictures by Mary Baker. [Leicester: Brockhampton Book Co., Ltd. (ca 195-)]
11.7 x 7 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; monochrome pict endpapers; folder

Opie N 367

My Favourite Nursery Rhymes. London: Dean & Son Ltd., 41/43 Ludgate Hill,
[c. 1975]
26.4 x 17.6 cm. pub green pict laminated wraps

Opie N 368

19 x 12.8 cm. pub yellow cloth and blue col pict bds (Purnell Board Book)

Opie N 369
17 x 10.3 cm. pub pink col pict bds (Treasure Hour)
Three Centuries 231.

20 x 13 cm. pub green cloth and blue col pict bds; case
Three Centuries 149. Inscription dated 1923.

My Own Book of Nursery Rhymes. [Illustrated by E.W.B.] [London, Glasgow: Children's Press, (ca 195-)]
25 x 19.2 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder

18.4 x 12 cm. pub yellow col pict bds with ad for series on rear
(Little Twinky Books)

26 x 21.8 cm. pub red col pict laminated bds (Dean's Funtime Picture Book)

27 x 18.5 cm. pub green picl cloth stamped in black and gilt over bevelled bds; yellow endpapers.
"Contents" includes a complete list of illustrators

26 x 18.5 cm. pub blue picl cloth stamped on black and gilt over bevelled bds; pale yellow endpapers
Three Centuries 113. "Contents" includes a complete list of illustrators; 4 p. ads at end

26.8 x 18.6 cm. pub terracotta pict cloth stamped in gilt and black over bevelled bds; cream endpapers.
"Contents" includes a complete list of illustrators. Inscribed to Derwent Greville Turnbull from his grandmother dated Christmas 1923

   21 x 15 cm. pub olive green pict cloth stamped in black, white and gilt; pict endpapers; archive box
   Three Centuries 141. Pale green ticket for Alfred King & Son, Printers, Booksellers, & Stationers, Oundle and Thorpston

The New Christmas Box, Containing a Variety of Bagatelles, Arranged for One, Two, or Three Voices, and the Piano Forte, for Juvenile Amusement. London: Printed and Sold by Preston & Son, at their Wholesale Warehouses, 97, Strand [ca 1798]
   32.6 x 23.7 cm. pub pale grey pict wraps, cover stamped Trewman's Music Repository, Exeter; folder
   Three Centuries 28.

The New Christmas Box, Containing a Variety of Bagatelles, Arranged for One, Two or Three Voices, and the Piano Forte, for Juvenile Amusement. London: Printed and sold by Preston & Son, at their Wholesale Warehouses, 97, Strand [ca 1798]
   32.4 x 24 cm. pub pale grey pict wraps; folder
   Three Centuries 28.

   9 x 5.5 cm. pub blue wraps; folder
   Three Centuries 512. From the library of Roland Knaster

News Chronicle.
   Publications Department, [192-]
   27.7 x 21.5 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder

Newton, Ruth E.
   Mother Goose. 914. Racine, Wisconsin: Whitman Publishing Company, [c. 1943]
   32.5 x 24.2 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder

Newton, Ruth E.
   32.5 x 24.2 cm. pub blue col pict wraps with scolloped edges and fuzzy yellow applique; folder. An indestructible version on textured paper

Nightingale, Sandy.
   18.3 x 21.5 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder

Nurse Lovechild's Ditties; A Collection of Popular Ditties, Rhymes, &c... London: Printed and Published by D. Carvalho, 74 Chiswell Street, Finsbury Square, [ca 1831]
   17.4 x 10.5 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ads on rear and on rear pastedown endpaper; folder. Rear wrapper has imprint of D. Carvalho and of Simpkin & Marshall, Stationer's Court; tribute of regard dated 1831 on front pastedown endpaper

Nurse Love-Child's Legacy. London: Printed by J. Catnach, 2, Monmouth Court, 7 Dials, [between 1813
and 1838]
9.6 x 6.8 cm. pub self pict wraps; folder            Opie N 943

11.3 x 7.5 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder         Opie N 944
Three Centuries 92.

Nursery Ditties. [Illustrated by S. and HWP] London: F. Warne & Co.,
[? ca 1870]
18 x 13.5 cm. pub lavender decorated wraps ptd in red, green, and navy blue; folder (Aunt Friendly's
Coloured Picture Books)                             Opie N 945

Added entry
Nursery Ditties see Pussy's Picture Book

14.6 x 9.6 cm. pub tan pict wraps; folder (A Stephen Jones family book) Opie N 946

Nursery Ditties From the Lips of Mrs. Lullaby.
With illustrations by J. Leech. New ed. London: Grant and Griffith, 1847, together with The Monkey's
Frolic: A Humorous Tale. London: Grant and Griffith [n.d.] and The Word Book; or, Twenty-four
Stories... Chiefly in Three Letters. Written for Children Under Four years of Age, by A.B.C. Assisted by
the Other Letters of the Alphabet. 4th ed. London: John Harris, St. Paul's Church-Yard [n.d.]
18 x 10.6 cm. pub red cloth stamped in gilt and blind. Cover title; Child's Picture Book    Opie N 947

27.8 x 21.4 cm. pub col pict wraps; folder (No. 7005)     Opie N 379

27.8 x 21.3 cm. pub col pict wraps; folder              Opie N 380

Nursery Numbers. Paulton (Somerset) and London: Printed and Published by Purnell and Sons, Ltd.
[n.d.] [ca 1963?]                                       Opie N 948
11.2 x 16.1 cm. pub blue spine and red col pict bds; folder. Board book

[ca 1885?]                                             Opie N 949
17 x 15 cm. pub brown col pict bds

Nelson and Sons, Ltd., [ca 1930]
25.5 x 20 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder         Opie N 381
Three Centuries 173.

Nursery Poems from the Ancient and Modern Poets. Banbury: J.G. Rusher, [ca 1840?]
9 x 6 cm. pub self white pict wraps, stitched; folder
Three Centuries 85.                                   Opie N 950

Nursery Poems, from the Ancient and Modern Poets. Banbury: J.G. Rusher, [ca 1840?]
9.9 x 6 cm. pub self white col pict wraps (unopened); folder
Three Centuries 85.                                   Opie N 951
35.5 x 25.2 cm. pub cream pict wraps; folder. Publisher's no: 10,604

16.6 x 12.5 cm. pub white col pict bds; folder (A Sandle Book. No. BL 1200)

A Nursery Rhyme Calendar from Cheney & Sons Ltd. [Illustrated by Margot Gilbert] Banbury: Cheney & Sons, [1958]
32 x 24.7 cm. pub white pict wraps; folder

28.5 x 20.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder. Inscription dated 1946

Nursery Rhymes. London: J. McGowan, Great Windmill Street for J. Bysh, 8, Cloth Fair, West Smithfield, [not before 1831]
17.6 x 11 cm. disbound; folder

18 x 11.4 cm. pub blue pict wraps; folder

Nursery Rhymes. London: A. Park, 47, Leonard Street, Finsbury, [between 1836 and 1841]
17.7 x 21.7 cm. pub blue ptd wraps; folder (Park's Library of Instruction and Amusement)

Nursery Rhymes. London: Printed for the Booksellers, [ca 1840?]
15.8 x 10 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ad for untitled series on rear (this title number 16); folder

Nursery Rhymes. Derby: Thomas Richardson, Friar-Gate, [between 1845 and 1855]
10.4 x 6.8cm. pub pink pict wraps with imprint of Richardson and Son, 172, Fleet St. and 9, Capel Street, Dublin; booklist on rear; folder

Nursery Rhymes. [London]: W.S. Johnson, 60, St. Martin's Lane, Charing Cross, [between 1846 and 1862]
16.5 x 9.8 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder

Nursery Rhymes. London: W.S. Johnson, St. Martin's Lane, Charing Cross, [between 1846 and 1862]
9.4 x 6.5 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder

Nursery Rhymes. London: Webb, Millington and Co., Wine-Office Court, Fleet Street. also Leeds and Otley, [between 1853 and 1862]
13 x 9 cm. pub yellow ptd wraps with ads on rear; folder

Notes by IPO laid in
11.3 x 7.5 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 93.  

Opie N 960

Nursery Rhymes. London: Goode Bros, Printers & Publishers, Clerkenwell Green, [between 1859 and 1879]
21.8 x 17.2 cm. pub self white pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 105.  

Opie N 386

Nursery Rhymes. [Illustrated by Henley] London, New York: George Routledge and Sons, [ca 1870?] 
17.8 x 13.3 cm. pub lavender decorated wraps ptd in red and black with colophon of Kronheim & Co., ads on rear; folder (Routledge's Threepenny Toy-Books) A rag book

Opie N 961

26.5 x 21.5 cm. pub blue col pict bds, rebacked (Father Tuck's Nursery Series)

Opie N 387

14.9 x 12.3 cm. pub navy leather and blue cloth, stamped gilt; blue mbld endpaper. Annotated by a previous owner
Lacks t.p. Gift of Michael Maclagan. Letter laid in

Opie N 962

22.8 x 15.3 cm. pub crimson col pict wraps; folder (The Royal Series - Untearable)
Three Centuries 165.  

Opie N 388

10.9 x 8.3 cm. pub dark blue and yellow col pict bds, pale blue and white pictorial end-papers; folder
(A Tom Thumb Book)
Three Centuries 205.  

Opie N 963

Nursery Rhymes. England: W.B.L. [c. 1950]
24.1 x 17.8cm. pub cream red printed wraps; folder

Opie N 389

10.2 x 10.1 cm. pub grey col pict wraps; folder (A Dinky Book)
Three Centuries 214.  

Opie N 964

Nursery Rhymes. Great Britain: Dean's Rag Book [ca 1955]
22.2 x 19.2 cm. pub red and blue col pict cloth; folder (Dean's Rag Book)
Three Centuries 218.  

Opie N 390

Nursery Rhymes. London and Letchworth: Printed for and Published by P.M. (Productions) Ltd. [ca 1955]
27.1 x 21.1 cm. pub cream col pict wraps; folder

Opie N 391

Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by Cicely Steed. Great Britain: Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd. 1958
18.1 x 14.5 cm. pub red and blue col pict bds (A Little Hercules Book)
Board book
Three Centuries 220.  

Opie N 965
28.3 x 21.4 cm. pub white laminated col pict bds; folder (An All Colour Picture Book) \textit{Opie N 392}

Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by Lorna Steele. Paulton (Somerset) and London: Purnell and Sons, Ltd., 1959
16.8 x 14.3 cm. pub pale blue laminated col pict bds (Treasure Series)
Three Centuries 222. \textit{Opie N 966}

24.4 x 19 cm. pub lavender embossed woven texture col pict wraps; folder \textit{Opie N 393}

Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by E.V.A. Paulton (Somerset) and London: Purnell and Sons, Ltd. [ca 1963?]
11.2 x 16 cm. pub blue col pict bds. Board book \textit{Opie N 967}

Nursery Rhymes. England: Purnell [ca 1964?]
24.6 x 18.9 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder \textit{Opie N 394}

28.3 x 21.4 cm. pub white laminated col pict bds (A Twilight Book) \textit{Opie N 395}

25.5 x 19.3 cm. pub red col pict wraps; folder (A Sunshine Linette Book) \textit{Opie N 396}

16.1 x 18.3 cm. pub red cloth and white laminated col pict bds; folder (Rainbow Books). Board book \textit{Opie N 397}

Nursery Rhymes. [n.p. [Created and devised by B.C.M./ Wadger], [n.d.] [19--]
15.1 x 12.2 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder \textit{Opie N 968}

14.6 x 14.7 cm. pub green col pict cloth; folder \textit{Opie N 398}

23.8 x 17.8 cm. pub green col pict wraps; folder \textit{Opie N 399}

11.5 x 13.8 cm. pub red col pict bds, panorama; folder. Board book \textit{Opie N 969}

Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by E.V.A. England: Birn Brothers, Ltd., [19--]
20.3 x 15.1 cm. pub col pict wraps; folder. Shaped book. No 53 \textit{Opie N 400}
27.8 x 21.3 cm. pub col pict wraps; folder. No. 500

Nursery Rhymes. W.D.L. [19--]
25.6 x 19.6 cm. pub col pict wraps, embossed paper; folder

Nursery Rhymes. London: Murrays Sales & Service Co. 63, St. Paul's Road, N.1. [19--]
16.9 x 10.2 cm. pink and yellow laminated pict bds (Treasure Hour)
Board book

16.7 x 10.5 cm. pub green and pale blue laminated col pict bds. Board book

29.9 x 22.3 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder

27.9 x 21.5 cm. pub green and yellow col pict bds. Board book

Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by Anne Rochester. London: Birn Brothers Ltd. [19--]
22.4 x 20.8 cm. pub dark blue and pale blue laminated col pict bds; folder

Nursery Rhymes. R.T.S. [19--]
9.6 x 6.3 cm. pub red and white col pict wraps; folder (A Tiny Tuck Book)

Nursery Rhymes. R.T.S. [19--]
9.6 x 6.3 cm. pub red and white col pict wraps; folder (A Tiny Tuck Book)

Nursery Rhymes. England: S.P.T. Ltd. [19--]
14.9 x 15 cm. pub emerald green col pict cloth; folder (A Cuddly Cloth Book)

Nursery Rhymes. London: Dean's Rag Book Co. Ltd. 61, High Path, S.W.19 [19--]
12 x 9.7 cm pub pale blue col pict wraps; folder

Nursery Rhymes. London: Dean's Rag Book Co. Ltd. 61, High Path, S.W. 19. [19--]
11.8 x 9.7 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps; folder

16.2 x 10.7 cm. pub white cloth and green bds gilt; yellow col pict dj with ad for series on rear ("Told to the Children" Series)

34.3 x 25 cm. pub cream folded pict sheet; folder
Publisher's no: 696
Nursery Rhymes ABC. London: Dean & Son, 160a, Fleet Street...copyright registered, [ca 1890]
31 x 25 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ad for series on rear; folder (Dean's Gold Medal Series, No. 11)
Three Centuries 138.

Nursery Rhymes ABC. [Dundee & London: Valentine & Sons, Ltd. [ca 1910]
24 x 18 cm. pub red pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (Valentine's Book Toys)
Three Centuries 150.

15.9 x 11.8 cm. pub yellow cloth (Classics of Children's Literature, 1621 - 1932)

28.5 x 20.6 cm. pub pale green col pict bds, white col pict endpapers

Nursery Rhymes Birthday Book. Illustrated by Chris Higson. B.P.C. Publishing Ltd. 1968
22.5 x 11.4 cm. pub white laminated col pict bds

23.5 x 15.9 cm. pub orange cloth, white pict dj; archive box

Nursery Rhymes for Children. Alnwick: W. Davison, [ca 1830?]
12.6 x 8.2 cm. pub self white pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 68. Caption title: A Collection of Nursery Songs

Nursery Rhymes for the Very Young. London: Sandle's, W.14 [19--]
26.2 x 18.2 cm. pub yellow laminated col pict bds

Nursery Rhymes from the Royal Collections. Banbury: J.G. Rusher, [? ca 1840]
10 x 6.6 cm. pub white self pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 86.

The Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated. London: J.L. Marks, Long Lane, Smithfield, [ca 1840]
17.5 x 11 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 88.

Nursery Rhymes No. 1. London: W. Barton (Publisher) Ltd. Central Street, E.C.1 [ca 1949?]
9.5 x 6.3 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder (Mighty Midgets, No. 37)
Three Centuries 206.

Nursery Rhymes No. 2. London: W. Barton (Publisher) Ltd. Central Street, E.C.1. [ca 1949?]
9.4 x 6.3 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder (Mighty Midgets, No. 38)
Three Centuries 206.

Nursery Rhymes, Old and New, No. 1. Edited by little Miss Playtime. London: George Newnes Ltd., 3-13, Southampton Street, W.C., [n.d.]
18.1 x 13.4 cm. pub buff wraps ptd red with ads for Neave's Food for Infants on rear; folder (Newne's Playtime Series)  
Opie N 983

18.4 x 12.7 cm. pub cream wraps ptd red with list of "Playtime Series" on rear; folder (Playtime Series. No. 1. Fairy Tales for Little Folks)  
Opie N 984

26.3 x 21.7 cm. pub scarlet col pict wraps; folder  
Opie N 414

26.4 x 21.6 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder  
Opie N 415

26.3 x 21.6 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder  
Opie N 416

Nursery Rhymes Picture Book. London: Amex Company Ltd. [ca 1950?]  
23.9 x 17.9 cm. pub gold col pict wraps; folder  
Opie N 417

Nursery Rhymes Picture Book. London: Amex Company Ltd. [ca 1955]  
23.8 x 17.9 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder  
Opie N 418

Nursery Rhymes Picture Book. London: Amex Company Ltd. [ca 1955-60]  
23.7 x 17.7 cm. pub red col pict wraps; folder  
Three Centuries 225.  
Opie N 419

26.3 x 21 cm. pub green col pict wraps; folder. Gift of C. Jenkins  
Opie N 420

33.8 x 24.6 cm. pub cream pict wraps; folder  
Opie N 421

Nursery Rhymes Set to Music. London: The Aldine Publishing Co. Ltd., 1, 2 & 3, Crown Court, Chancery Lane, W.C.  
18.6 x 24.3 cm. pub dark beige wraps ptd red and navy blue; folder  
The Little Peoples Musical Box, No. 3)  
Opie N 422

20.6 x 15.3 cm. pub green decorated cloth stamped in blind and gilt; case  
Three Centuries 237.  
Opie N 423

Nursery Rhymes: The Old Fashioned Tunes, with Tonic Sol-fa. Leeds: Banks Music House, 25, County Arcade. [ca 1931?]  
28 x 21 cm. pub cream, red ptd wraps; folder (Gem Series, No. 3)  
Opie N 424

28 x 21.8 cm. pub pale orange col pict wraps; folder  
Three Centuries 130.  
Opie N 425
14.5 x 9.6 cm. disbound; folder
Opie N 985

Nursery Riddles, Rhymes and Jingles. London: Dean & Son, Threadneedle Street, [between 1847 and 1854]
17.6 x 12.5 cm. pub pale green pict bds with ads on rear; folder
At head of title: Pleasing and Popular
Opie N 986

Nursery Songs. London and New York: Frederick Warne & Co., [ca 1875 ?]
25.5 x 19.4 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
(Warne's Excelsior Toy Books, 38) A rag book
Opie N 426

Added entry
Nursery Songs see Pussy's Picture Book
Opie N 1017

Nursery Songs. Illustrated by Mary LaFetra Russell. New York: Sam'l Gabriel Sons & Company, [ca 1916]
27 x 21.1 cm. pub brown cloth and cream col. pict bds; folder (The "Chimney Corner" Series)
Three Centuries 157.
Opie N 427

20 x 17 cm. pub blue backstrip and pale blue col pict bds with ad for series on rear; pink patterned endpapers (Little Golden Book, 7)
Jones, Little Golden Books, 549
Opie N 987

Nursery Songs. Arranged by Leah Gale. Illustrated by Corinne Malvern. London: Frederick Muller Ltd. [ca 1942]
19.5 x 16.9 cm. pub gold foil backstrip and yellow col pict bds with ad for series on rear; green patterned endpapers (Little Golden Book, 39) At foot of title is stamped: Printed and bound in Sydney, Australia, by Colourstone Pty. Ltd.
Three Centuries 210.
Opie N 988

Nursery Songs, No. 7... the Music Simplified and Fingered for Very Young Performers. London: J. Green, 33 Soho Square [n.d.]
26.5 x 18.3 cm. pub cream decorated wraps; folder. For voice and pianoforte
Opie N 428

28.3 x 20.6 cm. pub peach col pict bds; green col pict endpapers
Song book with piano arrangements
Opie N 429

Nursery Tales. [London] March [i.e. James the elder?, ca 1860]
17.2 x 11 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder
Opie N 989

Added entry
Oh! Rest Thee Babe...[from] Guy Mannering, to which is added [a] stanza from the Gypsie's Haunt scene; composed with an accompaniment for the piano forte, by John Whitaker; written by D. Terry. 2nd ed. London: Printed by Bullen, Whitaker & Compy. 75, St. Paul's Church Yard, [watermarked 1815] 33 x 24 cm.
Later tan cloth and mottled bds
Opie N 189 (4)
Added entry

Oh! Say Not a Woman's Heart is bought... [from] Heir of Vironi, written by Isaac Pocock; composed and arranged for the piano forte, with accompaniments for an orchestra, by John Whitaker. London: Printed by Bullen, Whitaker & Compy. 75. St. Paul's Church Yard [watermarked 1817] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds

Opie N 189 (13)

Oh Where, Oh Where Has My Little Dog Gone?
The Dutchman's Lee-tle Dog, With His Ears Cut Short and his Tail Cut Long: comic ballad written by Chas. Linda; composed by Sep. Winner. London: Hopwood & Crew, 42, New Bond Street, W. [n.d.] 34.6 x 25.5 cm. pub cream col pict wraps; folder
Publisher's no: H & C. 1830

Opie N 430

Old Dame Trot's Picture Book...[Illustrated by W.R., i.e. ? William Ralston] London, New York: George Routledge and Sons, [ca 1878] 24.7 x 18.4 cm. pub blue decorated cloth stamped in black and gilt with col pict onlay. Contents: Old Dame Trot, The Babes in the Wood, The Prince with the Nose, The Queen of Hearts, Old King Cole
Three Centuries 376. From the library of Roland Knaster

Opie N 431

Old English Nursery Songs: music arranged by Horace Mansion. Illustrated by Anne Anderson. London: George G. Harrap & Co Ltd, and at Sydney [1922 ?] 28 x 21.7 cm. pub beige cloth and fawn col pict bds
Three Centuries 162.

Opie N 432

Old Favourites. London: Frederick Warne & Co. [ca 1885] 26 x 22.8 cm. pub pale yellow pict wraps ptd in orange and green; folder (Aunt Louisa's London Toy Books, 105)
Three Centuries 129.

Opie N 433

Old Favourites. London: Frederick Warne & Co. [ca 1885] 26 x 22.8 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps ptd in orange and tan with colophon of Maclure & Macdonald, ads on rear; folder (Aunt Louisa's London Toy Books, 105)
Three Centuries 129.

Opie N 434

Added entry
Old King Cole see Old Dame Trot's Picture Book.

Opie N 431

Old King Cole.
Old King Cole. London & Otley: William Walker & Sons, [ca 187-] 25.6 x 19.2 cm. pub black col pict wraps with ads for Fennings' patent medicines on rear, unopened; folder

Opie N 435

Old King Cole.
Old King Cole: His Life and Death; a New Song by W. Hunneman; Music Arranged by A.S. Rich. Illustration by Alfred Crowquill. London: Published for the Author by T. Prowse, 13, Hanway St., Oxford St. [n.d.] 34.6 x 25.2 cm. pub cream pict wraps; folder

Opie N 436

Old King Cole Nursery Rhyme Book. [London: Dean & Son Ltd., (ca 195-)] 26.3 x 21.3 cm. pub violet col pict wraps; folder
Old Mother Hubbard.
19 x 8.8 cm. pub red col pict wraps; folder

Old Mother Hubbard.
14 x 8.4 cm. pub blue col pict wraps with ads for Star soap on rear and on insides of wraps; folder
Three Centuries 684.

Added entry
Old Nursery Rhymes see Little Jack Horner's Picture Book.

Added entry
Old Nursery Rhymes (with the Old Tunes) see Routledge's
Singing Quadrille.

21.5 x 17 cm. pub red pebble-grain cloth and pub blue pict bds

Old Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by Jack Orr, and Mabel Sims. Great Britain: Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd. [ca 1930 ?]
28.2 x 21.8 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 172.

28.2 x 21.6 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder
Contents differ from previous book of same title

Old Nursery Songs, Stories, and Ballads... [Illustrated by J.C. Horsley, C.W. Cope, Thomas Webster, ? Otto Pletsch and others] London: Ward, Lock & Tyler, Warwick House, Paternoster Row, [ca 1869]
18.3 x 14 cm. pub crimson pict cloth stamped in gilt and black, signed WR; case
Three Centuries 112.

Old Time Nursery Rhymes. London: Promack Ltd., S.E.8 [ca 1946]
23.6 x 18.1 cm. pub col pict wraps; folder (Uncle Wadman's Celebrated Children's Books)

Old Time Tales. [Punch & Judy. Old Mother Hubbard], [? London, ca 195-]
8.8 x 6.8 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ad for untitled series on rear; folder

Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe.
The Old Woman That Lived in a Shoe. From Coloured Designs by W.J. Webb. London: Frederick Warne & Co., [ca 1880]
26.4 x 23 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with imprint of Kronheim & Co. on front and ads on rear; folder (Aunt Louisa's Toy Books, 102)
Three Centuries 590

Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe
The Old Woman That Lived in a Shoe. From Coloured Designs by W.J. Webb. London: Frederick Warne & Co., [ca 1880]
26.4 x 23 cm. pub pale yellow col pict wraps with imprint of Kronheim & Co. on the front and ads on rear; folder (Aunt Louisa's Toy Books, 102) A rag book

Three Centuries 590

Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe.

The Old Woman Who Lived in Her Shoe. [Illustrated by J.R. Barfoot] London: Cowan & Standring, 8 & 9 Finsbury Street, Finsbury Square, [ca 1855]

24.3 x 18.5 cm. pub pink pict wraps with ads on rear; folder (The Album Picture Books)

Three Centuries 589. From the library of Roland Knaster

Opie N 442

Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe.


22.5 x 18.3 cm. pub blue col pict bds. (Father Tuck's "Little Pets' Series)

Three Centuries 590a. Reward ticket dated 1898

Opie N 443

Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe.

The Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe. Publisher's no. (not dated)

Opie N 444

Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe.

There Was an Old Woman; Words by Stanley J. Damerell; Music by Sherman Myers. London: Cecil Lennox Ltd., 154, Charing X Rd. W.C.2, 1934

35 x 24.3 cm. pub cream pict wraps; folder. Featured by the B.B.C. Dance Orchestra; directed by Henry Hall. For voice and piano

Opie N 445

Oliver, Elizabeth Murphy.


30.5 x 23 cm. pub col pict wraps; folder. Order form laid in.

Opie N 446

One Two Buckle My Shoe.


26.2 x 32.5 cm. pub blue decorated cloth stamped in gilt; pale yellow endpapers

Opie N 447

One Two Buckle My Shoe.

"One Two, Buckle My Shoe." London: Frederick Warne & Co., [not after 1884]

17 x 12 cm. pub yellow col decorated bds; folder (The Queen's Gift Series) Inscription dated 1884; yellow ticket for F.S. Homewood, stationer, Brighton

Opie N 448

One Two Buckle My Shoe.


15.1 x 20.2 cm. pub col pict wraps; folder

Three Centuries 197.

Opie N 449
One Two Buckle My Shoe.
One Two Buckle My Shoe. [Illustrated by G.F. Christie] London: Dean's Rag Book Co. Ltd.,[1916]
21 x 15 cm. pub brown col pict cloth; folder (Dean's Rag Books, 133)

Opie N 450

One Two Buckle My Shoe.
The Juvenile Numerator, or the Infant's First Step to Arithmetic... London: Published by D. Carvalho,
167, Fleet Street, [not before 1830]
17 x 10.5cm. disbound; folder. Gift of Joan Hassall 1960

Opie N 996

Opie, Iona and Peter.
The Book of Nursery Rhymes Gathered by Iona and Peter Opie. With illustrations by Pauline Baynes.
Annotated by Shinichi Yoshida.
18 x 12.7 cm. pub coral col pict wraps; archive folder

Opie N 997

Opie, Iona and Peter.
The Book of Nursery Rhymes Gathered by Iona and Peter Opie. With illustrations by Pauline Baynes.
18 x 12.7 cm. pub coral col pict wraps.

Opie N 998

Opie, Iona and Peter.
University Press, 1964
20.9 x 14.2 cm. pub blue pict cloth stamped in pale and royal blue; pale blue col pict dj
"Originally published by Penguin Books as The Puffin Book of Nursersy Rhymes." Opie family copy
Three Centuries 62.

Opie N 999

Opie, Iona and Peter, comp.
10.6 x 12.8cm. pub blue cloth, white pict dj ptd in blue
Two reviews laid in

Opie N 1000

Opie, Iona and Peter.
19 x 12.5 cm. pub pale blue cloth stamped in navy blue, orange ptd dj; archive case

Opie N 1001

Opie, Iona and Peter.
22.7 x 14.5 cm. pub blue cloth and white pict dj. From the library of Doreen Gullen
Three Centuries 642.

Opie N 451

Opie, Iona and Peter.
22.7 x 14.5 cm. pub blue cloth and white pict dj
Inscribed to Katherine and Roland Knaster by PMO dated 1951

Opie N 452

Opie, Iona and Peter.
The Oxford Nursery Rhyme Book... With Additional Illustrations by Joan Hassall. Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1955
24 x 16 cm. pub deep blue cloth gilt; pink pict dj with ad on rear
Three Centuries 61.

Opie N 453
Opie, Iona and Peter.
The Oxford Nursery Rhyme Book... With Additional Illustrations by
24.2 x 15.7 cm. pub deep blue cloth and pink pict dj

Opie N 454

Opie, Iona and Peter.
19.6 x 12.9 cm. pub pink col pict wraps
Three Centuries 62. Opies' corrected copy of April 1964. 4 p. ads at end

Opie N 1002

Opie, Iona and Peter.
19.7 x 13 cm. pub pink col pict wraps; archive folder
Three Centuries 62. 4 p. ads at end.

Opie N 1003

Opie, Iona and Peter.
19.7 x 13 cm. pub pink col pict wraps
The Opie family copy signed by the compilers 24 October 1963 with a 4-line poem; also signed by the illustrator

Opie N 1005

Opie, Iona and Peter.
19.7 x 12.9 cm. pub pink col pict wraps
Letter dated 13 April 1966 from publisher laid in

Opie N 1006

Opie, Iona and Peter.
19.7 x 13 cm. pub pink col pict wraps

Opie N 1007

Opie, Iona and Peter.
19.7 x 12.9 cm. pub pink col pict wraps
Opie family copy; letter dated 13 June 1968 from publisher laid in
4 p. ads at end

Opie N 1008

Opie, Iona, comp
23.2 x 23 cm. pub navy blue cloth with white col pict onlay, yellow patterned endpapers; navy blue slipcase; archive box
No. 90 of 100 copies. Gift of Gillian Avery

Opie N 455
Our Favourite Nursery Rhymes. With Upwards of One Hundred Illustrations by A.W. Bayes, J. Dalziel, and J.B. Zwecker. Engraved by the Brothers Dalziel. London: Frederick Warne and Co., [? ca 187-] 19.3 x 14.7 cm. pub red decorated cloth stamped in gilt and blind over bevelled bds Opie N 1009

Our Favourite Nursery Songs. [Illustrations by Walter Crane and Henley] London, New York: Frederick Warne & Co. Ltd., [ca 1915] 18.6 x 13.7 cm. pub col pict wraps with ad for series on rear; archive folder (Our Favourite Nursery Series) Three Centuries 156. Opie N 1010

Our Nursery Rhyme Book; ed. by Letty and Frank Littlewood. Illustrated by Honor C. Appleton. London: Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co., Ltd. 4 Stationers' Hall Court. E.C. [1912] 20.7 x 15.6 cm. pub green cloth stamped gilt; archive box Three Centuries 153. Opie N 1011

Our Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by Cicely Steed. Great Britain: Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd. 1959 15.6 x 20.1 cm. pub red and col pict bds (A Sturdibook) Three Centuries 223. Opie N 456

Added entry
Our Pets see Pussy's Picture Book. Opie N 1017

The Oxfam Queen of Hearts Book of Nursery Rhymes [Illustrations by Janet and Anne Grahame Johnstone]. [England: Oxfam (ca 1975)] 22.9 x 24 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder Opie N 457

Added entry

Peake, Mervyn.
Ride a Cock-Horse and Other Nursery Rhymes. London: Chatto and Windus, 1940. 25 x 18.7 cm. pub cream col pict bds and matching dj Three Centuries 304. Opie N 458

Added entry
The Pence Table in Verse. Third Edition. (Pickering, wood engraver]. London: D. Carvalho, [ca 1835] 17.8 x 10.8 cm pub yellow ptd bds, rebacked in later green cloth. Three Centuries 77. Opie N 781 (9)

Peppe, Rodney.
Humpty Dumpty. [Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1974] 18 x 19.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Picture Puffin) Opie N 459

Added entry
Added entry
Peter Piper's Practical Principles of Plain and Perfect Pronunciation...London: J. Harris, 1813. 15.9 x 11.8 cm. pub yellow cloth (Classics of Children's Literature, 1621-1932) Facsimile edition pub by Garland, New York, London, 1978

18.1 x 18.5 cm. pub white col pict bds and matching dj. Note on the dedicatee by S. Gardner (15-5-89) laid in; inscribed to the Opies by Alderson including a parody of Peter Piper

26.4 x 24.8 cm. pub white col pict bds; col pict endpapers

The Piper's Son Book of Nursery Rhymes. [106. England: (not after 1947)]
18.3 x 17.4 cm. pub green col pict wraps; folder

Three Centuries 198.

6.5 x 8.8 cm. white ptd wraps, as issued; folder. Note from the Brooks to the Opies laid in

Playtime Nursery Rhymes. [Dundee & London: Valentine & Sons Ltd., (ca 1938)]
18.2 x 16 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps; folder

Three Centuries 177.

19 x 8.5 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps; folder

Three Centuries 154.

19 x 8.5 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps; folder

Three Centuries 155.

Added entry
The Political House that Jack Built. Fiftieth ed. [Illustrated by George Cruikshank] London: Printed by and for William Hone, Ludgate Hill, 1820. 23.2 x 14.4 cm. pub green cloth and brown bds; T. Tegg's 1831 list of publications inserted

Added entry
The Political Showman -- at Home!... Twenty-second ed. [Illustrated by George Cruikshank] London: Printed for William Hone, 45 Ludgate Hill, 1821. 23.2 x 14.4 cm. pub green cloth and brown bds; T. Tegg's 1821 list of publications inserted
Polly Put the Kettle On. Mother Goose. [? England, ca 194-]  
7 x 5.4 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder

26.3 x 21.7 cm. pub white col pict bds and col pict endpapers

Added entry
The Popular Ditties of Pat a cake, etc. Third edition  
[Pickering, wood engraver]. London: D. Carvalho, (ca 1835)  
17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow ptd bds, rebacked in later green cloth. Three Centuries 77.

28.5 x 22.2 cm. pub brown bds and cream col pict dj  
Annotations by PMO throughout

Added entry
The Prince with the Nose see Old Dame Trot's Picture Book

Provensen, Alice and Martin.  
32 x 23.4 cm. pub white col pict laminated bds  
Review by B. Alderson (Times, April 2, 1980) laid in

Added entry
Pug's Visit; or, The Disasters of Mr. Punch. [London] J Harris, April 10th, 1806. 15.9 x 11 cm. pub yellow cloth  

Added entry
Punch and Judy see Old Time Tales

Added entry
Punch and Judy see Pussy's Picture Book

Added entry
Puss in Boots see Young England's Picture Book

Added entry
Puss in Boots. The wonderful Cat; or, The Good Fortune of the Lord Marquis Carabas see Mother Hubbard and Other Old Friends

18.6 x 14 cm. pub tan cloth and ivory col pict bds  
Three Centuries 117. Inscription dated 1887; cover title: My Pussy's Picture Book. From the library of
Roland Knaster

Queen of Hearts.
The King of Hearts Quadrilles; composed by the late M. Jullien. London: The Music Publishing Company, 19, Peter's Hill, St. Pauls, [n.d.]
33.4 x 24.5 cm. pub cream pict wraps ptd black, red and yellow; folder

Queen of Hearts.
The King, Queen, & Knave of Hearts. [London: Frederick Warne & Co; New York: Scribner, Welford & Co., (ca 1870)]
27.8 x 23 cm. pub pink col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
(Aunt Louisa's London Toy Books, 30)
Three Centuries 463. Printed by Kronheim & Co.

Queen of Hearts.
The King, Queen & Knave of Hearts. [London: Frederick Warne & Co; New York: Scribner, Welford & Co., (ca 1870)]
27.8 x 23 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
(Aunt Louisa's London Toy Books, 30)
Three Centuries 463. Ptd label of W.H. Cremer, Junior, European Toy Warehouse, 210 Regent Street, London, on front wrapper

Queen of Hearts.
New Story of the Queen of Hearts. [London]: Dean & Co., Threadneedle Street, [ca 1845]
24.7 x 17.3 cm. pub pale pink pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
(Grandmamma Easy's New Pictorial Toy Books)
Three Centuries 461.

Queen of Hearts see Old Dame Trot's Picture Book

Queen of Hearts and Other Rhymes. [No. 474] New York: Sam'l Gabriel Sons & Company, c. [194- ?]
21 x 18.4 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder

Queen of Hearts. The Queen of Hearts and the Stolen Tarts see Mother Hubbard and other Old Friends

The Queen's Matrimonial Ladder. Forty-third ed. [Illustrated by George Cruikshank] London: Printed by and for William Hone, Ludgate Hill. 1820. 23.2 x 14.4 cm. pub green cloth and brown bds; T. Tegg's 1821 list of publications inserted [A toy Queen's Ladder is inserted]

Rackham, Arthur.
Mother Goose. The Old Nursery Rhymes. London: William Heinemann, [1913]
21 x 15.2 cm. pub pale grey decorated cloth stamped in blue, green, orange; monochrome pict endpapers; case
Three Centuries 299. Inscription dated 1919.

The Railway Alphabet see Pussy's Picture Book
Rey, H.A.
Mary Had a Little Lamb, and Other Nursery Songs. Harmondsworth: Penguin Books Ltd., 1951
17.4 x 21.6 cm. pub salmon col pict wraps ptd blue, yellow, red and black with pubs ads on rear; folder
(Puffin Picture Book, 91)
Three Centuries 212

24.3 x 19.2 cm. pub pale yellow col pict bds (A Collins Picture Book)
Three Centuries 160.

Rhymes [ca 1925-30]
19.8 x 14.1 cm. pub beige glazed pict wraps; folder

Rhymes for the Nursery. London: W. Fortey, Printer & Publisher, Great St. Andrew St., [between 1860 and 1885]
22.3 x 17.5 cm. pub light orange pict wraps; folder

Rhys, Grace, comp.
Cradle Songs and Nursery Rhymes... London, New York: Walter Scott Limited, [not before 1894]
14.5 x 10.6 cm. pub red decorated cloth gilt
Three Centuries 52. 10 p. ads at end; 2 p. ads preceding frontispiece

Rhys, Grace, comp.
Cradle Songs and Nursery Rhymes... London, New York: Walter Scott, Limited, [not after 1895]
14.5 x 10.6 cm. pub green ribbed cloth gilt
Three Centuries 52. Inscribed to Laura Starr Canziani by Evelyn Martinengro-Cesaresco Christmas 1895

Added entry
Riddles and Rhymes. London, Edinburgh, and New York: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1892. 19.2 x 13 cm. pub red picture cloth stamped in gilt and black, floral endpapers. Three Centuries 139
Binder's title: Favourite Rhymes and Riddles

Ride a Cock Horse to Banbury Cross: Mother Goose. [19--]
7 x 5.4 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder

Added entry
The Right Divine of Kings to Govern Wrong!... [Illustrated by George Cruikshank] London: Printed for William Hone, 45, Ludgate-Hill. 1821. 23.2 x 14.4 cm. pub green cloth and brown bds; T. Tegg's 1831 list of publications inserted

[Rimbault, Edward F.]
A Collection of Old Nursery Rhymes, with Familiar Tunes for Voice and Pianoforte. Adapted to the Capacities of Young Folk. London: Chappell and Co., 50 New Bond Street [1864]
24.3 x 18.4 cm. pub tan pict bds ptd in sepia; folder
Three Centuries 49. At ft of front bds: M & N Hanhart Lith; binder's title: Chappell's Nursery Rhymes. Inscription Dec 30 1864

Opie N 471
Opie N 472
Opie N 1019
Opie N 473
Opie N 1020
Opie N 1021
Opie N 1022
Opie N 715 (2)
Opie N 1023
Opie N 241 (3)
Opie N 474
[Rimbault, Edward F.]
A Collection of Old Nursery Rhymes with Familiar Tunes for Voice and Pianoforte. Adapted to the Capacities of Young Folk. London: Chappell and Co., 50 New Bond Street, [not before 1865]
25 x 18.6 cm. pub green decorated cloth stamped in gilt and blind. A.L.S. to PMO dated 24 IX 1951 laid in. At foot of page: 12,334. Binder's title: Chappell's Nursery Rhymes with Tunes Opie N 475

Rimbault, Edward F.
20.1 x 15.7 cm. pub blue decorated cloth limp covers gilt; yellow endpapers Three Centuries 48a. Opie N 1024

Rimbault, Edward F.
Nursery Rhymes, with the Tunes to which They Are Still Sung in the Nurseries of England. Obtained Principally from Oral Tradition. [Illustrated by J. Brandard] London: Cramer, Beale & Co., 201 Regent Street, and 67, Conduit Street [1846]
21.4 x 16.8 cm. pub white col pict decorated bds; yellow endpapers Three Centuries 48. From the library of Roland Knaster Opie N 1025

Ritson, Joseph, comp.
18 x 12 cm. later 19th century sprinkled calf ruled in blind; tooled spine in gilt and blind. Signature of J. Mitford, 1810; additional rhymes in a different hand on front free endpapers; clipping from Notes and Queries laid in; ticket of Willis and Sotheran. From the library of Roland Knaster Opie N 1026

[Ritson, Joseph], comp.
19.5 x 13 cm. ? later mbld wraps; folder Three Centuries 30. Opie N 476

[Ritson, Joseph], comp.
Gammer Gurton's Garland or The Nursery Parnassus... London, 1810. Glasgow: Reprinted for Hugh Hopkins, 1866
19.4 x 13 cm. pub drab bds; folder Three Centuries 30. Opie N 477

[Ritson, Joseph], comp.
Gammer Gurton's Garland or The Nursery Parnassus... London, 1810. Glasgow: Reprinted for Hugh Hopkins, 1866
20.2 x 13.3 cm. pub terracotta cloth Opie N 1027

[Ritson, Joseph], comp.
28 x 21.7 cm. Xerox, in loose sheets; from copy in Ohio State University Library, Columbus, with ms. annotations by unknown person whose memory stretched back to 1776/7. Gift of Mrs. Cecily Hancock,
with two of her letters to the Opies laid in

Rivers-Moore, Marion.
The Ploughboy in Luck. [London] Transatlantic Arts Ltd., (ca 1945]
12.2 x 9 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder (Bantam Picture Book, 36)
Three Centuries 189.

Rivers-Moore, Marion.
The Ploughboy in Luck. [London] Transatlantic Arts Ltd., (ca 1945]
12.2 x 9 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder (Bantam Picture Book,36)
Three Centuries 189.

Added entry
Robin's Christmas Song see Little Jack Horner's Picture Book

Robinson, Charles.
The Big Book of Nursery Rhymes. Edited by Walter Jerrold... London: Blackie and Son, Ltd., 1903
25.3 x 19 cm. pub red decorated cloth gilt; monochrome decorated endpapers; archive box. Inscription
dated Xmas 1904

Robinson, Charles.
The Big Book of Nursery Rhymes. Edited by Walter Jerrold. London: Blackie and Son, Ltd., [not after
1929]
25.3 x 18.8 cm. pub red decorated cloth, spine gilt. Inscription dated Xmas 1929. Gift of Pauline
Baynes

Robinson, Gordon.
Old Mother Hubbard. Mounted on Linen Cloth. London: Dean & Son, Ltd., Debrett House, 29, King
Street, [ca 1915]
28 x 19.3 cm. pub col pict bds (Dean's Holiday Series, 85)
Three Centuries 542.

Rock a Bye. London: Dean's Rag Book Co. Ltd. [1905 ?]
20.5 x 15 cm. pub crimson cloth ptd turquoise, cream and yellow; folder [Rag book]

Rogers, James Edward.
20 x 29.5 cm. pub pink dec wraps ptd in black and gold with ads and colophon of Clay, Sons, &
Taylor on rear; folder
Three Centuries 122.

Rogers, James Edward.
21 x 29.5 cm. pub red pict cloth stamped in black and gilt
Three Centuries 122.

Rogers, James Edward.
20 x 29.5 cm. disbound; folder

Added entry
[Roscoe, William] The Butterfly's Ball, and the Grasshopper's Feast. London: J. Harris, Jany, 1st,
1807. 15.9 x 11.8 cm. pub yellow cloth (Classics of Children's Literature, 1621-1932)

Opie N 977 (7)
28.5 x 19.8 cm. pub ptd white wraps; folder
Augener's Edition No. 8896 Opie N 486

Rountree, Harry
Wee Willie Winkie. [Great Britain]: Nelson, [not before 1916]
28.2 x 21.6 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder
Illustrations dated 1916 Opie N 487

Added entry
Routledge's Children's Singing Lancers see Routledge's Singing Quadrille Opie N 488, Opie N 489

Routledge's Singing Quadrille (Music by Myles B. Foster) and Children's Singing Lancers (Music by L.N. Parker). Illustrated by Mrs. Staples, A. Chantry Corbould, and A.D. Longmuir. Engraved and Printed by Edmund Evans. London: George Routledge and Sons, Broadway, Ludgate Hill; New York: 416, Broome Street, [not before 1878]
27.6 x 23.2 cm. pub brown cloth and ivory col pict bds with ads for Crane's Baby's Bouquet and Baby's Opera on rear Opie N 488

Routledge's Singing Quadrille (Music by Myles B. Foster) and Children's Singing Lancers (Music by L.N. Parker) and Old Nursery Rhymes (with the Old Tunes). Illustrated by Mrs. Staples, A. Chantry Corbould, and A.D. Longmuir. London: George Routledge and Sons, Broadway, Ludgate Hill; New York: 9 Lafayette Place, [not after 1885]
28 x 23.3 cm. pub brown decorated cloth stamped in black and gilt with col pict onlay; floral endpapers. Inscription dated Dec 31 1885 Opie N 489

The Royal Infant Opera, Composed Expressly for His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales... by O.B. Dussek. London: D'Almaine & Co., 20, Soho Square, [n.d.]
34.5 x 25.2 cm. pub cream pict wraps; folder
Publisher's no: 9448 Opie N 490

The Royal Infant Opera, No. 2; Consisting of One Hundred of the Most Popular Nursery Rhymes and Jingles, Games and Riddles... by Jules Favre. London: John Blockley, 3, Argyll Street, Regent St. W., [n.d.]
36.2 x 26.9 cm. pub cream col pict wraps ptd gilt, pubs ads on rear; folder. Publisher's no: The Royal Infant Opera. No. 2 Opie N 491

[Sackville-West, Vita.]
26.7 x 19.6 cm. pub blue cloth gilt; white decorated dj; slipcase, as issued. No. 154 of 550 copies. Four letters from the author to the Opies, and various clippings, laid in.
Three Centuries 640. Opie N 493
Sackville-West, Vita.
20.8 x 13.6 cm. pub pale yellow cloth stamped in red; white col pict dj
Three Centuries 641.  
Opie N 1030

Added entry.
The Sad Fate of Poor Robin see Mother Hubbard and Other Old Friends
Opie N 351

Sam the Sportsman.
The History of Sam, the Sportsman, and His Gun, also, of His Wife Joan... York: J. Kendrew,
Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]
9.6 x 6.6 cm. pub ptd wraps stained yellow; folder
Davis, Kendrew of York, 29.  
Opie N 1031

Sam the Sportsman.
The History of Sam, the Sportsman, and His Gun, also, of His Wife Joan... York: J. Kendrew,
Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]
9.6 x 6.6 cm. pub ptd wraps stained yellow; folder
Davis, Kendrew of York, 29.  
Opie N 1032

Sam the Sportsman.
The Whole Particulars of that Renowned Sportsman Sam and His Gun; of His Wonderful Skill in
Shooting; with a Description of his Wife Joan surnamed the Economical. London: Didier & Tebbett, Jan.
1. 1808
12.4 x 11.6 cm. later sheep & mbld cloth; pub blue ptd wraps with ads on rear bd in
Three Centuries 484. Signatures of Hannah and Susan Cottin, Cork, 1811  
Opie N 1033

Scottish Children's Rhymes and Lullabies. Designed by Joan Hassall. [Gladstone's Land, Lawnmarket,
Edinburgh: Saltire Society], 1948
13.3 x 8.8 cm. pub white pict wraps ptd in blue; folder
(Saltire Chapbook, 9)  
Opie N 1034

Scottish Nursery Songs. Portobello: John Morris, 1978
12.8 x 9.5 cm. pub pale orange ptd wraps; folder  
Opie N 1035

The Second Royal Infant Opera; Composed Expressly for His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales... by
34.4 x 25.2 cm. pub cream pict wraps; folder  
Opie N 494

35 x 25.7 cm. pub cream col pict wraps; folder
Pianoforte duet. Publisher's no: M6289  
Opie N 495

Sendak, Maurice.
Hector Protector and As I Went Over the Water. Two Nursery Rhymes with Pictures. London,
Sydney, Toronto: Bodley Head, [c. 1965, first published in Great Britain 1967]
18.5 x 21.6 cm. pub pale yellow col pict bds and matching dj  
Opie N 496
Sharp, Cecil J.
Nursery Songs from the Appalachian Mountains. Arranged with Pianoforte Accompaniment...Illustrated in Silhouette by Esther B. Mackinnon. London: Novello & Company, [c. 1921]
30.5 x 24.5 cm. pub taupe cloth and off-white pict bds
Three Centuries 56. Inscription dated 20.11.26
Opie N 497

Sharp, Cecil J.
Nursery Songs from the Appalachian Mountains. Second Series Arranged with Pianoforte Accompaniment...Illustrated in Silhouette by Esther B. Mackinnon. [London]: Novello and Company Ltd. [c. 1923]
30.5 x 24.5 cm. pub taupe cloth and off-white pict bds
Three Centuries 56.
Opie N 498

Sharp, Cecil J.
Seventeen Nursery Songs from the Appalachian Mountains... [Illustrated by Esther B. Mackinnon]. London: Novello and Company, Limited, [c. 1921, c. 1923]
25.2 x 17 cm. pub green pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
(Novello's School Songs, book 340)
Opie N 499

Shepherd, J. A.
A Frog He Would A-Wooing Go. London: Grant Richards, [ca 1900]
2.8 x 20.3 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 390.
Opie N 500

Simple Simon.
12 x 9 cm. pub self white col pict wraps and folder with cut-out in front, as issued; folder (Bantam Picture Book)
Opie N 1036

Simple Simon.
The History of Simple Simon...York: J. Kendrew, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]
9.8 x 6.6 cm. pub self pict wraps stained yellow; folder
Three Centuries 553. Davis, Kendrew of York, 30
Opie N 1037

Simple Simon.
The History of Simple Simon...York: J. Kendrew, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]
9.8 x 6.6 cm. pub self pict wraps stained yellow; folder
Three Centuries 553. Davis, Kendrew of York, 30
Opie N 1038

Simple Simon.
The History of Simple Simon...[London]: Paul's General Printing Office, 18, Great St. Andrew Street, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, sold by C. Neesom, 166, Brick Lane, Spitalfields, [ca 1850]
17.5 x 10.6 cm. pub self white col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 556. From the library of Roland Knaster
Opie N 1039
Simple Simon.
History of Simple Simon. [Blocks Reproduced from Park's History of Simple Simon.] London, New York: [Printed by C.J. Cousland & Sons Ltd] Transatlantic Arts, [ca 194-] 12.6 x 9.5 cm. pub self white col pict wraps; folder (Bantam Picture Book) Three Centuries 562. Opie N 1040

Simple Simon.

Simple Simon.

Simple Simon.
The History of Simple Simon...York: J. Kendrew, Colliergate. [York: Reprinted from the collection of the Castle Museum, York by Heritage Marketing, (c. 1981)] 9 x 6.5 cm. pub yellow pict wraps and green ptd broadside 11 x 8.4; folder Opie N 1043

Simple Simon.

Simple Simon.
Park's Amusing History of Simple Simon... London: A. Park, 47, Leonard Street, [F]insbury, [between 1836 and 1863] 18.2 x 12.3 cm. pub pink pict wraps; folder Three Centuries 557. Opie N 1044

Simple Simon.
Park's History of Simple Simon. London: A. Park, 47, Leonard Street, Finsbury, [between 1836 and 1863] 17.1 x 10.8 cm. pub pink pict wraps with alphabet on rear; folder Three Centuries 558. Opie N 1045

Simple Simon.
Park's History of Simple Simon. London: A. Park, 47, Leonard Street, Finsbury. [not after 1852] 17.4 x 21.6 cm. pub blue decorated wraps; folder (Park's Library of Instruction and Amusement) Three Centuries 558. Inscription on front wrapper dated 1852 Opie N 502

Simple Simon.
Simple Simon...[? London] Printed and sold by T. Batchelar 14, Hackney Road Crescent, [between 1828 and 1832] 9.9 x 6.2 cm. pub blue wraps; folder Three Centuries 554. Opie N 1046

Simple Simon.
Simple Simon. [London]: W.S. Johnson, 60, St. Martin's Lane, Charing Cross, [between 1846 and 1862]
12 x 12.6 cm. pub pale orange pict wraps with ad for Home Circle Magazine on rear; folder. A panorama

13.8 x 19.8 cm. pub pink col pict wraps with ads on rear; music on endpapers; folder (Marcus Ward's Royal Illuminated Nursery Rhymes)
Three Centuries 559. From the collection of Roland Knaster

Sing a Song of Six-Pence.
26.8 x 22.5 cm. pub lavender decorated wraps ptd in red, orange, and blue ptd by Kronheim & Co., with ads on rear; folder (Aunt Louisa's London Toy Books)
Three Centuries 455.

Sing a Song of Six-Pence.
Sing a Song of Sixpence. London, New York; Frederick Warne & Co., [not before 1866]
24.1 x 18.5 cm. pub ivory col pict wraps ptd by Dalziel Brothers, ads on rear; folder (Warne's "Excelsior" Toy-Books) Rag book. Same illustrations as the title issued as Aunt Louisa's London Toy Books

Sing a Song of Six-Pence.
Sing a Song of Sixpence. London, Otley: William Walker & Sons, [? ca 1890]
25.8 x 19 cm. pub black col pict wraps with ads for Goodall's household specialties on rear; folder

Sing a Song of Six-Pence.
Sing a Song of Sixpence. [London, Paris & New York: Raphael Tuck & Sons, (ca 1897)]
17.2 x 11.3 cm. pub col pict shaped wraps with ad for Frank Wilmer, draper & milliner on rear; folder
Three Centuries 686.
20.5 x 18 cm. pub self green col pict wraps; folder. An indestructible book  

Opie N 508

36 x 26.3 cm. pub cream col pict wraps; folder. Incomplete; lacks last pages. Laid-in ms. copy of words (complete ?)  
Publisher's no: 16,465

Opie N 509

Added entry  
Six Italian Arietts with a Spanish Guitar or Piano Forte, by B. Bortolazzi. London: Published by Monzani & Hill, 24, Dover Str. Piccadilly. [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. Later tan cloth and mottled bds

Opie N 189 (3)

Added entry  
A Slap at Slop and the Bridge Street Gang [Illustrated by George Cruikshank] London: Printed by and for William Hone, 45, Ludgate Hill, 1822. 23.2 x 14.4 cm. pub green cloth and brown bds; T. Tegg's 1831 list of publications inserted [3 fold pl.]

Opie N 241 (7)

Added entry  
The Snow-drop; Composed by Henry Farmer. Juvenile Songs, No. 4, London: Brewer & Co. 23, Bishopsgate St. Within E.C. [Inscribed 1866] 35.6 x 25.7 cm. pub cream pict wraps ptd black and gilt; folder

Opie N 170 (2)

13 x 9.5 cm. pub self pict wraps, hand coloured; folder  
Three Centuries 79.

Opie N 1051

Songs for the Nursery, Collected from the Work of the Most Renowned Poets, and Adapted to Favourite National Melodies. London: Tabart and Co., 1808  
13.1 x 10.6 cm. pub yellow ptd wraps with ads on front and rear; folder  
Moon Tabart (without plates, as issued)

Opie N 1052

Added entry  
Songs for the Nursery, Collected from the work of the most renowned poets, and adapted to favourite national melodies. London: Printed for William Darton, 58, Holborn Hill, 1822. (Engravings dated June 15, 1818) see List A: Opie A 732(2)

14 x 11 cm. pub brown diapered cloth panelled in blind with gilt vignette; spine gilt; yellow endpapers  
Three Centuries 34.

Opie N 1053

15.3 x 12.3cm. pub pale green pict wraps ptd in red and black with ads on rear; folder  

Opie N 1054

18 x 13.2 cm. pub purple decorated cloth panelled in blind and stamped in gilt; pale yellow endpapers
Three Centuries 35. Binder's title: Our Old Favorites; pink ticket for R. Cann & Sons, Harleston; ads on versos of titles and rectos of frontispieces. From the collection of Roland Knaster. Opie N 1055

Spider and the Fly.
The Spider and the Fly: Comic Song Written by the late Thomas Hudson, Newly Arranged with an Accompaniment for the Piano Forte by J. Monro. Sung by Mr. Henry Russell. London: Published, for the author, by Shepherd & Jones, 40, Warwick Lane, Newgate St. [n.d.]
33.7 x 24.8 cm. pub cream pict wraps; folder Opie N 510

The Sugar Plum. Leeds: J. Roberts, 4, Wood-street, [? ca 1825]
8.5 x 6.9 cm. pub pale blue pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 66. Opie N 1056

Swaby, Molly, comp.
A Book of Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by Joan Bell. London: Jonathan Cape, [1928]
18 x 12 cm. pub yellow cloth and tan pict dj with onlay; archive folder Opie N 1057

Sweeney, James Johnson, comp.
31.5 x 24.5 cm. pub red cloth stamped in white; white printed dj; archive box Opie N 511

Tabor, Troy E.
Mother Goose in Hawaii. Songs and Colour from the Islands... Illustrated by Lloyd Sexton. Rutland, Vermont & Tokyo, Japan: Charles E. Tuttle Company, [1960]
29.5 x 21.3 cm. pub bds and white col pict dj
Three Centuries 672. Gift of Miss Elisabeth Ball Opie N 512

Taffy Was a Welshman, Taffy Was a Thief: National Song of Wales as Sung by the Bards at the Eisteddfods. London: Metzler & Co., 37, Great Marlborough Street, W.
34.4 x 25.4 cm. pub cream col pict wraps, pubs ads on rear; folder
Gift of Alec Hyatt King Opie N 513

Tarrant, Margaret W.
31 x 23.8 cm. pub blue cloth stamped in pale blue; pale blue endpapers Opie N 514

Tarrant, Margaret W.
25.2 x 18.5 cm. pub green cloth and pale yellow pict bds (Sunshine Series
Three Centuries 170. Opie N 515

Tarrant, Margaret W.
14.3 x 11 cm. pub grey col pict bds with ad for series on rear board; case (Little Wonder Books, 1)
Three Centuries 170. Opie N 1058

Tate, Sally.
Mother Goose. London, Northampton, Chicago, Toronto: Raphael Tuck & Sons Ltd., [ca 1951]
20.4 x 19.2 cm. pub blue leatherette and col pict bds (Cozy-Corner Book
Opie N 1059

 Added entry

Opie N 593 (6)

Ten Little Niggers.
36 x 26.2 cm. pub cream pict wraps, pubs ads on rear; folder
For voice and piano. Publisher's no: M. 2473

Opie N 516

Ten Little Niggers.
34.8 x 25.6 cm. pub buff pict wraps; folder
Publisher's no: (H & R. 3141)

Opie N 517

Ten Little Niggers.
29.5 x 24.3 cm. pub pink col pict wraps with ads on rear and insides of wrappers. (Grandmama Goodsoul's series) From the library of Roland Knaster

Opie N 518

Ten Little Niggers.
Ten Little Nigger Girls. Illustrated by P. Cruikshank, &c. London: Read, Brooks & Co., Printers & Publishers, 128, Aldersgate Street, [ca 1873] 29.5 x 24.5 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear and on insides; folder (Grandmama Goodsoul's series)

Opie N 519

Ten Little Niggers.
Ten Little Niggers. The Celebrated Serio Comic Song, Sung by G.W. Moore, of the Original Christy Minstrels. Written by Frank Green. Music by Mark Mason. [Illustrated by Alfred Concanen]. London: Hapwood & Crew, [ca 1869]
34 x 25.5 cm. pub pict wraps with ads on rear; folder

Opie N 520

Ten Little Niggers.
The Ten Little Niggers. London: John Dicks, 313, Strand, [ca 188- ?] 24.5 x 18.5 cm. pub pink pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
(John Dicks' Nursery Tales, 12)

Opie N 521


Opie N 522

Terry, Richard Runciman.
28.5 x 22.4 cm. pub tan cloth and brown pict bds; folder
From the library of Roland Knaster

Opie N 523

There Was an Old Woman. London: Dean & Son Limited, 160A Fleet Street, [? ca 1912] 28.2 x 19 cm. pub red cloth and green col pict bds

Opie N 524

Thirion, A., comp.
French Nursery Rhymes...Harmonies and Accompaniments by H.W. Stewardson...London: Joseph Williams, [not after 1916]
21.3 x 14 cm. pub pale pink ptd wraps with ads on rear and insides of wraps; folder. Signature of
Roland Knaster dated 1916 on front

This Little Pig Went to Market. Mother Goose. [? England, ca 195-]
7 x 5.4 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder

Thomas, Katherine Elwes.
22.5 x 14 cm. pub beige cloth and ivory dj printed in deep blue
Three Centuries 637. Five pages of notes by PMO laid in

Thorpe, Elphinstone.
24.5 x 18.5 cm. pub red cloth and brown col pict bds
Three Centuries 650.

Three Best Nursery Rhymes. London: Strome & Co. [19--]
24.6 x 23.4 cm. pub cream col pict wraps; folder

25 x 16.5 cm. pub green pict wraps ptd in gilt with ads on rear; folder (Dean's New Juvenile Musical Series)
Three Centuries 487a. (?488a) Size and date of press run on rear wrapper: 3,000 10-16

Three Jolly Welshmen. Pictures by Gale Thomas. Leicester: The Brockhampton Book Co.,Ltd. [19--]
11.6 x 6.9 cm. pub turquoise wraps ptd black; folder

Three Little Ghostesses.
11.4 x 6.4 cm. pub white ptd wraps; folder
"100 Copies Printed" Laid in note from Partridge to the Opies inserted

Three Little Kittens.
History of the Three Little Kittens Who Lost Their Mittens. London: W.S. Fortey, Printer and Publisher, 2 & 3, Monmouth Court, Bloomsbury, [not before 1885]
21.8 x 17 cm. pub tan pict wraps with ad dated March 3 1885 on rear; folder

Three Little Kittens.
The Marriage of the Three Little Kittens. [Illustrated by F.S. and Walmsley] London: Dean & Son, 11, Ludgate Hill, [not before 1860]
25.3 x 16.3 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder
(Dean's Children's Coloured Untearable Cloth Toy Books)
Three Centuries 468. Size and date of press run (3,000 12 60) on rear wrapper
Added entry
Three Little Kittens. The Marriage of the Three Little Kittens
see Dean & Son. [Little Bo-Peep, etc.]  

Opie N 183

Three Little Kittens.
The Marriage of the Three Little Kittens. London: Dean & Son, Juvenile Book Publishers, 11, Ludgate Hill, [not before 1864]
25 x 16.5 cm. pub green cloth and pale yellow pict bds with ads on rear; folder (Dean's Untearable Waterproof Washable Toy Books)
Three Centuries 469. Size and date of press run (2,000 - 3, 64) on rear bd. From the library of Roland Knaster

Opie N 531

Three Little Kittens.
The 3 Little Kittens... London, Edinburgh: T. Nelson & Sons, [ca 1865]
27 x 22.8 cm. pub turquoise embossed wraps with col pict onlays; folder (Nelson's Oil Colour Picture Books for the Nursery)
Three Centuries 470.

Opie N 532

Three Little Kittens.
27.3 x 21.3 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 471.

Opie N 533

Three Little Kittens.
The Three Little Kittens. London: Ward, Lock and Tyler, Warwick House, Paternoster Row, [between 1873 and 1878]
24.4 x 18.3 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps with ads and colophon of Edmund Evans on rear; folder (Aunty Fanny's Picture Books)

Opie N 534

Three Little Kittens.
19.6 x 13.9 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps with ads for Fry's cocoa on rear; folder (Pleasewell Series)

Opie N 1064

Three Little Kittens.
25.4 x 20.2 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder

Opie N 535

Three Little Kittens.
Three Little Kittens. [(London) Raphael Tuck & Sons, (ca 1947)]
9.7 x 6.1 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Tiny Tuck Book)
Three Centuries 474.

Opie N 1065

Three Little Kittens.
The Three Little Kittens. 3004. [London,Toronto: Childhood Publications Limited, (ca 195-]
25.1 x 16.5 cm. pub pale pink col pict wraps; folder

Opie N 536
Three Little Kittens.
The 3 Little Kittens. [(? England) W.D.L. (ca 196-)]
26 x 20 cm. pub hot pink col pict wraps; folder
An indestructible book

Three Little Kittens.
20.3 x 20.4 cm. pub white col pict wraps

Three Little Kittens and Other Rhymes for Little Folk [No 219. England, (ca 1950 ?)]
19 x 12.2 cm. pub green col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 475.

Added entry
The Three Little Pigs see Young England's Picture Book.

Tiny Tots' Rhymes. [London: Dean & Son Ltd., 41/43 Ludgate Hill, (? ca 195-)]
25 x 19 cm. pub blue col pict wraps; folder

Added entry
'Tis Love in the Heart...[from] The Election...words by S.J. Arnold;
composed by Chas. E. Horn. London: Published by T. Williams, 29,
Tavistock St. Covent Garden [watermarked 1817] 33 x 24 cm. later
tan cloth and mottled bds

Toddler's Rhymes. [London: Dean & Son Ltd., 41/43 Ludgate Hill, (not after 1970)]
26.3 x 21.5cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps; folder

Added entry
Tom, the Piper's Son. The Adventures of Tom, the Piper's Son.
[ca 1835] 17.8 x 10.8 cm. pub yellow ptd bds, rebacked in later
green cloth. Three Centuries 77.

Tom, the Piper's Son.
Tom, the Piper's Son... York: Printed by J. Kendrew, Colliergate, [betweeen 1803 and 1841]
9.7 x 6.5 cm. pub yellow pict wraps stained yellow; folder
Davis, Kendrew of York, 5l.
Three Centuries 564.

Tom, the Piper's Son.
Tom the Piper's Son. London and Otley: Wm Walker and Son, [ca 1845]
21.7 x 14 cm. pub ivory pict wraps; folder (Illuminated Library for the Homes of Happy Childhood)
Three Centuries 566.

Tom, the Piper's Son.
Tom, the Piper's Son. London and Otley: William Walker and Sons, [ca 1860]
19 x 12.4 cm. pub blue pict wraps with ad on rear; folder (Walkers' Toy-Books)
Three Centuries 567.

Tom, the Piper's Son.
Tom, the Piper's Son. Devonport: Printed by and for Samuel and John Keys, [ca 1835]
10.5 x 6.5 cm. pub pict wraps, stained blue; folder
Three Centuries 565.
Tom, the Piper's Son.  
Tom Tom the Piper's Son. [London: Raphael Tuck,(ca 1947)]  
9.5 x 6.5 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (A Tiny Tuck Book)  
Three Centuries 571. Opie N 1070

Tom Thumb's Nursery Rhymes. [Braintree: Shearcroft, Printer, (? ca 1845)]  
9.4 c 6.4 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder  
Three Centuries 91. Opie N 1071

Tom Tucker.  
The History of Little Tom Tucker. York: J. Kendrew, Printer, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]  
10.1 x 6.1 cm. pub pict wraps, stained yellow; folder  
Davies, Kendrew of York, 28.  
Three Centuries 572. Opie N 1072

Tom Tucker.  
The History of Little Tom Tucker. London: Printed for the Booksellers, [ca 1850 ?]  
15.8 x 10 cm. pub yellow pict wraps with ad for untitled series on rear; folder. This title listed as number 11 in the ad on the rear wrapper  
Opie N 1073

Tom Tucker.  
Little Tom Tucker. London: J. Catnach, 2 & 3 Monmouth Court, 7 Dials, [ca 1830]  
18 x 10.6 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder  
Three Centuries 573. From the library of Roland Knaster  
Opie N 1074

Tom Tucker.  
Little Tom Tucker. London: W.S. Fortey's Wholesale Juvenile Book Warehouse, 2 & 3, Monmouth Court, Bloomsbury, [not before 1859]  
17.6 x 10.9 cm. pub pict wraps with ad dated 1859; folder  
Three Centuries 575. Opie N 1075

Added entry  
Tom Thumb. New Story About Little Tom Thumb and His Mother see 
Mother Hubbard and Other Old Friends. Opie N 351

Tom Tucker.  
25.5 x 19 cm. pub black col pict wraps with ads on rear; folder  
Opie N 542

Tom Tucker.  
Little Tom Tucker. [Illustrated by Pickering] London: W.S. Fortey's Wholesale Juvenile Book Warehouse, 4 Great St. Andrew Street, Seven Dials, [not before 1886]  
21.7 x 17.2 cm. pub self pict wraps; folder  
Opie N 543

Added entry  
Tom Tucker. see Mother Hubbard and Her Dog: to Which is Added, The 
History of Tom Tucker. Opie N 920

Tom Tucker.  
12.5 x 9.5 cm. pub self white col pict wraps; folder  
Three Centuries 574.  
Opiw N 1076
Tom Tucker.
Tom Tucker, Who Sung for His Supper. London: Darton and Son, [between 1830 and 1837]
10.3 x 6.5 cm. pub yellow pict wraps; folder

Opie N 1077

Added entry
Tom Tucker see Dean & Son [Little Bo-Peep, etc.]

Opie N 183

Tomlyn, Alfred W.
24.5 x 18.5 cm. pub grey col pict cloth, gilt
Three Centuries 174. Illustrations dated 1905

Opie N 544

Tomlyn, Alfred W.
24.5 x 18.5 cm. pub grey col pict cloth, gilt
Three Centuries 174. Illustrations dated 1905

Opie N 545

Tomlyn, Alfred W.
25 x 18.3 cm. pub olive green pict cloth gilt; green and white patterned endpapers. Inscription dated 1908

Opie N 546

Tommy Thumb's Song Book, For all Little Masters and Misses, To Be Sung to Them by Their Nurses Until They Can Sing Themselves. By Nurse Lovechild...The Second Worcester Edition. Worcester, Massachusetts: Isaiah Thomas, 1794
10 x 6.5 cm. pub green and blue Dutch floral wraps; folder

Opie N 1078

9.8 x 6.3 cm. pub col decorated wraps; folder

Opie N 1079

Tommy Thumb's Song-Book, For all Little Masters and Misses. To Be Sung to Them by Their Nurses till They Can Sing Them Themselves. By Nurse Lovechild.. Glasgow: J. Lumsden & Son, 1814
10.1 x 6.5 cm. pub blue decorated wraps with "from Ross's Juvenile Library" on the front and a topsy-turvy on rear; folder
Three Centuries 17.
Roscoe & Brimmell, 20

Opie N 1080

Tommy Thumb's Song-Book, For all Little Masters and Misses. To Be Sung to Them by Their Nurses till They Can Sing Them Themselves. By Nurse Lovechild.. Glasgow: J. Lumsden & Son, 1815
10.4 x 6.4 cm. pub ivory decorated wraps with "From Ross's Juvenile Library" on front, and topsy turvy on rear; folder
Roscoe and Brummell, 21.

Opie N 1081

Tottie's Nursery Rhymes. [Illustrated by M. Tilsey] London: Frederick Warne & Co., [? ca 1875]
26.2 x 22 cm. pub tan col pict wraps with colophon of Emrik & Binger and ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 118.

Opie N 547
Tuck-Me-Up Tales. [London: Waddy Productions, (ca 194-?)]
10.6 x 7 cm. pub maroon col pict wraps; folder

The Tune the Cow Died Of !! by Herr Gliffic. London: Published for the author by G.A. Augener, 4A, Tottenham Court Rd. [n.d.]
34.9 x 24.5 cm. pub cream col pict wraps; folder. Includes music for 'The cow jumped over the moon'

[Turner, Baptist-Noel].
Infant Institutes, Part the First, Or, A Nurserical Essay on the Poetry, Lyric and Allegorical of the Earlier Ages... London: F. and C. Rivingtons, 1797
22.5 x 13.8 cm. 19th century red roan and mbld bds; folder
Three Centuries 24. Two-page note by PMO with additional notes by IO laid in. ? Bussell copy

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.
26 x 18 cm. pub cream pict wraps; folder
Little Songs for Little Singers, No. 4. For voice and pianoforte

24.5 x 38 cm. pub blue cloth and pale grey pict bds; case
Three Centuries 591.

24.4 x 18 cm. pub beige cloth with col pict onlay

Unwin, Nora S.
12.7 x 10 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder
Gift of Eric Baker, 1973

Unwin, Nora S.
12.7 x 10 cm. pub white col pict wraps, folder
Gift of Eric Baker

[Valentine, Laura (Jewry)], comp.
Aunt Louisa's Book of Nursery Rhymes... [Illustrations engraved by Dalziel, Patterson, and others] London, New York: Frederick Warne and Co., [1892]
23.9 x 20 cm. pub blue cloth and col pict bds signed EFM with ad for series on rear (Aunt Louisa's Favourite Instruction Books)
Three Centuries 140.
23.8 x 19.5 cm. pub pale yellow pict bds signed C. Haslewood

Opie N 556

Voake, Charlotte.

24.7 x 19.6 cm. pub white col pict laminated bds and matching dj; pictorial endpapers. Inscribed to IBO by Sebastian Walker, the publisher

Opie N 557

The Waggon Load of Money...York: Printed and Sold by James Kendrew, Colliergate, [between 1803 and 1841]
10 x 6.7 cm. pub yellow ptd wraps stained yellow; folder
Davis, Kendrew of York, 55

Opie N 1085

The Waggon Load of Money...York: Printed and Sold by James Kendrew, Colliergate. [(England). Reprinted by the W.R. School Museum Service from Bath Academy of Art line blocks, (not after 1974)]
10.1 x 6.8 cm. pub yellow ptd wraps; folder
Gift of Doreen Gullen, 1974

Opie N 1086

Walt Disney Productions.

18.5 x 15.8 cm. pub orange cloth and blue col pict bds

Opie N 1087

Walt Disney Productions.

26.3 x 17.8 cm. pub orange col pict laminated bds

Opie N 558

Walt Disney Productions.

The Truth about Mother Goose. New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc. [c. 1957]
25.9 x 18.7 cm. pub yellow col pict wraps; folder. No. 862. Based on the Walt Disney motion picture.
Gift of Morris Silverman

Opie N 559

Walter, L. Edna, comp.

Mother Goose's Nursery Rhymes... Illustrated by Charles Folkard. London: A. & C. Black, Ltd., [first printed 1919, reprinted 1922 and 1930]
24.7 x 18.6 cm. pub beige pict cloth stamped in black, white, and pale orange; white pict dj; monochrome endpapers

Opie N 560

[Walter, L. Edna], comp.

20.8 x 15.2 cm. pub blue pict cloth stamped in black and yellow
Three Centuries 55.

Opie N 1088

Walter, L. Edna.

19.5 x 13.6 cm. pub blue pict cloth stamped in yellow and black

Opie N 1089
Walter, L. Edna, comp.
Mother Goose's Nursery Rhymes... With Twelve Plates in Colour and Many Illustrations in the Text by Charles Folkard. London: Adam and Charles Black, [1948]
23 x 16.2 cm. pub pale yellow pict cloth stamped in black and red; green col pict dj with ads on rear and flaps  Opie N 561

[Ward, Marcus].
Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. Edinburgh: W.P. Nimmo, [not before 1872]
14 x 19.6 cm. pub pale green col pict wraps with colophon of Marcus Ward & Co., and ads on rear; folder (Marcus Ward's Royal Illuminated Nursery Rhymes)  Opie N 562

Ward, Marcus.
The Royal Illuminated Book of Nursery Rhymes. The Old Familiar Words. Set to Appropriate Music...
15 x 20.3 cm. pub blue decorated cloth stamped in black; col pict onlays on front
Three Centuries 254. Inscription dated Xmas 1873  Opie N 563

Ward, Marcus.
The Royal Illuminated Book of Nursery Rhymes. The Old Familiar Words Set to Appropriate Music...
15 x 20.3 cm. pub red decorated cloth stamped in black; col pict onlays on the front
Three Centuries 254.  Opie N 564

Watson, A.H.
21.5 x 14.2 cm. pub orange and white patterned cloth; monochrome patterned endpapers; gold col pict dj; archive box (Children's Illustrated Classics)  Opie N 1090

Added entry
The Way to be Happy: Composed by Henry Farmer. Juvenile Songs, No. 5.
London: Brewer & Co., 23, Bishopgate St. Within E.C. [inscribed 1866]. 35.6 x 25.7 cm. pub cream pict wraps ptd black and gilt; folder  Opie N 170 (3)

28 x 20 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder (Walker Toy Book. Giant Series, 7) Purchased new in 1935 by Roland Knaster  Opie N 565

Welsh, Charles, comp.
A Book of Nursery Rhymes. Being Mother Goose's Melodies Arranged in the Order of Attractiveness and Interest... With One Hundred and Seventy Illustrations by Clara E. Atwood. [Parts I-II] London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1902.
19.7 x 13 cm. pub red pict cloth stamped in black; case
Three Centuries 147.  Opie N 1091

Added entry
When the Rose-bud of Summer... words by E.J.B. Fitzsimons; composed by Sir John Stevenson, Mus. Doc. Dublin: Published & Sold by W. Power,4, Westmoreland Street, [n.d.] 33 x 24 cm. later tan cloth and mottled bds  Opie N 189 (7)

Added entry
Whimsical incidents; or, The Power of Music, a Poetic Tale by a
near Relation of Mother Hubbard. London: J. Harris, successor to
E. Newbery, Octr. 25th, 1805. 15.9 x 11.8 cm. pub yellow cloth
(Classics of Children's Literature, 1621-1932) Facsimile

White, Flora.
15.5 x 12.5 cm. pub blue wraps ptd on gilt; col pict onlay; folder
Three Centuries 159. Opie N 1092

Whitney, A.D.T.
Mother Goose for Grown Folks. A New Revised, and Enlarged Edition. Illustrated by Augustus
Hoppin and Hammatt Billings. Boston: Loring, [1870]
19.2 x 13.2 cm. pub green decorated cloth gilt; brown endpapers
Three Centuries 628. Stamp of David Fitz Randolph Runyon, New Brunswick, New Jersey Opie N 1093

[Wiegand, W.J.]
1868)]
24.5 x 18.6 cm. pub gold col pict wraps with ads and colophon of the Camden Press on rear; folder
(Warne's Excelsior Toy Books, 39) Opie N 566

[Wiegand, W.J.]
25.5 x 19.5 cm. pub pale blue col pict wraps with ads and colophon of the Dalziel Brothers on the rear;
folder (Warne's Excelsior Toy Books, 39) Mounted on linen Opie N 567

[Wiegand, W.J.]
Nursery Rhymes. London and New York: Frederick Warne & Co., [ca 1876 ?]
25.3 x 19.5 cm. pub pale pink col pict wraps mtd on linen with colophon of Dalziel and ads on rear;
folder (Warne's Excelsior Toy Books, 38) Opie N 568

Wilkin, Wendy.
Nursery Rhymes. Illustrated by Bob Wilkin. London: Murray Sales & Service Co. [ca 195-]
25.2 x 21.5 cm. pub col pict laminated bds (Twinky Book) Opie N 569

Williams-Ellis, Susan, comp.
Sunshine, Moonshine... Illustrated by Sarah Nechamkin. London, Glasgow: Blackie, [c. 1967]
25.3 x 18.3 cm. pub yellow cloth; col pict dj Opie N 570

Winsor, Frederick.
22 x 15.6 cm. pub black cloth and deep blue pict cloth stamped in silver
Three Centuries 670. Inscribed to Ann & Henry Kissinger by the illustrator; illustrated prospectus and
invitation to AIGA Children's Book Show 1955-1957 laid in Opie N 1094

Wood, Lawson.
Lawson Wood Nursery Rhyme Book. [London, Edinburgh]: Nelson,
[ca 191-]
28.2 x 21.7 cm. pub white col pict wraps; folder
Three Centuries 302. Opie N 571

Wood, Ray, comp.
The American Mother Goose. With a Foreward by John A. Lomax. Illustrations by Ed Hargis. New
York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1940
21.3 x 15.8 cm. pub orange cloth stamped in blue; yellow col pict wraps. A.L.N. by PMO laid in; letter from compiler to Opies laid in

Opie N 1095

Woodroffe, Paul.
Humpty Dumpty & Other Songs by Joseph Moorat... Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1920
26.3 x 26.8 cm. pub red cloth and yellow and red patterned bds; monochrome pict endpapers
Three Centuries 281.

Opie N 572

Woodroffe, Paul.
30.5 x 23.5 cm. pub white vellum and white col pict bds
Three Centuries 280. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thomas.

Opie N 573

Woodroffe, Paul.
24.2 x 31 cm. pub olive green cloth and col patterned bds; monochrome pict endpapers; folder
Three Centuries 279.

Opie N 574

Added entry
The Word Book; or, Twenty-four Stories... Chiefly in Three Letters Written for Children Under Four Years of Age, by A.B.C. Assisted by the Other Letters of the Alphabet. 4th ed. London: John Harris, St. Paul's Church-Yard [n.d.] 18 x 10.6 cm. pub red cloth stamped in gilt and blind. Cover title: Child's Picture Book

Opie N 947 (3)

Yankee Doodle [Illustrated by Thomas Nast, 1840 - 1902 ?] New York: McLoughlin Bros. [18--]
26.9 x 23.4 cm. pub cream col and gilt pict wraps; publs ads on rear; folder
Three Centuries 594.

Opie N 575

36.5 x 26 cm. pub cream col pict wraps, pubs ads on rear; folder. For voice and piano

Opie N 576

19.5 x 13.2 cm. pub terracotta pict cloth stamped in black, gilt, orange, white and pale green over beveled bds; floral endpapers
Three Centuries 136. "Emrik & Binger Chromo Lithographers, 21A Berners Street."

Opie N 1096

17.5 x 13.2 cm. pub pale green col pict bds; folder
Three Centuries 136.

Opie N 577

Young England's Picture Book... Containing [Sing-a-Song of Sixpence. The Frog Who Would a Wooing Go, etc.] by Kronheim... London: Frederick Warne and Co.; New York: Scribner, Welford and Co. [not before 1871]
18.3 x 18.5 cm. pub crimson decorated cloth stamped in blind, gilt, and black; yellow endpapers

Opie N 1097

The Young Folks Birthday Book.
    16 x 12.5 cm. pub white col pict cloth; archival case
    Three Centuries 287. Illustrations dated 1898; inscription dated 1902
    Opie N 1098

    27.5 x 21.7 cm. pub white ptd orange wraps; publs ads on rear; folder
    Opie N 578

Zemach, Margot.
    21.5 x 25 cm. pub tan col pict bds and dj
    Opie N 579
The term "nursery rhyme" emerged in the third decade of the nineteenth century although this type of children's literature previously existed with different names such as Tommy Thumb Songs and Mother Goose Songs. The very first known book containing a collection of these texts was Tommy Thumb's Pretty Song Book, which was written by H. Cooper and was published in 1744. The works of several scholars and collectors helped document and preserve these oral traditions as well as their histories. These nursery rhymes are traditional poems or songs for children in Britain and many other countries, but usage of the term only dates from the late 18th/early 19th century. The term Mother Goose rhymes is interchangeable with nursery rhymes. From the mid-16th century nursery rhymes begin to be recorded in English plays, and most popular rhymes date from the 17th and 18th centuries. The first English collections, Tommy Thumb's Song Book and a sequel, Tommy Thumb's Pretty Song Book, were published before 30 Popular Nursery Rhymes For Kids in English. English Nursery Rhymes for kids: Below you will find the lyrics of 30 of the most popular and fun nursery rhymes for kids in English in alphabetical order. (Last edited Sept 2019). Nursery rhymes are a fun way to interact with kids and help their language development. Read your baby or child a story in rhyme, or sing along together. Either way they are lots of fun. My kids love these nursery rhymes, and I am sure your kids will love them too!